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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Holland

When

tho Town

Folks

Really Live

VOLUME 34 — NUMBER 6

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9,

The Newt Has Been A
Constructive Boaster for

Holland Since 1872

1956

EIGHT RAGES

-

PRICE TEN

CENTS

»

Polio Drive

Tops

Resort Owners

Goal in County;

Discuss Gripes

Total Incomplete

At Port Sheldon

The polio drive in Ottawa County
has gone over the top!
This was the joyful news announced at the monthly meeting of
the county board of directorsWednesday night in the Jack Nieboer

GRAND RAPIDS (U^) -Clinton
A. Storm, chairman of a committee
of resort property owner* in the
Port Sheldon area, said today the
organization is not opposed to the
constructionof a Consumers Power Co. generating plant in Port
Sheldon township.
’The only thing we are opposed to is the use of Pigeon Lake
by coal boats ^nd the dredging of
a channel from Lake Michigan to
Pigeon Lake,” Storm said. “We
realize that It would be hopeless
to try and block constructionof the
power plant but we belive it can
be built In a manner beneficialto

home

in Olive

township. •

Reports are not yet final, but
Co - Chairmen Merlin Terrilland
Ken Folkertsmain their preliminary report announced that the
county to date is more than $1,300
over the quota.
Collected to date, accordingto
preliminary figures, is $60,530.62 or
over the assigned quota.

$1,385.75

County Chairman Wilbur Cobb
explained that goals in the cities
and townships this year were based
on what collectionsamounted to
last year. The county total last
NINE YOUNG MEN left Grand Haven Armory
De Vree, John Betten; standing, Arlo C.
year was a little over $59,000.
Wednesday afternoon for inductioninto the
Wiltenberg, Willard Driesenga, Willard
Terrill who directedthe campaign
armed forces in Detroit. Seated, left to right,
Kloostermon, George R. Bryant, Jr., and Sidney
in the north half of the county reare Hoyt Schut, Joel J. Van Der Kooi, Ronald J.
D. Clark.
(Sentinel photo)
ported collectionsof $26,699.45or
$946.26 more than last year. Folkertsma who directed the campaign
Hope Church Society
in the south half reported $33,831.17
collectedor $442.49 more than last
Hears WiUiam Estell
year.
Final reports will be made at
William Estell, studentat Western
the annual meeting of the chapter
TheologicalSeminary, addressed
Tuesday at 7:45 p.m. in Allendale
members of the Women’s Missiontownship hall. Paul Bagwell of Lan,
Society of Hope Church WedThe MichiganTownship Associa- nesday afternoon on the subject of
Harvey De Vries of H o 1 a n d, sing, state March of Dimes chairtion is planningto circulate ini- Japan. Estell who spent three years Red Cross fund campaign chair- man, will be the principalspeaker.
tiatorypetitions for a referendum as a short term missionary in man for Ottawa county, today an- The meeting is open to the pubnounced the following appoint- lie.
vote amending the state
descJ',ibed u,e Buddist and
ments for the Red Cross drive
Three directors will be named
Christian religions.
tution to return equalization of
Mrs., Milton L. Hinga presided during March. The appointmentsduring the election.Those whose
property valuations to the local and announced the World Day of are for the southernhalf of the terms expire this year are Dr.
county level.
Robert Michmershuizen who has
Prayer will be held Feb. 17 at county.
Directing the
in left Grand Haven for Louisville,
Announcement of the proposed 2 p.m. in Hope Church. Miss Mildred Drescher,returnedmission- Zeeland city will be Mrs. N. J. Ky., Mrs. Don Lemmen of Alleninitiatory petition was made in
ary, will be speaker and Mrs. M. Danhof, of 121 South Wall St., and dale and Art Coffey of Holland.
Kalamazoo today by Joseph A. de Velder will be ioloist.
in Zeeland township, Mrs. Bernard .* 'ter the election, the board will
Parisi, Jr., executive director of
convene to elect officers for the
Mrs. Dallas Ruch conducted de- Albers.
the association.Parisi spoke on votions and Mrs. CliffordHopkins Edward Van Dyke of West Olive coming year.
Present officers are Cobb, chaii^
was chairman of the social com- will be the campaign chairman in
behalf of the association and its
Port Sheldon township; Mrs. John man; Earl Rhodes of Conklin,vice
mittee.
president, Julius Sutto, Spaulding
Lammers of Jamestown, James- chairman; Mrs. Irvin De Weerd of

all.”

Storm said Consumers Power Co.
have told him they may

officials

have an alternative plan for getting
coal to the proposed power plant

*

Township Group

Red Cross Drive

Asks Referendum
^ , .^

Workers

m.

without using Pigeon Lake in
about 10 days. He said he and two
other members of the committee
will attend a meeting of Port Shel-

don township peumanent residents
and the Consumers officials at the
Connell School in the township
sometime in the next two weeks.
Consumers officials met several
weeks ago with the reso>t property
owners. This, will be their first
meeting with permanent residents.
Storm said 125 resort property
owners, Including some from as
far as Detroit and Dayton, Ohio,
met last night to discuss the pro-

Named

,

1

consti-

ject.

Richard J. De Vries, also a member of the committee, told the meeting that developmentsof Pigeon
Lake as a port for coal boat* was
“one step in a threat to ruin
Michigan’s tourist industry.” He
said the state legislatureand tHe
governor "should take heed of the
situation.”He said the St. Lawrence Seaway 1* one of the biggest reasons for “Industries’interest” in property along the Lake
Michigan shore.
Chester C. Wells, manager of
the Western Michigan Tourist and
Resort Association,said he thinks
it’s "too bad to spoil natural resources.”
“But I don’t know what can be
done about it,” Wells said. “Consumer.! has bought the land and
apparently Intends to use it”

campaign

Howard

Township Supervisor of Saginaw
County.

Several

At a meeting of the Board of
Directors of the group in Lansing
Teusday, a unanimous vote for
circulation of the petitions was
made following a discussionof the
proposed ammendment.

More than

200,000 signatures
must be secured on the petitions
by July 19. Directors at the Lansing meeting Tuesday indicated
that a number of other organizations, .iadoding fhe Michigan Farm
Bureau, the Michigan State Grange
and others,, will aid in securing the
signatures.
The petitionswill be placed in
circulation as soon as they are
drawn up, Parisi said.

In

Wood

Appear
s

Court

town township; Mrs.
Holland, secretary,and Charles K.
Lievense, route 1, Zeeland, Bugielski of Grand Haven, treasBlendon township; Fred Veneburg, urer.
route 2, Holland, Olive township;
Edward Wezeman, Hudsonville,
Georgetown township.

No appointmentswere

made Bidding Planned

for Holland dity or Holland and
Several cases includingfour Park townships in view of the fact
reckless driving offenses and four that Red Cross interests in Holland
conservation cases were processed area last fall entered the Communin Justice C. C. Wood’s court the ity Chest campaign and more than
$12,000 was

last several days.

earmarked in

that

Arthur Feltenbarger,route 2, fund.
rotltb 2, Dorr, paid fine and costs
The quota for Ottawa county,
of $83.20 on a reckless drivjpg south half, amounts to $24,348.60.
charge, following his arrest on Quotas for the divisions will be anJan. 14.
nounced later along with campaign
Clifford Winfred Ward, of 124 dates.
West 14th St., piid fine and costs
of $39.30 -on a reckless driving
Gov. G. Mennen Williams,at charge and T9.30 on a charge of Manistee Woman Dies
his morning press conferenceIn
driving without ? valid operator’s
While Visiting Here
Kansing said he was “in com- license.
plete sympathy with the probDavid Duron, route 4, paid fine
lems of local taxpayers, but as and costs of $39.30 on a reckless Mrs. Margaret De Vries, 63, of
Manistee, died Wednesday evenlong as the state distributes money
driving charge. H was arrested by
ing at the home of her son and
—such as school aid funds— on the

At Ottawa

Beach

THE REV. AND MRS. JOHN O. HAGANS had
a few words of last-minute advice for their
sons, Jerry, 14, left,

and Timmy, 7,

them to the Holy Land. The
Hagans' trip is being sponsoredby the conqregation of First Methodist Church. Two
daughterswere unable to be in Holland for the
trip that will take

Bids have been let by the Parks
t h e
Michigan Conservafldh Department
for the construction of a combination rest room and laundry building at Holland State Park.
The new building will be located

a

senior at

Albion College, and Margaret,18, working with

the Civil Service on an Air Force base in
Dayton, Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. John Kruid,
members of Rev. Hagans' congregation,will
stay with the boys while their parents are gone.

(Sentinel photo)

*
Appear

Minister and Wife Will

Several

See Biblical Cities

In Circuit

The Rev. and Mrs. John
and RecreationDivision of

center,

before starting out on a month-and-a-half-long

leavetaking. They are Nancy, 21,

GRAND HAVEN
O.

Hagans of 69 West 10th St., Wednesday began a tour that will take
them through several Mediterranean, Middle Eastern and European
First

MethodistChurch of Holland for
the past five years, and his wife,
are taking the tour as guests of
church members. High point of
the trip will he their visit to

(Special)

-

Severftl persons appeared in Circuit Court Wednesday,

Greater Holland

some

for

Three Committed

arraignmentand others for disposition.

countries.

Rev. Hagans, pastor of

Court

Foundation Meets

Kenneth Wright, 43, of 296 Lakeshore Dr., Holland,and James
Hamburg, 25, of 1703 Perry St.

As Psychopaths
HAVEN

-

GRAND
(Special)
Holland, pleaded not guilty to con- Three Ottawa county residents
north side of the blacktop road. It
Marvin C. Lindeman. Cornelius spiracy charges involving plans were declared to be sexual
will be 58 feet by 25 feet and will
v a n d e r M e u 1 e n and Harry drawings and lumber from Chris- criminal psychopathic persons at'
be constructed of masonry and reHarrington were elected trustees Crafl Corp. over a seven • month separate non-jury hearings before
inforced concrete and have a sew- Palestine.
period Inst year valued in excess Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith
er connection,Park manager Clare
Members of the congregation for three-year terms at the annual
of $50. They waived the rending today.
Broad reported.
first thought about sending their meeting of the Greater H o 1 an d
They are Burton Earl Potts, 17,
of the information.Bonds were conAccording to state officials, the minister to the Holy Land last sum- Community Foundation Wednesday
tinued and trial was set for the route 1. Holland, charged with
sheriff's officers .Jan. 29.
dayghter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Tom new building should be ready for mer, when Rev. Hagans spoke noon at the Warm Friend Tavern. April term.
basis of property valuation,there
rape; Louis Tover, 38, of 138
Rex Rolland Gilmore, Grand
must be state equalization of Ledge, paid fine and costs of $29.30 De Vries, of 785 Columbia Ave. use during the heavy tourist season about a city in Palestine in one of
Paul Sehierenga, 21, of 879 West Scotts Dr., Holland, charged with
At
the
Board
of
Trustees
meeting
his sermons. At that time, he asked
Mrs. De Vries ha: been ill for the this summer.
property evaluation or the distri32nd St., Holland, waived the read- indecent exposure, and Avery D.
on a reckless driving charge. He
the congregation if they knew the Mmm(,diatelyafterward. W. A.
bution would be unfair and was arrested by sheriff's officers past few days, and had been visit- Sealed bids will be opened
ing of the information and pleaded Knowles, 49, route 2, Spring Lake,
Lansing, March 15, and construc- location of that city. Only a few Butler was re-elected president;
ing here the past 10 days.
meaningless.
guilly to a gross indecency charge. charged with indecent exposure.
Jan. 13.
Surviving besides the son is a tion will begin soon after. Bids could answer his
Marvin C. Lindeman. vice presi- Bond was continued and sentence Both Potts and Tover previously
He said he always has “endeaHarry and Carl Harringtonof
Several groups in the church de- dent; George Tinholt, treasurer, was deferred until March 9 at 10 had pleaded guilty, and Knowles
vored to place the burden of Harrington Coal Co., Holland, paid grandson; one sister,Mrs. Meta should be sent to the Parks and
taxation more fairly upon those fine and costs of $54.30 on a short Juergens of Los Angles, Calif., Michigan State ConservationDe- cided then that by sending their and Peter Kromann. seeretary.
a m. The alleged offense occurred had been found guilty in a jury
The group discussed several on or about Jan. 18 in Park town- trial.
best able to pay” and repeated weight coal charge. The alleged and one brother, Elmer Long- partment, Steven T. Mason Build ministerto Palestine, the whole
ing, Lansing, 26, Mich.
church could benefitgreatly by his projects and instructed the Board ship
his recommendation that the Leg- offense involved a company truck henry of Milwaukee, Wis.
Testimony was given by three
The $3 for the set of plans is not experiences there, new knowledge of Trustees to carry out the plans
The body is at Dykstra Funeral
islature adopt a corporationprofits carrying 75 pounds less than the
George Melcher, 33, Grand Hav- psychiatrists,Dr. David B. Davis
tax. Such a tax, he said, “would quantity represented.The load Home and will be taken to Brad- refundable and checks should be of the land and locationsof places and any other ideas. In order to en, who pleaded guilty Jan. 27 to and Dr. Andrew Hoekstra of Grand
carry out instructionsof the an- a charge of driving while his oper- Rapids and Dr. Adolph F. Dasler
place the state in a much better weighed some 9,200 pounds. The ford Funeral Home in Manistee made out to the Michigan Depart- mentionedin the Bible.
Donations to a travel fund were nual meeting it was decided to
position to distributemore fairly offense occurred Jan. 31 and the Friday, where serviceswill be held ment of Conservation.
ator's license was revoked, third of Muskegon, all of whom conSaturday at 2 p.m. Friends may
made by individualsand groups in meet again Wednesday. Feb. 15 at offense, was placed on probation curred that the three were criminal
the burden of taxation.
arrest was made by a representacall at the Dykstra Funeral Home
the church. The Young Methodist the Warm Friend Tavern at noon
three years, pay $100 costs within sexual psychopathic persons.Judge
tive of the division of foods and
this evening from 7 to 9 p.m.
men washed cars and raised $200 to further discuss and solidify the JiU days, and 30 days in jail to Smith ordered the three to be comstandards
in
cooperation
with
the
Shower Given for Couple
for the fund. Their contribution ideas expressed at Wednesday's be served on the next 15 week- mitted to the State Department of
local city scales sealer.
was
only one of many.
meeting.
Whose Home Was Burned
ends. He must pay $5 a month Mental Health to be confined and
Owen J. Smith, of 362 West 24th First Church Mission
The Haganses will leave this Willis A. Diekema, A. Bondy oversight fees and must sell his treated in appropriatestate InSt., and Earl L. Machiele, of 40
country on Friday aboard the SS Gronberg, George Heennga and ear in the next 30 days out of stitutions until they have fully reAbout 86 friends,neighbors and North Elm, Zeeland, each paid fine Group Has Guest Night
Soil
Independence from New York City, Mayor Robert Visscher will be inrelativesgathered at Harlem Re- and costs of $47.80 on charges of
which to pay costs and alimony covered or otherwisedischarged
arriving in Naples, Italy. Feb. 19. vited.
formed Church Tuesday evening shooting a hen pheasan during the • The Women's Missionary Society
arrears. He may not drive a car in a proper legal proceeding.
ALLEGAN (Special)
Farm
to stage a miscellaneous shower closed season. Both offensesoccur- of First Reformed Church held its
From Naples, they will travel The treasurer'sreport showed a during his probation. “Due to the Knowles failed to appear and
Producers are advised by county
for Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kamphuis, red Jan. 14 but arrests were by annual guest night meeting Thursto Cairo, Jerusalem, Athens. Rome balance of $2,656.12. The group vot- number of your driving offenses, upon investigation state police
day evening. Dr. D. Dykstra con- Agricultural Agent A. D. Morley Lourdes, Paris and London, where ed thanks to The Sentinel for fin- you should expect no further con- found he had barricaded himself in
whose farm home was burned Sat- differentofficers.
to take soil samples now. They
urday, Jan. 21.
sideration," Judge Raymond L. his home. A bench warrant was
August Schippa, of 420 West 16th ducting devotions and the Pine- should be dried, then brought to the they will catch a plane for the ancing the dinner Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kamphuis, of West St., paid fine and costs of $26 on Aires male quartet sang “Deeper,
Present were: Butler,Lindeman, Smith told him.
obtained and officersentered the
United States.They will return to
Olive, were away from home at a charge of dipping white bass Deeper’’ and “Thine For Service. county cooperativeextension
Grand Rapids by plane on March Tinholt, Kromann. Gronberg,
Leslie Bridges, 30, route 2. home through a bedroom window
-the time of the fire. Everything from Black River. The aUeged ofSpeaker of the evening was Dr. fice where papers are available 16.
Harrington. Dick ema, vander Greenville,who pleaded guilty and found the man clad only in
was lost because of water and Ice. fense dates back to April 28, 1954. M. Stegenga. He told of the trip he for giving the history of the field. High point of the trip to the Meulen, John Donnelly, Clarence Dec. 12 to a charge of issuing a shorts in the living room. When
The
history
is necessaryand is
The shower was sponsored by the
Haganses will be the sight of the Grevengoed and Avery Baker.
check without sufficient funds, was Knowles appeared in court, his
Carl Gene Groters, Holland, paid and Mrs. Stegengatook to Arabia
Ladies Aid and Friendship Guild fine and costs of $17.80 on charges and the Holy Land. Colored slides considered along with the test, type many places of Biblical importance
placed on probation three years attorney waived the jury trial.
socieUes of Harlem Church. Many of take, trap, kill or molest musk- were shown. The closing prayer of soil, etc., in making the recom in the country of Palestine.Hisand ordered to pay $100 costs
mendation.
John Borgman Honored
gifts were presented. Mrs. Albert
torical and religiousspots in the
rats during closed season. He was was given by Mrs. H. Mollema.
90 days. He also must’ pay $5 a Mission Auxiliary Hears
A
possible
freight
car
shortage
Bakker, president of the Ladies arrested Jan. 24 by a conservation Mrs. J. Olthoff presided at the
cities along their route are also On His 10 th Birthday
month oversight fees and make
in
the
spring
along
with
weight
reAid, and Mrs. Donald Bloemers officer.
meeting. Refreshments were in
included in the Hagans' tour plans.
restitution covering a list set forth Of Trip to Near East
duction allowances on trucks will
president of the Friendship Guild,
John Richard Borgman. who is in the probation report of approxi- Mrs. Miner Stegega, wife of the
Traffic fines were paid by Murry charge of the social committee incut the farmer’s chances of getled devotions. All the guests sang
cluding
Mrs.
S.
Peters,
Mrs.
J.
observing his 10th birthday anni- mately $2,350.25 at the rate of at
Dunn, New Richmond, no operaassistantpastor of TrinityReform“Blest Be the Tie That Binds" and tor’s license, $9.30; Lester W. Sale, Cook, Mrs. B. De Haan, Mrs. C. ting the kind of fetilizer he wants Knock Business in Head
versary today, was honored at a least $25 a week. Bridges was spe- ed Church, gave an interesting acon
late orders.
"I Need Jesus.”
LANSING (Special) — The state party Saturday afternoon given by cificallyCharged with issuing a count of a trip she and her husHolland, stop sign, $5; William J. Mooi, Mrs. D. Oosterbaan and Mrs.
That’s the word from A. D. MorThe gifts were presented by Mes- Oomkes, Grand Rapids, red light, G. Ver Hoef.
senate passed the Anti-Trade Diver- his mother. Mrs. Fred Borgman $136.50 check. When he left the band took to the Near East, at a
ley, county agriculturalagent He
dames Egbert Baumann and Wil- $9.30; Alexander J. Kenwright, land.
sion Bill Tuesday which prohibits at their home 573 Gordon St. She courtroom Dec. 12 he was served meeting of the Women’s Missionary
calls attentionto the critical freight
liam Overkamp. Mrs. Louis Bell route 1, West Olive, stop sign, $9.30.
companies from acquiring for re- was assisted by her daughter, a warrent from Flint for nonsup- Auxiliary Tuesday evening in the
car shortage last fall.
and Mrs. Andy Blauwkamp, daughsale to their employes items which Patty Ann.
port of his two children.
church lounge. About 65 were preFertilizer mixing plants, he says,
Pat Brower Honored
ters of the honored couple, assisted
Games were played with prizes Theodore Joseph Owczarzak, 43, sent. Mrs. Stegenga was introducthey do not manufactureor handle
literally
are
bulging
now
with
ferin the opening of gifts. A buffet Holland Buiinesiman
In regular course of trade. This going to Richard De Jonge, Wayne formerly of Spring Lake, pleaded ed by Mrs. CliffordMarcus, vice
At Surprise Party
tilizersready for delivery. And
lunch was served with Mrs. Berwill virtually abolish wholesale Diekema and Tommy Drooger.
guilty to a charge of issuing a president.
Filet for Bankruptcy
frieght cars are more available
nard Assink and Mrs. Vern BerOther boys present from the third check without an account. Bond of
catalogue purchases made by firms
A surprise birthday party was man
Mrs. Bert Arendsen led devotions
they will be in March or
kompas pouring. Serving on the GRAND RAPIDS (UP)-Emmett staged last Wednesday evening for than
for the benefit of their employes. grade of Waverly School were $500 was pot furnished and sen- and Mrs. Earl Vanden Bosch sang
Am-u
refreshment comnlittee were MesMiss Pat Brower, at her home,
The Retail Gasoline Dealers’ Asso- Craig Van Dyke, Dale Rouwhorst, tence was deferred until March “Life Weaving,” accompanied by
But the local dealer may hesitate
ciation of Michigan was chief spon- Wayne Kragt and Warren Van Null 9. Owczarzak was returned to Mrs. Jack Marcus. Mrs. Leo Salis510 Van Raalte Ave. Hostesses
to purchase fertilizer because of
sor of the bill. It now moves to and John's brother, Bobby.
Grand Haven Monday by state po- bury presided at the business sesEnstam^Karen' ‘cumerford
hi, w.re- the House of Representativeswhere
lice from Detroit The alleged of- sion.
”ern Berkompas.
<S. Cumer,0rd ,nd !»>»« Is filled with livestockfeed, action is expected during the next
his petition for bankruptcy,
fense involves a $35 check.
Refreshmentswere served from
Committee Announced
Federal Court officials said today.
couple weeks.
an attractivetea table featuringa
Profile™;htorley noteel^forfaraParrott was given 10 days in
For Anniversdry Meet
Funeral Rites Set
centerpiece with a patriotic motif.
«» <° test
Bad Chech Charge
which to file the list after his atHostesses were Mrs. John Hains,
For Pullman
ExaminationSet
Mrs. Adeline Van Dam, oracle, GRAND HAVEN (Special)
torney told the court that Parrott
Mrs. Earl Butler and Mrs. AnthPeter Schippa, 34, of 860 Paw was in charge of the business Theodore Joseph Owczarzak, 43, ony Lievense.
is recovering from a heart attack and Mary Lou Elferdink. Refresh<srial)
Fu ajKi
us unable
untune to
10 tend
iena to
10 ms
dus- ments were
Paw Dr., demanded examinationmeeting of Royal Neighbors Thurs- who was picked up in Detroit and
and is
his busby the Bethlehem Chapter
noral service,
held Friday ines, affairs, TV bankruptcy peU- hostesses.
when he was arraigned in day evening when the group de- brought to Grand Haven by state
at 10. .m. at St Peter', Catholic
iiabmuT^taling Attending were Sandy Boeve, Has Busmen Meet
MunicipalCourt Wednesday after- cided to liave their annual anni- police Monday, was arraigned be- Two Plead Guilty
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Two
noon on a gross indecency charge. versary party on March 22. Mrs. fore Justice F. J. Workman here
D°,USaf, for Mi?
81,409.48.but did not list any J. Mary Ann Kuipers, Janice
Urben, 75, of Pullman, who died sets. The petition, which was signExamination was set Tuesday at Linnfc* Sly and Miss Wilma Bronk- Tuesday on a charge of Issuing a men pleaded guilty to nonsupport
3 p.m. Bond was set at $1,000. The horn were named chairmen of the check without an account. The and desertion charges in Circuit
ter rooms of the Star of Bethlehem
specific charge involved a $35 Court today. They are Duane Knoll,
stated that Parrott has no money Wilipts M.nv rXiri#' 'l. * U ‘ tcr rooms 01 uie auLT 01 oemieuem alleged offense occurred on or committee for the party.
The party will mark the group’s check dated Sept. 30, 1955, drawn 22, Zeeland, and Charles Daily, 21,
SlessW
o!
E“,*ra
Star'
Mrs. Estelle S chipper presided.
mam
61st anniversary and the juveniles’ on the Spring Lake State Bank pay- Montague, formerly of Holland,
Mrs. Neil Den Boer,| g*
grand
U4I14 comWill* Meeting in Douglas
John Farley of Evanston, HI., and
38th anniversary.
able to the Home Cafe in Spring who were picked up In Grand HavThe shop is a retail women’s Red Cross Gray Ladies filling mitteewoman of the Grand Chapter,
There will be a general meeting Winners in the card games were Lake. The subject was formerly en by city police Wednesday
Mrs. Jewel Aubere of Winnetka ready-to-wear
t
an assignment Wednesday at Mich- OES was present at the meeting. for all volunteers of the Ground
HI -1 __ , . ,
Mrs. Nellie Israel. Mrs. Melva employed in Spring Lake. He waiv- ing en route to
Parrott was
“from the
»rua ireleased
cxcaacu -iruiu
me
Herhus^md was also present.Mrs. Observers Corps in Douglas area Crowle and Mrs. Van Dam. Re- ed examination and was bound of
Burial will be In Lee Cemetery, hospital Jan. 30 following a heart Rapid^v^re^th^
at the Douglas Village Hall next freshments were in
over to appear in
Arrangementsare by Chappell attack and is now in a weakened
Monday
evening at 8 p.m. Wings Bronkhorst, Mrs
Funeral Home in Fenn^ille,
condition,his attorney said.
will be presentedto all eligible. Mrs. Marie
in the new camp area near

the

1
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9,

THE HOLUND CITY NEWS,

Engaged

Ottawa County
Farm News

'Grandma

1956

Mom*

Miss Meppelink

Tells

Wed

in

Church Rites

Story at Woman’s Club

By Richard Mochlele,

"Grandma Moses” came alive liamstown"and commemorates
for members of the Woman’* the occasion.
At 12 Grandma was sent to a
Literary Chib Tuesday afternoon
family, the Whiteside*, to work.
when Mrs. George Francis of Sagi- "They were Methodists”she said,
naw told the story of the famoqs "and very fine people." At 14 she

County AgriculturalAgent
I have had a number of questions recently regarding the advantages or disadvantages of liquid
fertilizerover the conventional dry
fertilizers. The stock answer has
been that price per unit should be
the deciding factor in using either
a liquid or dry fertilizer.I am listing some advantages of liquid fertilizers over dry fertilizers:
L Liquid fertilizercan be handled with small pumps. This results
in a saving of labor.
2. Uniform broadcast application
is easily obtained by spraying li-

old lady painter with appropriate went to work for the Burches, "they
costume and all the prop* you were Presbyterians” and very good
would expect if
visited to her. She finally went to school
at 16 while working for her room
"Grandma" yourself.
Surroundedby easels with repli- and board and "graduated."
At 18 she worked for the Jameses
cas of some of the better known
paintings, Mrs. Francis told the and there met Thomas Moses, the
story of Grandma Moses with all hired man. She married Thomas
the authority and humor ahe could and after a . trip to New York,
pack Into it. The story - teller even which was described vividly by
quid fertilizer.
managed to use the speech Mrs. Francis, they moved to South
3. Materials are completely solCarolina to a farm. It was a hard
"Grandma” would
•
uble in water so that they can be
On Pa’s side of the family, the life, but a good one. Of the 10 chilused in irrigation water.
narrator said, Grandma had dren In the Moses family, only five
i. Uniform mixtures of plant
HezekiahKing and Archibald Rob- survived childhood.
Miss Patricio Ann Kol*
nutrients are easily obtained with
When "Pa” died in 1936 Grandertson, a carriagemaker and inAnnouncement
has
been made
liquid fertilizers.
ventor. On Ma’s side was the ma Moses started to paint. She
of the engagement of Miss Patricia
5. Pesticides are compatable
Shanahans and the Devereaux.In painted things she remembered,
Ann Kole to John Schreur, Jr. explaining her forebears,Grandma starting with old paints left over
with many liquid fertilizers.
Miss Kole is the daughter of Mrs.
6. Liquid fertilizer may be used
told how she got her painting abil- from the house or barn. After beMarinus J. Kole, 603 Elmdale
as foliar sprays.
ity and her inventivenessfrom Pa’s coming famous, Grandma Moses
Court, and the late Mr. Kole. Mr.
7. The availabilityof nitrogen
side and her thrift and generosity was "incorporated” as she pointed
and potassium is not decreased Schreur is the son of Mr. and Mrs. from her Ma’s side of the family. out so often and wasn’t sure that
High scoring Roland Schut (left) and Hudsonvllle Coach Roy Gerkln
when applied to the soil in liquid John Schreur, of 97 Walnut Ave.
Grandma’s mother always called she liked that Norman Rockwell
Both young people are Holland
form.
her Annie Mary and at the age came to visit her in her bedroom
Disadvantages of liquid over dry High School graduates. Miss Kole of seven she had her first birthday studio and she recounted that event
is now attending Western Michifertilizer are:
party. On a rare trip to town they with much pleasure.
gan College in Kalamazoo as a found everything draped black and A tea in the club tea room fol1. Special equipment is required
major in education. Her fiance is
for application.
no signs of any activity. The fami- lowed the book review.
2. Special containers are neces- currently with the United States ly, bewildered, asked soipe of the
The program for next week will
Navy
as
radioman
aboard
the
sary for liquid fertilizer.
townspeoplewhat had happened. be under the direction of the Pub3. Complete fertilizers in liquid William M. Wood.
It was good Friday, April, 1865
lic Affairs committee, with City
form contain relativelylow plant
the day President Lincoln was shot. Manager Herb Holt discussing
A couple of spotlights placed on
food contents and very small quanOne of the paintings is called "Wil- 1 "Growing Pains.
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Basket on Barn Brings

Results for Roland Schut

tities

a barn just west of Hudsonville by

sonville High basketballcoach, has

a

of secondaryor minor

ele-

ments.
4. Application equipment for
placing fertilizer in recommended
positionin the soil with respect to
seed is generally unavailable.
5. Phosphorus fixation (a decrease In solubility or availability)
in the soil is generally increased.
6. Calcium and magnesium contents of liquid fertilizershave to be
kept low to prevent precipitation
of other plant nutrients.
7. Pounds per acre of liquid fertilizer applied may be limited because of the large volume of water
needed.
8. Liquid fertilizers corrode certain metals.
9. Completely soluble carriers
are required for the manufacture
of liquid fertilizers.These may be
more expensive than other car-

Coach Roy Gerkin are paying off.
The dividend that Gerkin, Hudreceived is

.
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"shining star” in

Library Adventures
—

Arnold Mulder
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Mr. ond Mrs. Gordon A. McCollum
(Penna-Sas photo)
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Meppelink, ing headband. She carried a bouEast Eighth St., announcethe mar- quet of blue, white and pink snapriage of their daughter, Mary dragons
carnations.
Jane, to Gordon A. McCallum, son Mrs. Clarence De Vries qf Grand
of Mr. and Mrs. William G. Rapids, bridesmaid, wore an idenAve., tical gown in blue and carried
Kalamazoo.
daffodils and white carnations.
The wedding took place Saturday Libbie Meppelink,niece of the
afternoon, Jan. 28, in Trinity Re- bride, was flower girl.

and

I notice that an attempt is be- Because of the book’s humor the
ing made to turn Kit Carson into American people fell in love with
it, and they took its fiction to their
a folk hero of the type of
Crockett. Strip cartoonists are be- hearts much in the same way in
ginning to tell the life story of the which their great - grandchildren
has transferredhis "barnyard eye”,
sentimentalizing
formed Church with the bride’s
western tough man of a century
Attending the groom as best
to the Hudsonville hardwoods.
ago; or rather the story of what Crockett. If a business man want- uncle, the Rev. Harry Hoffs, hos- man was Gene Kloosterman of
Schut is the most talked about
they imagine happened to him. ed to sell an article he merely pital chaplain in Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo.Ushers were Joseph
player in the Ken-New-Wa league
As in the case of Davy Crockett, gave it the name of "Knicker- officiating. Ferns, palms, baskets Nuyen and Ralph Herrick of
because of his phenomenal basket
the current kid hero, there is al- bocker” and it went like hot- of white chrysanthemumsand Kalamazoo.
shooting ability.
snapdragonsdecorated the sanctumost certainlya bushel of myth cakes.
A reception was held in
The six-foot, 185-pound senior has
Forty years later, when he wrote ary, in which 100 guests were
for a few grains of fact.
TerKeurst auditorium with Mr.
dumped through 336 points in 11
an
introduction
to
a
new
edition,
If the Kit Carson project sucseated.
and Mrs. Fred Meppelink, Jr.,
games this season for a slightly
The Rev. John M. Hains, Trinity
ceeds, the kids of the near future Irving himself described what
serving as master and mistress of
better than 30 points per game
will believe a lot of things about happened :
pastor,was vocalist and Mrs.
ceremonies.Assisting in the gift
average. This puts him far and
"When I find, after a lapse of William Zonnebelt, organist.
Carson that aren’t so, as they do
away from the rest of the league
room were Mrs. Gene Kloosterman
about Davy Crockett at the mo- nearly 40 years, this hap -hazard A floor-lengthgown of rosepoint and Mrs. Joseph Nuyen. Mr. and
scorers.
Miss Marilyn Dirkse
riers.
ment And anyone who takes the production of my youth still cher- lace and tulle over satin was worn
Basketballis the only sport
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dirkse of trouble to supply the facts will ished— when I find its very name by the bride. The molded bodice Mrs. William De Lanater served
10. Grades requiring rations of
Schut participates in since he
punch.
OVERBEEK, potassiumsuitablefor several 101st St, Zeeland, announce the be roundly denounced.The kids become a household word and used had a Peter Pan collar and long The newlyweds will reside at
works on the farm after schools PVT.
ei.gagement
o!
their
daughter,
crops growing on light sandy or
must not be robbed of their hero, to give the home stamp to every- tapered sleeves.The bouffant skirt
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
during the fall and spring months.
organic soils are difficult to form- Marilyn, to Floyd Reimlnk,son of even though that hero was a thing recommended for popular ac- of tulle was accented with tiers of 530 West North St., Kalamazoo.
Overbeek, 12fi Gordon St.,
With the installation of the spotulate unless low grade fertilizers Mr. and Mrs. Ben Reimink, of crude and shabby opportunist You ceptation,such as Knickerbockerrosepoint lace. A lace headpiece
The bride is a graduate of
who left for overseas duty in
lights, the husky lad was able to
Allegan, route 3.
are accepted.
are reminded that you must never societies, Knickerbockerinsurance accented with pearls held her Holland High School and attended
May, 1955, is a meat cutter at
combat short daylight evenings in
The couple is planning a summer tell the truth, if the truth spoils companies, Knickerbockersteam- fingertipveil. She carried a cas- Western Michigan College.She was
the Medical Center at Evacuthe fall and following the chores
wedding.
boats, Knickerbocker omnibuses, cade bouquet of white roses and employed at the Ottawa Abstract
a romanticpicture.
Low
hog
prices
mean
farmers
ation hospital in Ludwigsburg,
would wing the basketball at the
office. The groom was graduated
In the case of Davy Crockett, Knickerbocker bread, and Knicker- hyacinths.
must save every pig possible this
Germany. He previously was
hoop, nailed on the side of the
from Central High School,
bocker
ice, —and when I find New
real
hard
money
has
of
course
Mrs.
Joseph
Texer,
matron
of
year.
Even
one
or
two
more
pigs
cook
while
stationed
in
bam.
entered toe picture, as it may be Yorkers of Dutch descent priding honor, wore a floor-length gown of Kalamazoo, and Ls a junior at
saved per litter may make the
Bamburg, Germany. Pvt.
Gerkin has built his team around
expected to do if the Kit Carson themselves upon being 'genuine pink tulle over taffeta with match- Western Michigan College.
differencebetween profit and loss.
Overbeek entered Army serSchut, the only returning regular
By Peter Boggs
project succeeds. Many a bill of Knickerbockers,’ I please myself
Figuring eight p)gs raised per litfrom last year’s Class B. district vice Dec. 13, 1954 and took his
The Milk Question, Again
goods that had become a drug on with the persuasion that I have
ter, the loss of one pig at farrowbasic training at Fort Leonchampionshipoutfit.
the market has become valuable struck the right cord.”
ing
means
the
loss
of
about
100
Once
or
twice
a
week,
I
reard Wood, Mo.
"Pooch," as he is referred to
A popular hero does not have to
pounds of feed. Here are tips from ceive queries asking me if it is and a best seller by putting the
by everyone in the school, has been
be real to win a place in the
Ed Miller, extension animal hus- true that milk should not be fed Davy Crockett stamp on it
used at center this year, after
Don’t think that this is anything hearts of millions. Washington
bandman at
State to puppies "because it breeds
being a forward last year and has
new in American life. There is a Irving of course made no pretense ••••••••••••••••#••#•••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
University on ways to save more worms.”
tearped with juniors and sophopigs:
You could give your puppies a neat example of it in our early that his character, D i e d r i c h
mores in winning seven of the
whirl. Vivlamore had 22 points In
By Randy Vande Water
Put sows into clean pens two to trillion gallons of fresh, clean h i s t o r y and in the field of Knickerbocker, ever lived. To the
Eagles 11 games.
his first effort. He was runnerup
MIAA
basketball
coaches
have
three days before farrowing. Bed milk, and the diet would not breed American literatureitself. No less millions of our great -grandpar' Hudsonville uses primarily a
in league scoring last year.
spent
the
last
couple
weeks
thinkents,
to
say
nothing
of
their
sons
a
writer
than
Washington
Irving
the pens with enough straw or on? worm in the youngsters’ in1-3-1, offense popularized by Jack
The Britons also lost first string
and daughters, he was real enough ing as hard about passing in the
crushed corn cobs so the sow will sides. Milk is a perfect food for discovered toe fact for himself.
Nagel at Marquette and former
guard Virgil Hall and first line
classroom
as
passing
on
the
court.
for
purposes
of
folk
worship.
When
he
was
a
very
young
man,
be
comfortable.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
any pup— or for any grown dog or
Aquinas CdUege coach and Schut
reserve forward John Brooks.
Davy Crockett and Kit Carson It’s all over now, and coaches
Irving wrote a burlesqueof life
has been the middle man of the Frank Simon, 44, owner and operaAt farrowing, hang a 250 watt for any normal human.
Calvin, unbeaten in eight games,
trio.
heat lamp over the sow so she
But — if you give your pup a in New York and America in gen- were actual historical persons. But can breathe easier or harder as Kalamazoo tied for third with
tor of the Fiesta Cafe on Washingcertainly
not
the
Javy
Crockett
•"He is the only senior and the
will be more restful. This will cut dish of milk and then let the milk eral that he called "Knickerthe case may be.
Hillsdale,Alma and Olivet, bringA look around the conference as ing up the tail end of the league,
only experiencedplayer on the ton St., near Seventh St., died of chances of her crushing newly- stand in the sun, to collect germs bocker's History of New York.” It that kids believe in anti worship.
The
pseudo-Crockett
is
much
more
a
heart
attack
at
5
p.m.
Tuesday
was
all
done
in
fun
and
toe
writer
club and the other teams are
th? eight MIAA schools begin the appear to have rosters unaffected
born pigs. And the heat lamp will and dirt— if you give him milk in
naturallygunning for him. No team at his place of ’ isiness. Dr. Frank keep the pigs warm, too. If the a dirty dish that has been stand- had no intention of satirizingthe effective than the real man in sell- second round shows that smiles in by the semesterchange.
has played less than two men on Groat was called but Simon died temperaturedrops below 30 de- ing in the sun — there may be blue-bloodNew York Hollanders of ing a bill of goods to the kid's par- the first semester may be deeply
him and some have used three at shortly after his arrival. Dr. Peter grees, install a second lamp. After worms or other parasites which the time. But he was denouncedup ents. And that’s what it is all for, furrowed frowns by the end of the
as was the case with Diedrich season and in other cases sleepless
times, but he still has gone A. McArthur, medical examiner, 24 hours, move the lamps over in- collect in the dish and which get and down by them.
Then a strange thing happened. Knickerbocker.
through to score,' ’ Gerkin said. contributeddeath to coronary to a protected comer to attract into his system.
nights may be a thing of the past.
Schut has been especiallyeffec- thrombosis.
You would nbt feed your baby
pigs away from the sow to prevent
Ho p e College, presently in
Simon who resided on Coleman their being crushed easily.
tive in breaking through zone defrom a milk bottle in w h i c h the
the runnerup spot, lost four men
Birthday Party Given
fenses, Gerkin reported.
Dr., in Grand Haven, was born
contents were sour or dirty or in- Junior CE Has Annual
and appears to be the hardest hit.
His favorite shot is the jump Nov. 28, 1911 in Portland and came
fected.
Why
feed
such
stuff
to
The
Dutch lost John Adams and
Pigs should be evenly distributFor
Kurt
J.
Boss
Rally at Sixth Church
shot, good from 16 to 22 feet away to Grand Haven in 1919.
Jim Hilmert, two first stringers,
ed among sows when two or three your puppy? No wonder it sickSurviving besides the wife, the
from the bucket. He has a way of
Kurt J. Boss was honored at a who decided to stick closer to the
How can you simplify the everyare farrowing at once. Move the ens him!
There were 307 Christian Enwading through the foes and get- former Margaret Trierweiler,are larger, more vigorous pigs. Clip
When he is through drinking, deavor members, plus a number party Saturday afternoonat the books this semester and fresh- day task of keeping your house
ting the shot away regardless of two daughters, Mary Ann. student
needle teeth of large litters in empty out the milk that is left in of relativesand friends, at the home of his parents, Mr. and .Mrs. men Jerry H e n d r i ckson and
how many outstretchedarms and at MSU, and Sandra Kay at particular. There’s more chance of the dish. Wash thoroughly — still annual Junior CE rally Sunday in Clarence Boss, 1270 South Shore Dale Schoon. who both were de- neat and clean? Have you ever
brushing bodies ere attempting to home, a foster daughter, Marie
Dr. The party was in celebrationof clared ineligiblebecause of stud- watched yourself clean a room?
the sow’s udder being lacerated better,scald— the dish, before fill- Sixth Reformed Church.
stop him. So far this season, Kauffman at home; four sisters
ies. Hendricksonand Schoon had Consider the kind of tools and
when several pigs are fightingfor ing it again with fresh milk. The
Carol Kraal of Sixth Church was his eighth birthday anniversary
Schut has hit on 53 percent of his and one brother.
same with grown dogs' milk dishbeen used in reserve roles and equipmentyou use? Thought about
which
he
observed
Jan.
31.
a place to eat.
chairman for the meeting. Robert
shots.
es.
your posture / while you work?
Dale Short, Ricky Tabler and both are over six feet.
Nykamp,
Michigan
CE
president,
Besides the jump shot, he has an
Do this and you can give your
Hillsdale,breathing right down These and other housekeeping provBruce
De
Pree
were
winners
for
Corn hybrids of the future will
led the song service with Mrs. Nyeffectivehook and is good and
be vastly differentfrom those of dog all the milk he wants.
kamp at the piano. Devotions were games and a winning team was Hope’s neck in third place, pick- lems will be studied at a meeting
fast enough drive to go in often
awarded a prize following a scav- ed up 6T0” Jerry Hilton. The big for Home Economics Extension
today,
according
to
a
report
of
in charge of Marilyn Zwemer.
with a layup. On three occasions The Home EconomicsClub Numfellow transfered into Hillsdale in group leaders in Ottawa County.
Evaluations
hunt.
E. C. Rossman, Farm Crops ReA sextet from Bethel Church enger
this year, Schut has hit 36 points ber II sponsored a pancake supper
The lesson "Cleaning With the
The other day I was asked to
Assisting the hostess with re- the fall after playing last year at
searcher
at
M
i c h i g an State
in
the
Fellowship
Hall
recently,
and one of the times scored 18
sang two numbers, including one freshments were Mrs. Justin Schol- Kentucky Wesleyan.
Greatest
of Ease” will be given
give
my
opinion
as
to the most inUniversity.
proceeds to be used for equipment
out of 24 shots.
in Chinese. Mrs. Studley accomHilton got into his first game in the Zeeland City Hall beginning
ten and Mrs. Kenneth Doan. The
Farmers
can
expect future hy- telligent breed of dog, the most
for
the
Hall.
Limited last year because of his
panied them. In the sextet were
against Kalamazoo last Friday and at 10 a.m. Thursday, Feb. 16. Miss
The Junior C. E. members and brids to average two or more ears loyal, etc. Here’s how I rated Paula and Patl; Sprik, Beverly eighth anniversary also marked
size, Gerkin reports Pooch has
scored four points in a reserve Lucille Ketchum, Extension-Spethem.
Do
you
agree?
Kurt’s Joining the Cub Scouts.
to the plant instead of just one.
their
sponsors,
Misses
Arlene
grown three inches and put on 20
Kiekentveld, Betty Lou Van KamMost intelligent: French poodle
Present were Mike Doan, Dale role. His addition to the squad cialist in Home Management Will
He
speculated that the corn plants
Shoemaker
and
Celia
Yntema.
pen, Marian Lucas and Sheryl
pounds. "He continues to keep his
Short, Ricky Tabler, Danny Van gives Hillsdale a possible trio of conduct the training school.
might be short and planted at the and German shepherd. Most lovspring and is our top rebounder went to Hudsonville
Suzenaar.
able:
Cocker
spaniel.
Most
loyal:
Oss, James Griffith, Mike Tabler, John Woods, 6'7", Ken Blizzard, Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk, Home
rate of 40,000 or more per acre. Or
church
for
a
C.
E.
rally
on
Sunday
a d best prep rebounder I’ve ever
Speaker for the occasion was
Demonstration Agent, will be in
Airedale.
Most
inclined
to
be
a
Danny Boss, Bruce De Pree, Mary 6’5” and Hilton.
the
plants
might
be
tall
and
bear
seen. He is able to jump up and afternoon,Feb. 5.
Adrian, right now at 3-4, has be- charge of the class which meets
one-man dog: Chow. Friendliest: Mrs. Joseph Esther, missionary to Scholten,Randy Scholten and Scott
six or seven ears each.
On
Monday
evening,
Feb.
6,
the
grab the basket rim and swing
the Philippines.She told the chilgun its anticipated’move up the Tuesday, Feb. 21 at AllendaleTown
With wider knowledge of plant Any of the hunting breeds. Trou- dren the story of a pair of shoes, Boss.
from it,” Gerkin said. With his Junior C. E. members attended a
ladder.Henry Hughes, the MIAA’s Hall.
ble
maker:
Wire-hired
terrier.
breeding,scientistswill develop
jumping ability, Schut is also the roller skating party in Zeeland.
made by an 80-year-old Chinese
most valuableplayer a year ago
Housekeepingis a 24-hour-a-day
On Sunday evening the Senior hybrids that can stand more cold Best sense of humor: Springer woman. Hie shoes were tiny, be- Propose fLeft Turn
top Eagles’ rebounder.
and
the
league’s
leading
scorer job for seven days a week. But
spaniel.
Hardest
to
make
friends
and
yet
produce
higher
yields
than
In my opinion he’s the best boy C. E., had charge of the chur^i
cause he feet were bound when she
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A has rejoined the team and immed- homemakers can save time and
with: Pekingese.
in Western Michigan today.” the services.The president, Dale present types. Rossman also indiwas bom and thus never grew. recommendationthat a "left turn” iately the Bulldogs have come to energy. Better work methods, the
cated
that
specific
varieties
will
be
coach said. Gerkin has been at Yntema, presided.Song service
This woman, named "Black intersectionbe requestedfor the life.
right tool for the job, and good
Dogg In Germany
the Hudsonville post for eight was led by Harvey Mast, scripture developed for varying soil types Keeping a dog in Germany these Stone,” became a Christian at the Columbus St. crossing of the new Hughes got 19 while getting his posture all cut down on fatigue.
years.
read by Dale Yntema, Miss Leah and fertilizer treatmenU. Farmers
days has its complications. It is age of 70 and is living in the Phili- US-31 was made by the City Plan- bearings in a loss to Calvin last You can have neat house and still
Schut; a B-plus student,plans a Jane R e n k e m a gave the C. E. will also grow special types of
ppines with her daughter. She is ning Commission at a special week and since that time has pullfind time to enjoy your family.
alleged that the owner of a dog
coaching career but is undecided pledge, Miss Ruth Hopp, the pray- corn for special purposes like feed
must fill out five forms to get his unable to get around to preach, meeting Tuesday night Present ed the Bulldogsto a 10-6 record. The group leaders of Ottawa
for
livestock
and
for
use
by
iner,
a
girls
trio
Ver
what school to attend. He has visitso she makes these shoes and gives plans call for no break in the Hughes scored 34 points and 38 County will learn to apply methpet’s meat. If the dog dies, he fills
ed Central Michiganin Mt. Plea- Meer, Florence Brower, and dustry.
them to other Christians who can median strip at that intersection. points in wins over Defiance and ods of simplifyirig cleaning jobs at
out
nine
forms.
The future hybrids will also be
sant, Gerkin’salma mater, and Mildred Walters accompanied by
witness and tell how she was sav- Jerome P. Franklin, Grand Rapids Youngstown,(Ohio).
the school.They will in turn teach
had a brother Bob, who graduat- Marian Brower sang two selec- more resistantto insects and dised from superstitionand fear traffic engineer, renewed the traf- Lyman Abbott, Adrian coach, these methods to those attending
The
Question
Box
ed with honors from Hope. He’ll tions. The Rev. J. Van Dyken had eases. They will be better adapted
through faith in Jesus.
fic situationand the proposal fol- from 1946-50 returnedto the J5b their local extension group meetmake up his mind after basket- the sermon based on the 75th anni- to new types of harvesting equip- Question: How old should pup- Mrs. Esther also showed the
just prior to the Calvin game and ing.
pies
be
before
they
can
be
weaned?
lowed.
ball season.
versary of the founding of Christ- ment.
will handle the team the rest of
What should one feed them at that Chinese characters for Come and
ian
Endeavor.
In the meantime,he’ll be setting
Joy.
time?
the year.
John Shoemaker is confined to
Accordingto a report from
his sights on the Ken-New-Wa leaAlcor to Sponsor
Kathleen Hoedema of Trinity Teachers Get Pay Hike
Also joining the Adrian ranks
Answer: When they are three to
gue backboards.
his home with illness.
George Crabb of East Lansing,
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) - A after first sepiesterbook bouts was
Church
played
three
numbers
on
Film at College
January, February and March four weeks of age start giving the tin flute, accompanied by her $300 increase in starting salaries
Now listed in Class C, the Eagles
Jim Kellar. Bob Ohrman, star
pups a little warm milk once a
produce less prAlpitatlon
will be in Civic Center to play the Pays Liquor Fine
grandmother,
Mrs.
C.
Wabeke.
for
teachers
in Grand Mayen pub- Bulldog eager in 1952, also has
The Alcor Society of Hope Colday. Increase this to thfree or
district tournament. That's the
HAVEN (Special) most months but a higher percent four times a day until they are Ted Boot of Trinity Church pre- lic schools was given tentativeap- been reinstated on the club. Dis- lege will present the film, "Passsame place, Hudsonville won the Ralph Eugene Smith, 22 route 1, runs off. The best way to protect
sented the banner to Sixth Church, proval by the Board of Education posed coach Joe Fortunato had port to Pimlico" starringMargaret
six weeks of age. Start feeding raw
crown a year ago.
unm
.
Grand Haven, paid $50 fine and your land from run-off is to keep meat when they are five weeks old. which had 100 percent attendance. Tuesday, pending a final decision booted Ohrman off the team for Rutherford and Stanley Holloway,
With the Eagles playing against $5.10 costs in Municipal Court Wed- it covered. Com fields should be
by the legislatureon distributionbreaking training rules early in on Friday.
Question: I have kept my dog There are S34 junior CE members
Class B compeUtion all year and nesday on a charge of furnishing seeded to cover crop and fall plow
out in the bam all winter. He has in the city. Only 27 were absent of state aid funds. The raise will the
There will be two showings, one
if Schut continues his pace, this liquor to a minor. He was arrested ing should be eliminated entirely.
Increase starting salaries to $3,800
now
developed a severe case of for a 91.9 percent attendance.
Fortunato lost his job after a tiff at 3:30 p.m. in Room 208 of the
might be the first step up the state by city police. The allegedoffense It is estimated that because of
The meeting closed with the CE as compared with the $3,500 in ef- with the Adrian College president. Science Building, and the other at
dandruff. What can I do to cure
tournament ladder.
severe run-off,one of the rivers
benediction.
fect this year. The proposed Inoccured on Water St. on Feb. 4.
this condition?
Reports have it that Joe was put- 9 p.m. in Durfee Hall Terrace
in Ohio carried 102 tons of soil
crease U to be used as a basis ting too much emphasis on ath- Room.
Answer: First give your dog a
from every square mil*. This was
for hiring new teachers only.
Car Strikes Tree
good bath with a coal-tar soap.
This unique comedy deals with
letics and the prexy wants to get
Two Cars Damaged
Divorce Granted
relativelylevel country in northFollow
with
a
thorough
brushing
Adrian a better standing scholast- the happenings to a tiny section
A 1951 model car driven by Sena Two cars were damaged early western Ohio. This indicates level
(Special)
with a stiff brush dally.
ically in the North CentrahAssoc- of London when it suddently finds
Israel*, 333 Lakewood Blvd. re- Wednesday when they collidedat
land does lose a lot of soil through
A divorce decree was granted in Temper, Temper!
it is legitimately a possession of
‘ damage estimated at $350 Adams and 56th Sts. Involved were water run-off.
DAWSON, Neb. (UP)-Enraged
Ottawa Circuit Court Wednesday
not a part ,of
Albion College, also in the second Aittlent Burgundy,
it skidded on ice covered cars driven by Raymond Jaques,
thieves
kicked
out
all
the
windows
-----------,
Marriage Licenses
to Arlene Moll from Nick Moll,
l Blvd., a quarter of a 25, route 1, .Hamilton, and Harvey
Ottawa
both of Holland. There are no In the Farmers Union office here divisionwith a 3-5 record, has present - day England at all. ChairAccordingto Dr. Arthur Mauch,
west of River Ave. and struck Banning, 49, route 3, Z e e l*a n d.
Michigan State Universityfarm
Pat Rhlnard Nordhof, 29, and children and Mr*. Moll was re- Wednesday when they failed in an George Vivlamore, a sharpshooting man of the ticket committee is
e Wednesday.Ottawa Ottawa j’County deputies estimated economist,, the foil bank won’t Vivian Phyllis Boersema, 27, both stored her maiden name of Arlene attempt to blow the dial off the forward with a deadly one - hand Miss Penny Ramaker. The public
deputies investigated.
office
'push shot back for a semester I is invited.)
damage to the two vehicles at $450. mean to? much tl Michigan farm- of
I Bauman.
Roland Schut.
Gerkin put up the lights on the
barn to allow Schut to practice
"night and day” and in turn Schut
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Precinct Division

Rugged Big Reds

Notices Being Sent

Sock Dutch Hard

To

4,

€73 Voters

For Ninth Defeat

/

MUSKEGON (Special)- A rugged, rangy and red • hot squad
of Muskegon High Big Reds ran
roughshod over a ragged Holland
High five, 75-48 here Friday night

Fourth, Fifth, Sixth

Wards Being Divided;

New

Polls

Designated

Notices on division of precincts

before 650 fans in Central
are being sent to all voters in the

Campus

gym.
The win was the Big Reds sixth
in 10 tries this season and the loss
left the Dutch with a 1-9 record.
Holland has now drooped its last
nine games, following one-point
opening game win over Grand
Rapids Ottawa Hills, for one of the

fourth,fifth and sixth wards, City

Clerk Clarence Grevengoed said
Saturday.

About 2,500 notices have been
addressedaffecting4,671* registered voters in the three wards. In
many cases, a notice covers two
or more voters in the same house-

worst losing seasons in local cage
history.

HELP B|ARCH OF

DIBfES — Holland’s March
of Dimes polio campaign was given a good boost
recently by some 65 members of service clubs
who pumped gas, washed cars, changed tires, etc
at Down Town Service Station at 77 East Eighth

hold.

St.,

on Friday and Saturday. Jan. 20 and

21.

The

men worked in two-hour shifts. Handing

over
the receipts from left to right, standing,are: A!
DeWeerd. Mike Van Oort, Ray Smith and John
Benson. Seated is Millard DeWeerd.
(Penna-Sas photo)

Friday night's trouncing was the
worst of the nine setbacks. However the 27-pointmargin was a

The notice informs the voters
which precinct they ar/» in and
actual ability.
where to vote. It also states they
bigger spread than Muskegon's
must notify the clerk’s office if
The Big Reds, using height and
they have moved from the address
speed to good advantage jumped
listed, The new state election law
right off with a 4-0 lead and never
CUB SCOUTS OF PACK 3006, Washington
solos by Tom Working and Dan Miller and cornet
provides that this notification must
again fell behind. For Holland, the
School display their handicraft skill* as they
solos by Mike Barends and Dale De Jongh. Derk
be in writing, listing the old adDutch slumped back into some
prepare nosegays for residentsof Rest haven
Wahoord, John I-eenhouta, Forest Shuck and
dress! new address and when
tactics seen earlier In the season
when they entertained there Tuesday evening.
Dan Miller were puppeteers for the show 'The
moved.
including many floor violations and
The program for the evening included piano
Trials of Goodman."
The fourth, fifth and sixth wards
to
in
in f ity
lack of agressive play around the
have been divided into two prebackboard. Added to this, the Dutch
fJllV Vander
Vanrier Jagt
i man student
efllHpnt who
ivhn lives
Iiv.'Oc next
novt door,
»
Guy
cincts each. The change is made
were ice cold and couldn’t hit on
in keeping with the new election
the shots that they were fortunate
I visited America Wednesday to whom I am "Herr V’ander
law which requires no more than night. In a tiny American colony Jagt” and who is "Herr Ohle" to
enough to get away.
1,400 registered voters in a pre- in Bad Godesberg a few miles me.
Holland made only 13 baskets in
cinct.
the game out of 52 chances for
from Bonn 500 American diplo- It was a distinctsurprise when
Boundaries of the wards are un- mats, secretariesand familiesbuy we drove instead of walked the
Twenty - five applications for 25 percent, the poorest showing so
Place in
changed. The fourth ward is divid- Time and Mickey Spillane at the one block from the movies to the building permits were received far this teason. The Dutch tallied
By Randy Vande Water
them chaff upon the wind. And his
Several Individual farmer* Ini
ed into precincts at 20th St. and newstand, see Marilyn Monroe and apartment.The briefcase I carPhil Brooks uncovereda migh- words took roof and the sons of Tethree baskets in the first three
during January totaling $79,040, acthe fifth and sixth at 22nd St.
quarters and four in the final ty interesting newspaper sheet beau. girding on their armor, fell hatcheriesIn the Holland area
Marlon Brando at the movies, eat ried marked me. One is almost
Fourth ward, precinct 1, runs hot dogs and French fries at the as likely to see a German without cording to Building Inspector La- period.
upon the followers of Allen and have- been named prize Winners in
published May 8, 1K97 while rumfrom the middle of 16th St. south to coffee shop, live in typically his shoes as without a briefcase verne Serne in City Hall.
The "unseen cloud" that seems
drove them e*’en as chaff before the Michigan State Univenity
maging around this week at the them.
Science Club annual Chic ’N’ Egg
the middle of 20th St. These voters American apa tments. and talk and the only observation that one
There were six permits for new to cover a Holland team when
will vote in Van Raalte School.
about "those Germans" in Ameri- can safely make about the con- houses and garages totaling $71.- journeying to the ' northland" to Hotel Macatawa. now in the pro"That came about in the seventh Show. The show was held this
Fourth ward, precinct 2, runs can bull sessions.
play Muskegon area teams hung cess of being razed.
tents is that there are probably
chapter. And the enemy was great- week, Farmer’s Week, at the uni000; one new garage, $740; 12 resifrom the middle of 20th St. south
The
sheet, a page from the De- ly aided by two of Allen’s men, versity,in East Lansing.
no
papers
or
documents
inside.
A
low
and
probably
added
its
bit
to
"Little America" is ony a fivedential remodeling,$5,600; three the setback.
Townline Hatchery of Zeeland
to 32nd St. These voters will vote
troit Tribune, was found in a little who lagged by the wayside. He
minute ride from Germany and journalistfriend in desperate need
commercialremodeling.$1,600; one
in Thomas Jefferson School. The
Tom Ryan, a ganglingMuske- ncok of the hotel and Brooks who is called Burnett, muffed like w&t named Grand Champion of the
one can step out the New World of a quick article stopped the first
fourth ward is bounded by Maple
met and asked permit to remodel Netherlands gon senior forward, pulverized the brought it in for our observa- a baboon, a shot that he should show with it* Single Comb White
into the Old World and back into five Germans
Museum, $100; two permits for hoop in the first quarter for five tion before sending it on to Waddy have swallowed for his supper, Leghorns. The hatchery took first,
Ave. west to the city limits.
the New in one short evening but if he might see th« contents of
tearing down houses, no figure.
Fifth ward, precinct1, runs from
their
briefcases.
He
found
dirty
straight baskets and led the first Spoelstra at the Detroit News.
whlcR gave his followers a chill. second and fourth places In that
the sad fact is that eftoh World
Ten applicationsfor building per- period onslaught of nine Big Red
16th St. to 22nd St., with voters reOne of the items on the page is And he from Texas, cylept Stein- division, with third place going to
laundry;
a
neatly
packed
lunch:
hardly knows that the other exists.
mits totaling $7,700 were filed last buckets. Holland's lack of aggres- datellnedHolland and is head- feldt, threw away a chance to take Pioneer Hatchery, also of Zeeland.
porting to Christian High School.
My first stop in America was surprisingly, enough, papers; two week.
The Townline Hatchery also
20th St. entrance.
bottles of wine and kittens!
siveness resulted in no fouls, being lined -Brutal Prize Fight - 45 two of the enemy captives. ”
the comissary—
huge superTwo applicationswere for tear- called against them in the first Round Mill Pulled Off Near HolFifth ward, precinct2, runs from
Baltimore
was
leading the 12- made a clean sweep of all prizes in
In
the
apartment
my
glass
was
22nd St. to 32nd St., with voters market. Occasionally a reluctant still poised waiting for the ine- ing down houses. Norman Gould quarter. The Dutch made four foul land.
teanj National league on this day the White Breeder Gass and took
pack horse on my mother's shopwas issued a permit to tear down tosses and ended behind 18-10 at'
reporting to South Side Christian
Here's the story: "Eddie Shan- in 1897 and the names of Cy a second place in the White Plyping
trips
in America, I never vitable toast and "Zum Wohl”
a house at 126 Columbia Ave. Rob- the quarter.
School. The fifth ward is bounded
non of Detroit,and Lew Agnew of Young, Hall of Fame, Pitching im- mouth Rock division, add a second
dreamed a visit to a grocery store ("To your health”) when I notic- ert Houting was issued a permit
by Central and Maple Ave.
Jersey
City, fought a 45-round mortal. and Hugh Jennings, later in the Brown Breeder Gass. The
Zealous
Ryan
had
three
fouls
in
could be such a thrilling experi- ed the other glasses were half to tear down three houses at 9
Sixth ward, precinct1, runs from
the first period,and Big Red Coach mill here this morning before 200 Detroit Tiger manager, were pro- hatchery had the Whit* High
empty.
ence. I sensed how a seven-yean
West Ninth St.. 17 West Ninth St. Ray Carlson took the scorer out. sports. The fight was pulled off in minent in league llnescores.
breeder.
16th St. to 22nd St., with voters
When I wanted a cup of coffee. and 49 West Ninth St.
Other area winners were Mrs.
going to Terkeurstauditoriumin old boy must feel in Macy's toy
But into the driver’s seat went an old barn south of here. In the
Other times re.norted "They had
department
during
the Christmas Pat lounging cozily on the sofa, her
Trinity, Reformed Church.
Other applicationsfollow;
goggled
Chuck
Blakely,
a
5'8" twenty-sixthround the Detroit it good at Windsor Track yester- Adrian Blauwkamp of route 3, Zeeseason as I wondered down the feet tucked under her. motioned
Sixth ward, precinct2, runs from
Julius Lamberts, 659 Maple Ave., guard. He smashed through 10 fightersprained his left wrist, but day; Jackson batted out a ’dc- land, who took a first place in the
22nd St. to 32nd St. with voters aisles and < gazed at popcorn, me lazily to the kitchen where I new store front, $1,200; self con- more points in the second quarter continued. In the middle of the tory from Unsing In Michigan White Farmer division,ind seclade my own and brought her a
going to LongfellowSchool. The marshmallows, steaks as big as
tractor.
and put Muskegon into a 34-22 half- forty-fifth,both men fell to the State League and the Western Lea- ond and fourth places in the Brbwn
plates instead of oversized 50 cent cu.) too.
Farmer division.
sixth ward is bounded by Central
floor exhausted.The purse was gue needs a few good umpires."
E. H. Phillips.133 East Ninth time lead.
pieces, frozen strawberries, ice
Preparingto say "Auf wieder- St., remodel front porch. $800;
Bruce Everts, route 1, Zeeland,
Ave. and the east limits.
Les
Overway
made
two
of Hol- $50 apiece and gate receipts. It was
sehen," I remembered where I self, contractor.
placed first in Brown FFA; Bob
The division as listed was ap- cream and corn flakes.
land’s three second period baskets probably the most brutal prize
proved by City Council several In the coffee shop it seemed was in the last moment. In GerRaterink, route 2, Zeeland, second,
Mrs. Den Bleyker, 244 College and the Dutch sank *ix out of fight ever pulled off in western Holland Man Changes
good to take off my coat without many one learns to be most forMichigan."
Brown FFA; Jack T. Helder. route
months ago.
Ave., remodel kitchen, new cup- eight free shots.
a waiter's helping hand, climb up mal. At a party I once timed an
3, Holland, third, Brown FFA.
The lead sports story on this par- Plea on Morals Count
It was more of the same in the
on a stool at the counter amid early departee and it was 33 minu- boards and remove partitions, $700;
self, contractor.
third period as Blakely again led ticular Saturday in 1897 concerned
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- Assink Brothers, Zeeland, lecclatteringcoffee cups and shout. tes from the moment he began kissond, White FFA; Jim Hoevl, ZeeMrs. J. E. Baremen. 106 East the Muskegon drive, getting seven a Western league game between
"A hamburg and a chocolate malt- ing the ladies' hands and clicking
Charles Albert Walley, 30, of 66 land, third. White FFA, and RusAdventists
15th St., reroof rear of house and points out of the 19 scored and Hol- Columbus and Detroit, with the
ed -extra thick!"
his heels, bobbing his head and add kitchen, $1,700; Henry Beelen,
West 10th St., Holland, who ap- sell Zeerip, Zeeland, fourth, White
land mangled to sneak in three Ohio nirte winning 15-9.
At the movies I met a friend, shaking hands with the men until
peared In Ottawa Circuit Court FFA.
Season's
play
had
just
begun
and
contractor.
more buckets and five out 13 free
Pat Colvill, an embassy secretary the moment he was at last ready
Trophies are to be ^warded at the
the teams had played 12 games. Wednesday on information filed
Andy
Klomparens.
129
East
shots.
from Evanston,111., whom I had to leave. Instead I edged toward
St. Paul was on top of the eight- against him charging him with Annual Poultry Science Club banEighth
St., remove partitionand
Substitutes
riddled
both
lineups
learned to know in a German th • door, and waved and called
build rest room. $1,800;self, con- in the final quarter after the Big team league with a 10-2 mark and gross indecency,again appeared quet.
At a business meeting of the Hol- class in Bonn University,and two out, "We'll be seein' ya!"
tractor.
Reds had worked the court to 20 Columbus followed one game be- before Judge Raymond L. Smith
land Seventh - day Adventist of her friends, Joe Pitonis. Brook- The friem’ly informality and
Lester Riemersma. 73 East 18th point*, 53-33 at the close of the hind. Detroit was fifth and Grand Thursday afternoon and pleaded
Church Tuesday at the school,Pine lyn, and Norma Price, Stillwater.
guilty to the charge.
opennesshad been refreshing but St., enclose front porch, $350; self, third period, and both teams had Rapids was eight.
and 29th St., reports for the year Okla. We saw a cheap grade B I had missed the gracious charm
The lead was written in Bibli- When he appeared Wednesday he
contractor.
Fine
their
best
basket
making
efforts.
picture but the joyful ease of ef1955 were read.
cal satire with the first paragraph first entered a plea of guilty, and
and Germutlichkeit which I have Paul Van Raalte. 280 College
The
winners
made
22
points,
led
The 150 members returneda fortlessly understandingevery learned to love.
Ave., remodel kitchen,install steel by 6'5" center Dave Johnson's eight beginning"And it came to pass after questioning by the court, the
tithe of J14.880 and mission funds word compensatedfor any artistic
The next morning I slept late cupboards,$1,000; Bowens and and got good responsefrom sub that a great battle was waged at court refused to accept his plea,
Driving
totaling 55,548, of which $2,269 came shortcomings.
and
only had time to wade through Son, contractors.
Jim Black and Jack Timmer, each Bennett Park on the seventh day in view of statementsmade by
from the Ingathering for Missions When we went to Pat's apartment
the
subject,
and
ordered
that
he
of the month known in the calenand $3,057 from the mission offer- after the movies, my reaction was the German newspaper before Clarence Tubergen. Sr.. 210 East with a pair of buckets.
Dwayne Nykamp, 27, route 4,
dar as May. SwaRers from Colum- take a week to think the matter
13th
St.,
remodel
kitchen
'knd
inDick
Vander
Yacht,
finding
a
Walter
Wullenweber
came
home
ings of the Sabbath School. Among like a poor church mouse seeing
over. He told the court upon his paid fine and costs of $84.70 in*
stall new cupboards. $150; self, con- jump shot hurled like I baseball bus and Detroit met in battle array
for
dinner
I
felt
the
affectionate
the missionary activities reported Buckingham Palace for the first
first appearance that he did not MunicipalCourt Wednesday after
tractor.
most effective, sank three of Hol- on the green sward.
for the year were 1,621 articles of time. There was a huge living squeeze of his hand under the
"And lo and behold it was Indies' remember the Incidentwith which pleading guilty to a reckless drivland's
four
baskets
and
added
three
formal
exterior
of
our
daily
officlothingdistributedand $1,215 giv- room, beautifullyfurnished; a kithe was specifically charged. When ing charge. He was arrestedby
free tosses to lead the 15 point day, and the amphitheaterwas
en in cash donations for welfare chen complete with automatic cial greeting.We sat down to our
crowded with fair women and he appeared Thursday afternoon city police Tuesday after he allegfourth
quarter
effort.
simple
meal
of
soup,
dark
bread
dishwater
and
deep
freeze;
a
bed
work.
he admitted to the court that he edly drove down River Ave. from
Vander Yacht, a senior, started strong men."
A co-operativesupper, served be- room as large as the average Ger- and coffee.When my coffee cup
was cognizant of the charge plac- Fourth to Eighth .St. at a* high
Other
choice
bits
from
the
his first varsitygame and took high
fore the business meeting, initiated man living room and a bathroom was empty, Lisi. my German sisrate straddlingthe center lane, and
Eileen Busscher and Mary Klein- point honors with 14. He was fol- article: "Now Daniels. Columbus ed against him.
ter,
jumped
up.
scampered
around
the recently remodeled kitchen of with shower and hot running
He
will return for disposition on turned at Eighth St. cutting off two
pitcher,
like
Daniel
of
old,
was
an
heksel
were
the
leaders
in
the
lowed
by
Overway
with
nine.
the school. The need of better facil- water. A Putzfrau (cleaning lady) the table and graciously poured a
March 9 at 10 a.m. Bond of $1,000 cars and narrowly missing a car
Christian Endeavor in the Reformsecond cup.
Blakely, who also gave Holland exceedingly wise man. In the
itis for teaching domestic science works five hours a day keeping
driven by Officer Don Oosterbaan.
ed Church last week Tuesday the most trouble in both games language of the common people, has not been furnished.
It
had
been
good
to
visit
Ameriand the social needs of the church the rooms as spotlessas a church
Everett Pickens, 46, of 266% West
evening.
They
discussed
the
topic.
he
owned
a
strong
port
side
wheel
a year ago, ended with nine basand school spurred the remodeling sanctuary on Earter Sunday morn- ca but it was even better to be
Ninth St., paid fine and costs of
"Is Jealousy Ever Christian."
and when he wound up that wheel Waverly Club Packs
kets
and
three
free
throws
for
21
"back
home"
with
my
German
project. Other improvements in ing. Her pay? $3.25 per week.
$24.70 on drunk and disorderly
The Christian Reformed Church points. Johnson followed with 15 he confused the enemy and brought
both church and school properties It was difficult to disentangle family.
charge. He was arrested by city
was in charge of the “Bread of and Ryan carded 12.
woe and desolation among them. Boxes for Servicemen
myself from German customs and
marked the past year.
police Jan. 28.
"The swatters from Detroit ever
Life" transcribed radio program
Holland
entertains
Benton
Harbor
Officers for the current year in- re-acclimate myself to American
Most common form of deafness Sunday. Mrs. Albert Zoet played
Members of the Waverly ActiAbram Lucas, of 519 Michigan
in Civic Center next Friday night and anon ran square into the port
clude Franklin Cook. Dennis Slik- ways. We were on a first, name is caused by hardeningof all the
two organ numbers. Two selections and Muskegon plays against Sagi- side wheel. Then base hits scintil- vity Club packed gift boxes for Ave., paid $9.90 after he appeared
kers, Howard Dorgelo and Julian basis from ‘he introductionon in tissues,eardrum and middle ear
"Near to the Heart of God" and naw. The Tigers lost to Muskegon lated over the green sward like eight servicemen from the district in court on a warrant involving
Oetman, re-elected elders, and Wil- contrast,for example, to the Ger- ossicles.
"The Light of the World" were Heights Friday night. 54-45 for their balls of fire from
Roman at their regular meeting Friday six overtime parking tickets.
lis Dorgelp, first deacon; Mrs. Fred
evening in the school.
Robert McFall, 19, of 297 West
sung by the choir. Robert Kraker third loss of the season.
candle.
Dorgelo, clerk; Mrs/ John Dannenwas
the director and Elaine Box score;
"Egan Pasha after bathing his! During the business meeting in 23rd St., was given a suspended
berg, missionarysecretary; Mrs.
Michmerhuizen was accompanist.
temples in ice water and casting charge of Mrs. Lawrence Prins, $40 fine on a charge of speeding
Holland (48)
Donald Keirnan, Sabbath School
The message was by the pastor,
ashes upon his head renewed the president, announcement was 50 miles in a 25 - mile zone on
F(J fT PF TP
Supt.;Mrs. Robert Smith, leader of
Rev. Mcdendorp.
strife and three times repulsed the was made ot an auction sale to be condition he surrender his operaVan Dyke,
. 0
3
1
the Dorcas Society; Mr. and Mrs.
3
Student Estell was guest preachenemy
without losing a man. V held at the next meeting Mrs. tor's license for 60 days.
Shaffer,
f
4
.
1
6
Gordon Oetman and Mr. and Mrs.
er in the Reformed Church Sunday
Paying traffic fines were Marilyn
"But
the heart of Daniels was Ray Rouwhorst is general chair3
Kleinheksel.
.
2
5
LaVerne Smith, leaders of youth
morning. In the evening student
Boeve, of 805 South Lincoln, speednot in least bit bowed down. And man.
.
3
3
7
1
activities.
Julius Brandt had charge of the
Tebeau Pasha rallied his hosts
Games were in charge ot Mrs. A. ing, $12; LeendertDe Vos, Grand
Vander Yacht, g
4
2
14
Julian Oetman serves as chairservice. A duet "When Jesus Beckabout him and promised them a Weller and Mrs. P. Bekker. Lunch Rapids, speeding and stop street,
Ovenvay. f ____ )
5
9
man of the school board, and Mr.
ens Me Home" was sung by
great feast if they would sail into was served by Mrs. Austin $20; Arthur R. Visser, €36 Graaf0
Robber! , ...... . 0
0
0
and Mrs. Lewis Carson are the
Sheryl Dennenberg and Marilyn
Allen's Army and drive it before Buchanan and Mrs. Jack Drooger. schap, speeding, $15; Loyd J. R.
0
0
. 0
0
teachers of the 27 pupil elemenHarmsen. They were accompanied
Morgan, of 2054 Lakeway, speeding,
0
0
Plagenhoef,
g
.
0
0
tary school. The church is served
by Mrs. Melvin Dannenberg.The
$10; Joan Schrotenboer, route 5,
Aye, c ...... . 0
0
1
by Elder Stanley W. Hyde, pastor.
1
Rev. Henry P. Kik of the 4th Respeeding, $15; Jeanette Steggerda,
...0
1
1
1
formed Church of Granc^ Rapids
of 1351 Bay View, speeding, $12:
will have charge of prayer MeetHoward Armstrong,of 662 Lugers
Holland Woman Given
Totals . 13 22
11
48
ing and teachers meeting ThursRd., passing on intersection,$12.
Musk'
gon
75)
Two Years’s Probation
day evening.
KatherineScheerhorn, o.* 17 West
0
5
12
Funeral services were held in the Ryan, f ........ . 6
35th St., was given a $12 suspendGRAND HAVEN (Special)f 2
0
4
4
Wickland,
War
Reformed church 'last week Weded fine on a right of way charge
2
. 6
3
Mrs. June Roelofs, 26, route 2,
15
nesday afternoon for Benoni Maat- Johnson, c
after attending traffic school.
0
Holland, was placed on probation
4
i
man who died a this home Sunday Saylor,- g ..... . 2
Paying $1 parking costs were C.
0
0
Wickland,
Wen.,
0
for two years Thursday afternoon
8 0
of a heart ailment. The former
Vander Heyden, of 414 Maple Ave.;
3
21
in Ottawa Circuit Court. Mrs.
i
pastor. Rev. A. Tellinghuisen of- Blakely, g ----- . 9
Jim Sherman, Grand Junction;
Roelofs had entered a plea of guil1
3
1
ficiated and burial was in Overisel Boyink, f ..... . 0
Raymond Hess, of 135 West 19th
0
Black, f ...... . 4
0
ty Dec. 16, to a charge of larceny
s
cemetery.
St.; Esther Tharp, route 1; Bob
of $125 from Jessie Fuglseth In
0
2
6
James Junior Kleinhekselwho Timmer, g .... .. 3
Hungerink. of 20 East 17th St.;

Informality

Jostling With U.S.

Seems Good

Student

25 Seek Building

Germany

Hnnr

Javl

permj»s

Grandstanding...

During January

Zeeland Fanners

Show

!

h

a

Hold

Business Meet

$84

Levied

On

Count

Overisel

»

a

1

1

.

1

1

.

;

1

1

f

.

—

,

Holland, the alleged offense having occurred Dec. 9, 1955. She was
ordered to return Jan. 9 but because of being hospitalized, dispositionwas deferred until Thursday.

received cuts and bruises and a Randall, Bill, g . 0
broken thigh hone in a truck ac- Steward, g ____ .. 1
cident near Caronna. Ind., last Randall, Bob. f . 1
week Wednesday underwent sur- Ellis, c ....... . 0
gery on his leg Saturday, at St.
Totals . 34
Joseph Hospitalin Fort Wayne,

Mrs. Roelofs is required to pay
$100 costs and make restitution in
30 days. The court called attention
» the fact that this is about her
fifth brush with the law since 1950,
and that she has been given consideration so that her expectant
child will not be born in a prison.

Ind.

.

Decree Granted

GRAND HAVEN
divorce decree

(Special)

was granted in

Ottawa Circuit Court Thursday
afternoon to Bessie Ross from
Richard H. Ross, both of Holland.
The three children reside with the
mother and the father was ordered
to pay 535 a week plus attorney
fees.

0

0

0
0
0

1

2

0

2

1

0

7

20

75

William J. Mudge, Grand Ledge.

Man Found Guilty
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Howard Charles

HERE IS A RECENT PORTRAIT of Hervjtoyal Highness Princess
Beatrix of the Netherlands who marked her 18th birthday anniversary Tuesday. Jan. 31. Princess Beatrix, the eldest of the four
daughters of Queen Juliana and Prince Bernhard, is next in line to
the Netherlandsthrone. She and her sisters have been attending
regular schools and next fall she 6s scheduled to enter the University of I*eiden More and more Beatrix has been assuming
responsibilities of a princess and has participatedin several public
ceremonies.
(M.C. Meyboom photo, Amsterdam)

‘

with Spinal Meningitis.
HAMILTON (Special) -Jasper
Stanley Lubbers was able to return home from Holland Hospital Rigterink, 40, died at his home in
Wednesday after submitting to sur- Hamilton Friday following a lingering illness.
gery.
Survivingare the wife, Janet;
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoffman
left Monday morning for a trip to one daughter,Marlene Kay; one
Florida with their son’s family, the son, Darwin Jay; his mother. Mrs.
Howard Hoffmans of Greenville. Harry Rigterink of Overisel; two
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Lampen brothers,Gilmer Rigterink of East
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Lam- Saugatuckand Austin Rigterink of
pen left Mondav morning for a Overisel and several nieces and
few weeks stay in Florida.
nephew*.
Mr. Rigterink was proprietor of
The filbert nut is the fruit of the the Mobile Service Station of
hazel tree.
Hamilton for the last four years.

CONNIE SUE VEELE, 4. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don Veele of
1727 Perry St., herself a polio victim,shows the dime donations of
the local Loyal Order of Moose Lodge to the 1956 March of Dimes
drive. The total amount* to $220. They were donated by lodge
members through the display card system.
(Penna-Sas'photo)

I
.

—

Blease, 33, route
1. Grand Haven was found guilty
by a jury in Grand Haven Municipal Court at 6:30 p.m. Thursday on
a charge of drunk driving. He was
sentenced to pay $100 fine and
$10.10 costs. He was arrested by
city police last Oct. 2 after
alledgedly driving his car over an
embankment ending up at the
water’s edge just south of the
swing bridge on US-31.

Loren Rigterink,son of Mr. and Jasper Rigterink,40,
Mrs. Austin Rigterink In Butterworth Hospital in Grand Rapid* Succumbs in Hamilton
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Sunday School Church Women of Holland Area

Christian

Prepare for World Day of Prayer

Endeavor

Lesson

HoHand

Hassevoort-BecksvoortRites Read

All-Stars

Grand

Haven

Stop
Sunday, February 12
“Blind Spots in Race Relations”
Women is preparingfor World
Acts 17:26 and Eph. 2:11-22.
Day of Prayer, which is observed
By Raymond E. Weiss
In Polio
the fir^t Friday of Lent, Feb. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Andresen To the leader: Very, very sad
Men and women in this community
are invited to join in the observ- observedtheir 50th wedding anni- to say, you are leading a topic GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ance at a meeting at 2 p.m. in versary Sunday Jan. 29 at their this week which may be a very Holland’* City League All-Stars
Christian Education. National Hope Reformed Church. Mrs. Mor- home here. They received many explosive one even in a Christian evened up |he annual polio benesociety;for blindness toward right fit series here Thursday with a
Council of the Churches of ris De Vries, chairman, has anChrist in the U.S.A. and used nounced that the theme, “One callers, cards and gifts at the open attitudeson the race question af- 64-54 victory over the Grand Haven
fects many lives in our land today. City League All-Stars in Grand
by permission.)
Flock. One Shepherd” will be house.
Tne Horn* the
HolUnd City New*
No person prays as much as he featured by World Day of Prayer Mr. and Mrs. Andresen were God can use you to bring more Haven High School gym.
Publishedevery Thun
In the first game of the two
married in Chicago, Jan. 20, 1906 love toward others into the hearts
Uy by The Sentinel ought to pray. It is a matter of speaker, Miss Mjldred Drescher. and after several years came to of your society members, if with played this season on Jan. 21, the
^Printing Co. Office 54-M joy that more people pray than
Mrs. Marcus, chairman of the
West Enghth Street. Hol- formerly and that there is more distributionscommittee,is direct- Michigan in 1924 to settle in Gan- His help you lead this topic in the Grand Haven team nipped the
.and, Michigan.
locals, 79-78. This was the seventh
ges Township.Both of them came right way.
Entered a» second clasi rnaUer at belief in prayer than in times ing her helpers in taking the “Call
the poet office at HoU and. Mich., past. A study of this lesson on to Prayer” to patients in Holland here from Denmark. Mr. Andresen Since /this may be an explosive year the two teams had played a
under the Act of Congrea*.March 3, prayer should inspire us to pray Hospital and local shut - ins so is 77 and Mrs. Andresen is 73. They subject in your society you should pair of games with the proceeds
going to polio.
more and in a better manner.
they may join spiritually with have two daughters, Mrs. John try, in a patient and loving way,
Jennings
of
Ganges;
Bertha
An- to bring light to the “blind spots”
w. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher
Holland jumped to a first period
I. Persistent praying is com- those who meet at Hope Church.
dresen and one son, Norman, both so that those who have been pre- lead and stayed In command all
Mrs.
Neal
Houtman
with
her
commended.
The
two
parables
that
Telephone— News Items 3193
Advertisingand Subscription* 3191 comprise this lesson deal with mittee is planning five displays for of Kalamazoo. They have four judiced will ask Gcd to forgive the way.
granddaughters.A family dinner them. If we “see” correctlywe ca.i
A 23-point outburst in the second
The publishershaUwit be Uable prayer. Jesus told the Parable of local store windows to emphasize
for any error or eirocs In prijiUng the Judge and the Widow for the that prayers will be offered simul- and party was held in their honor then ask God to help us act cor- period gave the Dutch five a cushJan. 21 in the Crystal Room of the rectly. (For background reading, ion and they coasted through the
any advertising
such advertUement •haH have been definitepurpose that “men ought taneously around the world. y Columbia Hotel in Kalamazoo.
see “The Church Repents”, second half.
obtained by advertUer and, returned always to pray, and not to faint.”
The first World Day of Prayer A large number of friends from
The score at the close of the
Reader's Digest, Feb. 1956).
by him in time for corrections with It is rather easy to stop praying
was
begun
by
a
small
group
of
such errors or cormtons noted
first quarter favored Holland 15Ganges attended funeral services The Leader's Talk:
when
we
do
not
get
the
answer
plainly thereon; aid In ^ch cm If
women in this country in 1886. Afany error so noted Is not corrected we want. The judge in Uie parable ter 70 years of development 1956 Jpr Mrs. Etta Larson Wednesday, 1. People of other races are peo- 12. After holding the losers to nine
publishersliability ahall not exceed
Jan. .25 at the Glenn Methodist ple. not some other kind of ani- points in the second period, the
such a proportion of
“Pfw* was unprincipled, unjust, and will see millions of Christians Church with the Rev. Clara Gibbs
mal. They want to be loved and winners enjoyed a 38-21 halftime
occupied by the error bears to the heartless. Jesus said that he around the globe holding services
officiating. Burial was in the Mc- wanted, just like we do. They have margin.
whole space occupied by such adver'feared not God. neither regarded dedicated to world peace and un
tisement
Dowell Cemetery.Mrs. Larsen feelingswhich can be hurt. They Grand Haven got moving in the
man." Often when people have no derstanding.Last year, in the Unitcame to this vicinity from Chicago have souls that can be or have third quartr • and outscored HolTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
fear in their hearts for God, they ed States alone. World Day of Pray
a number of years ago and about been saved. They, as well as we, land. 20-14 and moved the count
three* months^W-M ^Inj^copy, !(*. care not about their fellow men. er offerings provided$460,958 for
10 years ago moved to the Glenn have been created in God’s image. to 52-41 at the close of the period.
Subscriptions payable In advance and
A widow came to him saying, cooperative Christian ministries in community.
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
The only differencebetween us is Tho losers outscored Holland again,
“Avenge me of mine adversary.” health, education, and welfare at
The organ dedicationservices skin color. (Acts 17:26, Luke 10: 13-12 in the final quarter.
^Subscribers will confer a fsvor by Evidently some money - grabber home and abroad.
A1 Nelson and Ken Schippers led
were held Sunday at the Ganges 29-37).
reporting promptly *">' Irregularity
Mr. end Mrs. Melvin Hossevoort
was trying to cheat her or had
Through World Day of Prayer Baptist Church. Mrs. Mae Winne
the winners with 11 points each
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
2. People of other races may be
(Bui ford photo)
done so and she wanted justice offerings, Interdenominationalmin- was guest organist and gave a rewhile Ron Nykamp followed with
Attending the bride and groom
Christians
and.
therefore,
our
Miss
H
e
r m e e n Becksvoort,
but
she
could
not
get
it.
She
was
PAY AS YOU GO
10, including eight free tosses.
istries in the United States,Alaska cital. The Rev. Eugene Burgess
brothers and sisters.
Other Holland scorers were: R.A. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George were Mr. and Mrs. Gerald DriesenFriday's Sentinel earned a story too poor and too honest to bribe and Puerto Rico are able to func- gave the invocation and the Rev.
ga. brother - in - law and sister of
a. In Christ there are no races. Van Dyke. 2; Ron Fortney, 8; Bob
from our Wire Service about the judge and she could not bully tion. Fifty per cent of their budget B. E. Robison a former pastor,
Becksvoort, and Melvin HasscGod's
word
teaches
that
there
are
Klukas, 6; John Mulder. 8 and voort. son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry the groom.
“Detr<#t Tackles Parking Problem him so she bothered him in sea- is provided by the people who are gave a dedication prayer. The GanThe newlyweds arc making their
Through Pay-as-You-GoFinancing son and out of season as only a united in prayer on World Day of ges Methodist Choir, under the di- only two kinds of people in the George Botsis. 9.
Hassevoort, were married Friday, home at 278 Mayrose Ave. Mrs.
world, the saved and the lost. The
woman
can
do.
She
kept
on
deBerg
paced
the
Grand
Haven
set-up “ This, we think would be
Prayer. The money helps 5,000 rection of Robert Gooding, sang
Jan. 20. The double ring ceremony Hassevoort is employed at General
a good plan for Holland to adopt. manding justice and became more American Indian students in gov- two numbers. The Rev. Robert saved have been made new crea- second half and potted eight free
tures by the power of the Holy shots and three baskets. This was was performed at the Hassevoort Electric Co. and Mr. Hassevoort,
ernment boarding schools, and Behnkon. pastor of the First BapRecently there has been some insistent.
Spirit and are sons of God and added to six first half points for home by the Rev. G. B. Rozeboom. at MacBay Boat Co.
The judge finally yielded — not furthers teacher trainingof Indian tist church of Benton Harbor, gave
talk by our City Fathers concernbrothers to one another. (Col. 3:9Christian
leaders.
It
Supports
ing the special assessment plan because he wanted to do the right
the dedication sermon. His topic 11 and Rev. 7:9-10). Salvation a total of 20 for the game. Fred
Kalsbeek followed with 13. Other
in certain districts to take care of but because he got tired of the schools for migrant children and was “'The Ministry of Music." A
CorneliusVan Dis
makes one the member of a famthe purchase of more property woman’s constant coming. The day nurseries for children whose trio of girls from Ganges Baptist ily that is higher than that of rac- scorers included: Clark. 7; Maggiore.
8:
Molenkamp,
4
and
Van
Dies Unexpectedly
for off-streetparking. There are Lord teaches in this parable the mothers work in the fields.
Church, the Misses Margaret Jo ial origin.
Schelvin, 2.
several companies and individuals benefit of being persistentin our
A great deal of work is done in Collins.Betty and Norma Giles,
Funeral services were held
b. The Church is the Lord's. If
in Holland that have purchased prayers. If a determined' woman India, to help provide the two mil- concluded the program with a votoday at 2 p.m. at the Metholand, removed buildings and im- got what she wanted from an un- lion teachers that are needed there, cal number. A coffee hour followed- we make rules to include or exOfficial
dist Church in South Haven for
clude certain people from the felproved the property for off-street principled judge, how much the and for mobile units used as road- ed the program.
Cornelius "Casey" Van Dis, 49, of
parking. This, we think, is a move more may those who pray to
The Farm Bureau Discussion lowship of "our" church we are
side clinics. The rehabilitationof
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -- South Haven, who died unexpectsinning. Whom God includeswe
in the right direction.
gracious God with persistency ex- war - ravaged campuses abroad Group met Friday evening, Jan. 27
Koene T. Vanden Bosch. 91. form- edly at 10:15 Monday morning of
However, special assessment of pect a hearing! We must however and the strengtheningof Christian at the Peachbelt school. A State must not exclude. (I Cor. 12:12-13).
er city employe for many years, a heart attack.
c. All Christians are to love all Fish,
certain areas in order to purchase remember that God may answer Medical Colleges are part of the Police officer was present and gave
died Tuesday at his home. 521
Mr. Van Dis, formerly of East
other Christians. Where there is
more property for off-street park- “no” or “yes’’ or “wait some program. The Kikuyu's victimized the talk of the evening.
Howard St., He was born in NoorNeil
Bergen
was
re-elected
presSaugatuck. was foreman in South
ing, we think, is the wrong way time” or “keep on praying.” And by the MauMau's in Africa receive
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover, ac- prejudice we do not show we are
deloos Dec. 21, 1864, and came to
ident of the Holland Fish and
Haven for the State Highway Deto go about securing the answer. this fact too we must bear in Christian ministry because the companied by Mrs. George Glup- Christ's. People of minority races,
Grand Haven with his parents at
Game
club
at
the
annual
election
partment.
Detroit’smethod in our opinion is mind— God is opposite to the World Day of Prayer makes a con- kers of Holland, went to Kankakee. especiallyNegroes, often feel unthe age of 19. He went info the
by
the board of directors ThursSurvivors include the wife,
wanted
and
therefore
do
not
come
much fairer because it is on a judge— the judge is unjust. God is tribution there. Scholarships are 111. Thursday to attend the funeral
clothingbusiness known as the Big
day.
“Pay-as-You-Go”basis.
just, the judge does not care for provided for Chinese girls in Chris- of a cousin, Jay Mendell of Kan- to gatherings‘with those of other
Store with his father and uncle in Mary; a son, Neal of Battle
Hine Van Der Heuvel was reraces. As Christians we can do
Therefore, we recommend that the widow, God cares for His peo- tian colleges.These projects are kakee.
1884. Later he became associated Creek; the parents, Mr and Mrs.
named
vice president and Andrew
Bert Van Dis of East Saugatuck:
much
to
show
what
the
love
of
our City Fathers take another look ple, the judge was heartless, outstanding parts of the tremen- The Bit O' Fun Club was enterwith the Enterprise Clothing Co.
Naber was elected secretary-treasfour brothers. Benjamin of East
at this problem and use some of God is compassionate.
dous program that is possible tained Saturday evening in the Christ really is if we first make urer.
He was a former directorof the
Saugatuck. Lambert of Virginia
our church a place where such
the ideas that have been tried out
II. Some prayers displease God. through the efforts of all those who home of Mr. and Mrs. Clare Schultz
Grand
Haven
State
Bank.
He
was
Marvin Wabcke was named genPark. Mavis of Holland and Bert,
people are welcome and then go
in other communitieson a “Paysome please Him. In the second unite for World Day of Prayer.
of Fennville.A dessert luncheon
treasurer of Grand Haven in 1917
Jr , of Saugatuck; four sisters,
out of our way »o invite them to eral chairman of the annual club
as-You-Go”basis.
parable of the lesson there are
was followed by canasta and
and
served
as
city
clerk
from
1918
banquet and the date has been set
Mrs. Jennie Hutchison of Fenncome. tJohn 13:34-35).
two contrasting persons, one was Women of the Moose
sooial time.
tentativelyfor April 19. The kick- to 1931 and deputy city clerk from ville. Mrs Jerry Hulst of route 6,
Discuss
attitudes
and
actions
a Pharisee, the other a publican.
Mrs. Robbins, DistrictSpiritual
off meeting for a membership 1931 to 1947. He was one of (he
oldest^rn'embm'
Inland M^'Ionry Vote »nd
prevalent in your community toBoth went to the temple to pray See Film on Defense
Life Secretary of the Women's
drive precedingthe banquet will
wards those of other races. Decide
—that was commendable. The
terian
Church
which
he
served
as 1 *ss LtUI“m Van Dls'>lh of
Society of Christian Sendee of
be held at the clubhouse on Feb.
Plans for a soup supper were
what you. as individualsand as a
elder for many years. He was , 'lUKa,uck.
Pharisee was held in public
Kalamazoo was guest speaker
9 at 6:30 p.m., with a fish fry.
society,
ought
to
do
about
any
sitdiscussed
at
a
regular
meeting
of
esteem, the publican had no standThe local club maintains a road- great lover of flowers and his yard
Tuesday at the meeting of the
uations that are not as Christ
ing. This parable will mean more Women of the Moose Wednesday Ganges W.S.C.S.
Jaj|e(| for
side park on its property located was filled with rose gardens and
would have them be. Are there
tuberous begonias which he continto us if we keep in mind the rea- with Senior Regent Blanche SoloS’j
miles
east
of
Holland
on
M-21.
mon presiding. A news clipping The annual Men's Night of the any racial groups in your com- New tables and two brick fire- ually tried to improve. Due to his Destruction Charge
Anrtual meeting of the Ottawa son why Jesus spoke it. We are
from Laura Hettinga of Engle- Ganges Home Club will be held munity that are not discriminated
efforts with this hobby, he won
told
that
Jesus
“spoke
also
this
County Farmers Federal Credit
places will be constructed prior to
this evening. February 3 at theagainst, hut are just neglected
^ ______
by
wood,
Calif., was received.
many prizes and ribbons in con- GRAND HAVEN iSpecUllUnion was held Saturday afternoon parable, to some who trusted in
the
tourist
season.
Hospitality House in Fennville. A y0Ursejves an(j 0{her Christians?
Thomas Glennie, 17. of 70?
themselves,
that
they
were
rightAnnouncement
was
made
of
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
The shady spot has been quite tests.
6:30 p.m. dinner will be followed
Columbus St., Grand Haven, is
eous, and despised others.” It is next meeting's activities when
Besides the wife, the former
Wesseldyke in Borculo.
popular for several years and has
by a program and social time with
serving five days in county jail
wrong
to think too highly of self plans will be discussed to take an
Maggie
Groenendal,
87
years
old,
an added advantage of a supply
The report of the manager,MarMrs. Edwin Ensfield in charge.
unable to pay $25 fine, $6.10 costs
and to look with contempt upon active part in the Civil Defense
of fresh water furnished by a well he is survivedby five children. and restitutionof $24.05 imposed
garet Kruithoff.stated that the orMrs. Mae Winne is hostess for
work. The program Wednesday the evening.
Herbert of Grandville. Kenneth of
near the tables.
ganizationis in good financial con- others.
by AssociateMunicipal Judge
Silver City. N J.. Franklin of DearThe Phariseeprayed amiss, in included a talk and movie on Civil
dition and is giving a needed servEdward P. Kirby Monday afterMr.
and
Mrs.
Ted
Kiernan
of
born. Mrs. Janette Benton of Windice to the family - type farmer. fact he did not really pray, he just Defense given by Fred Hieftje.
noon on a charge of malicious deEmblem
Club
Names
Pinellas
Park.
Fla.
have
anRefreshments
were
served
by
sor.
Colo
,
and
Mrs.
Duncan
(EmThe report showed that more bragged about himself.He did not
struction of property. Feb. 4,
ma) Poland of Muskegon; four sisthan $30,000 has been loaned to thank God for other people but he the Ritual committee with Mrs. nounced the birth of a son, Bruce
Nominating Committee
Glennie allegedly broke two winters, Mrs. Coha Kieft, Mrs. Nellie
members, and there has been no thanked God that he was so much Jeanette Van Den Heuvel as chair- Alan oif Dec. 29.
dows in a car belonging to Richard
A
regular
meeting
of
Holland Pippel, arid Mrs. Bertha Fox all David Shepherd. 18. of 662 Monroe
loss through non-paymentof loans. better than other people. And he man. Prize winners for the eveMr.
and
Mrs.
Clare
Harrington
Emblem Club No. 211 was held of Grand Haven and Mrs. Kate St., on Water St. The arrest was
A three per cent dividend was did not thank God for being bet- ning were Mrs. Nett Ver Hoef. have announced the sale of What
Thursday evening at the Elks Peterson of Redlands, Calif ; a i by city police.
voted for shareholders of Dec. 3, ter but took the credit himself. Mrs. Edith Green and Mrs. Solo- Not Inn on the corner of M-89 and
lodge. Mrs. Richard Volkers pre- brother, Martin of Grand Rapids.
1955, and a 10 per cent dividend After telling God how unlike he mon.
US-31 to Mr. and Mrs. De Angelus
Shepherd is expectedto appear
sided.
will be rebated to borrowerson was he told God about his good
of Detroit. Mrs. De Angelus and
in the same court today for pos*
A nominatingcommittee was
interest paid during the past year, works. He gave more and fasted Six Drivers Appear
three children will live in one of
, session of liquor in hi^ motor venamed for (he forthcomingelec- Case Remanded Back
it was announced. Six per cent in- more often than the law required.
the George Harringtonhomes as
tion with Mrs. Kenneth Dykstra
GRAND HAVEN (Special • — |hiclp"
For Re-Examination
terest will be charged on ail loans He was satisfied with himself.
soon as it is ready for occupancy.
The case of the people against; Eugene Cooper, 18 route 1.
as chairman.
made in the coming year.
The publican “standing afar off.
The
Ganges
Union
Parent
TeachGRAND HAVEN (Special-Wasker, 36. route 1,1 Spring Lake, arrested with the
It was announced (hat a dona- Roliert
All officers of the group were re- would not lift up so much as his
Six persons appeared for re-exam- ers Club will meet Friday evening
tion has been made to the Emblem Hudsonville,on a charge of gross other boys by city police and
elected for the coming term. Har- eyes unto heaven, but smote upon
ination of drivers' licensesThurs- Feb. 3 at the school. A dessert
Club scholarship fund, which is Indecency, has been remanded charged with furnishing liquor to
vey Veenama, of Coopersville, was his breast, saying,” God he merciluncheon will he followed by a
available to any boy or girl of a back to Municipal Court of the city a minor, was sentencedMonday
renamed chairman of the Board of ful to me a sinner.” This prayer da" before Lars Syverson. Field program and social time'.
Examiner
with the Driver Servicof Holand for examination. Was- by Judge Jacob Ponstcin to
member.
Directors; Eugene Ten Brink, Al- came from a penitent heart. Our
The older boys of the Belknap
es
Division of the Secretary of
Prize
for
the
evening
was
won
ker pleaded not guilty to the of- pay $.‘>0 fine and $5.10 costs or
lendale,vice chairman; Ralph Es- generation would do well to pay
school enjoyed a special treat last
by Mrs. Leo Conklin. Refresh- fense Jan. 27. The alleged offense serve 15 days in county jail. He
senberg,Zeeland, secretary; and attentionto the words, “merciful” State’soffice.
Edward Slenk. Jr.. 20. of 39' a Wednesday when Howard Paquin
ments were served by Mrs. Peter occured in Blendon township on or is expected to pay fine and costs
Joe Wesseldyke,Zeeland, publicity and "sinner.” Today the conscioustoday.
West
18th St., Holland, was given took them to Grand Rapids to see
Botsis.
about Aug. 3, 1955.
director.
ness of sin is feeble, here is a
the Shrine Circus. They were
a
suspension of 180 days
Jerry Schermer, Zeeland, chair- deep need for the revival of a
accompanied by Dale Hillman of
man of tha Credit Committee; penitent spirit. Not enough people Roger Van Dyke, 19, of 285 East the Union School.
Rep. Craig Hosmer
13th St.. Willis Andrew Boeve. 16.
Henry Veneman, Coopersville,vice are troubled by their sins.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleg Billfussleft
of
50
East
17th St., and Donald
chairman and Martin Essenberg,
The Lord commended the publi- Albert Culver. 24. of 166 East Friday for a three week trip
Zeeland, secretary.
can and said of him. "I say unto Seventh St., all of Holland, each through the southern states, where Craig
Peter Van Eyck, Holland, chairthey will visit points of interest.
you. This man went down to his were given 30 days’ suspension.
man of the Supervisory Committee;
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Starring spent
house justified rather than the
Dennis Bernard Huxhold,17. of
Louis Boonstra,HoUland, vice
other.” The Pharisee was proud 24 Taft St., Zeeland, had his li- the weekend in Grand" Rapids at
chairman, and Judson Branderand the publican was humble and cense suspended until March 30. the home of their daughter, Mrs.
horst, Holland, secretary.
revealed a penitent spirit. The 1956, to concur with Probate Court. John Steele and family.
and Mrs. Charles Wilcox
Pharisee left God's House no hotBruce Wayne Terllaar. 16, route
Plans for the Lincoln Day banter than he came in but the pub- 2, Holland, received a 60-day sus- and daughter of Howard City were j qUet sponsored by the Yourig Relican went home a differentman
weekend guests at the home of her pubiicans of Ottawa County, have
1. We must keep on learning
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Atkins. | movpd ahead rapidly with nearly
about prayer.
all arrangementscomplete.
Film Featured at
2. God is pleased with persistent
U.S> Rep. Craig Hosmer from
Two
Democrats
Announce
Listed (or
prayers because they reveal ear- Bethel Class Meet
the 18th district of California will
Sunday, February 12
Parables on Prayer
Luke 18:1-14
By C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
produced by the D i v i s i o n of

1879.
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Dies
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Hosmer Set

j

As Dinner Speaker

Mr

pension.

Bowling Scores

Week

Congressional Intentions

nestness.

The week’s top bowling scores 3. God dislikes proud people but
were revealed today by V e r n likes to hear penitent prayers.
Ekema of the Holland Bowling 4. The note of confession should
Lanes.

Thelma Harmsen of Holland
Furnace rolled the high women's
game, with a 212 while Lois De
Neff of Fifth Wheel recorded a
M8 for the high women's series.
Joe Farrah of the Holland Bowling Lanes listed a 264 for the top
men’s game while Ed Adler’s ser-

be prominent in our prayers.

Mrs. Slagh Hostess
For Builders Class

The Friendly Corner

Class of
Bethel Reformed Church held its
quarterly meeting Tuesday evening at the church. Thirty-two members attended.
Feature of the pragram was a

film, "Like a Mighty Army."
shown by Merle Boes. Mr. and

ALLEGAN '(Special)-

Dr.

be the keynote speaker for Feb.
10, 6:30 p m. dinner in Zeeland

S.I.

City Hall auditorium.
Clark. 32-year-oldpolitical science
Rep. Hosmer is a member of the
teacher at Western Michigan College in Kalamazooand Franklin Interiorand Insular Affairs ComRyan, a Mattawan teacher, have mittee of the House and is vitally
announced they will enter the interestedin the problems of
primary election for the Demo- small business and control of

Mrs. Boes and Mr. and Mrs. Mar- cratic nominationfor Fourth Dis- illegal narcotics.
During combat service in World
A regular meeting of the Builders lin Bakker were in charge of the trict Representative in Congress.
Clare Hoffman. Allegan Republi- War II, Hosmer rose from enlisted
Class of First MethodistChurch program.
was held last Friday evening at A social hour followed,with re- can, is incumbent and has an- man to commander’srank as skipies of 643 while bowling for Herk's
per of a Navy assaulttransport.
the home of Mrs. John Slagh, freshmentsserved by Mr. and nounced he will seek re-election.
Standard Service was best.
He formally served with the
Gordon
Elferdink.
Three
Oaks
Mrs.
Julius
Brandt,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
222 West 10th St.
Other top scores included: WoMrs. Marvin Rotman, president, Leon De Maat and Mr. and Mrs. Furniture dealer who lost to Hoff- Atomic Energy Commission at the
men’s high game — Mary Ann opened the meeting. Hymns were Charles Eilander.
man in the 1954 contest,informed Los Alamos. New Mexico atomic
Bosma, Fifth Wheel, 206; Dorothy sung and devotions were led by
a meeting of the district Demo- laboratoriesbefore his electionto
• De Witt, Holland Bowling Lanes,
cratic chiefs in Paw Paw Saturday Congress.
Mrs. Ethel Knutson. Mrs. Lee
Enter Guilty Plea
199; Marie Draper, Draper's MarTicket chairman Al Dyk said a
he will announce his decision May
Fletcher won the sunshine packGRAND HAVEN (S p e c i a
ket, 198: Lois De Neff, 196 a n d
3. District Democratic chairman crowd of between 200 and 250 is
age.
Janet Voss, Fifth Wheel, 195.
The meeting closed with a poem, Charles Raymond Farwell, 25, of F. Joseph Flaugh of Benton Har- estimated for the dinner. Tickets
Women’s high series — Evelyn “Put Your Hand in God's Hand,” 206 West 14th St., Holland, who' re- bor referred to Elferdink as a arc availablefrom any member of
Manting. Holland Electric, 511; read by Mrs. Slagh, and prayer frained from entering a plea when potential candidate."
the Young Republicanorganiza
Janet Veldman, Fifth Wheel, 507; by Mrs. Knutson. Refreshmentslie was arraigned in-CircuitCourt
tion or by telephoning 4344.
Marie Draper, Draper’s Market, were served by the hostess.
on a gross indecency
501 and Janet Voss, Fifth Wheel,
charge, reappeared at noon Tues- Marriage Licenses
Driver Issued Ticket
Ottawa County
499.day and entered a plea of guilty.
Donald Slighter. 41, of 17 West
Men’s high game— Tom Lindsay, Car, Truck Collide
Bond of $1,000 was not furnished. Wallace R. Hill, 25, and Geral7-Up, 255; Harry De Neff, HollandTwo vehicles were damaged at He will appear for dkfrositiondine Rowland, 23, both of Grand 19th St. was issued a ticket for
Racine, 244; Ray Tubergan, 9 :20 a.m. Tuesday when they collid- March 9. The alleged offense oc- Haven; Jacob John Visser, 21, interfering with through traffic
Standard Lumber, 241 and C. R. ed at 17th St and Ottawa Ave. curred in Holland township on or Zeeland, and Beatrice Ann Menken, after his car and one driven by
Trueblood, Mr. and Mrs. Thursdsy, Involved was a car driven by about Nov. 25, 1955. After Far- 20, Holland; Arthur NesSen. 23, John Bee re boom, 60. of 95 East
Frank Van Dyke, 23, of 1369 Bay well’s appearanceMonday, Circuit route 2, Spring Lake, and Louise Ninth St. collided, in front of 21
232.
Men's high serin — Harry De View Dr. and a truck operated by Judge Raymond L. Smith had re- Ridoutt, 20. Spring Lake; Charles East 10th St., at 10:58 a.m. TuesNeff, 634; Farrah, 632 and Tom Gerald Roberts, 43, Grand Rapids. manded the case back to Holland Jackaon, 18. and Vivian Ann Acker, I day. Police estimateddamage to
I the two vehiclesat $300.
Drake, HolUnd Bowling Lanes, 630. Police eetimated damage at $400. MunicipalCourt for examination. 20, both of

D—

Monday

Holland.

I

,

PROCLAIM BOY SCOUT

tyEEK

—

Holland's

Mayor pro tem La Verne Rudolph, seated at
left, and Robert De Bruyn, right, mayor of
Zeeland and Chippewa District Chairman of
the Boy Scouts, hove officially proclaimed, the
week of Feb. 6 through 12 as "Boy Scout
Week." Present at the reading of the proclamation were, standingleft \o right, Explorer
Scout David Maris, Methodist Church Post,
who received his Eagle award Monday; Cub

Scout Mario Schwarz, of the St. Francis de
Sales Pack, and Explorer Scout Duane De Vries,
First Reformed Church Post 2006. The Boy
Scouts of America, celebrating their 46th
anniversary on Wednesday, launched a
four-year program this year called "Onward
for God and My Country."The scouting program has an active enrollmentof 4,100,000.

-

,

boys at present.

(Sentinel photo)
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gave

and

Sharon ' Stillwell
the
treasurer’s report. They talked
about money for a trip to Detroit.
The rest of the meeting was spent
being entertained at the home of
Sandy Santora. They played games In
and refreshmentswere prepared
More than 450 fathers and
and served by Sandy. Reported by
daughtersattended the Horizon
Wholesalers
are
still
displaying
Shirley Lohman, scribe.
Ottawa-Allegan Committeetor
and Horizonette potluck supper at
Richard Gronevelt A wf. to Allen
The Tami-La-Fa Camp Fire their outstanding safe driving reMental
Health met in Zeeland City
Civic Center Thursday niglit. The
The Wahanka Camp Fire group group met at the home of Joan cord, holding onto the top spot in Swiftney L wf. PL N^ NE4 SEK
Rev. Christian Walvoord gave the Hall last Thursday with members
met at the Home of Rosalie De Geuder. The girls had their bus- the new survey completed by the 28-8-16 City of Grand Haven.
Holland Christianwithstood a opening prayer. Toastmistress was present from Hudsonville, Grand
More Than $26,000
Graaf on Jan. 16. They started to iness meeting and then worked on State Farm Mutual Automobile ClarenceGroeneveM & wf. to last half comback by Grand Rapids Miss Caroline , Borr, president of Haven, Zeeland, Coopersville,
Rycenga ConstructionCompany
Holland. Fennville and Otsego.
Collected During ’55
knit pot holders for their mothers. puppets for their Puppet Show.
Insurance Co., of Bloomington, 111., Lots 17, 18 Casemier'sPlat, City Creston’s cage squad on the Civic Horizon Cabinet. The toast to the
Ronald Sage of the Michigan SoConnie Moll treated with dough- Joan Geuder treated with cupfathers was given by Miss Karen
In Over 3,000 Cases
Center court Friday night and edgnuts and Rosalie De Graaf treat cakes and gum. Reported by accordingto Ben L. Van Lome, of Grand Haven.
Damson
and
the
toast
to the ciety for Mental Health presented
Shirley Johnson, scribe.
177 College Ave., and Chet Bau- Edward Borchers to Floyd ed the Polar Bears, 52-48. A crowd daughters by her father, Ed Dam- an evening of orientationinto the
‘Municipal Court processed 3,255 ed with chocolate milk. Reported
of 1,800 fans watched the Dutch
many problems of a good Mental
The
Tawanka
Camp
Fire
group
by
Judy
Atman,
scribe.
mann, 135 East 35th St., local Hecksel & wf. Lot 13 Allen Sub. annex their eighth win of the sea- son.
cases during 1955, a review of
Twp. Spring Lake.
The Ha - wa - u - pi , Camp Fire of Harringtonschool met at the agents for the firm.
Group singing was led by Ray- Health program. He showed the
Judge Cornelius vander Meulen’s
son and nip a budding Creston winmond L. Smith with Miss Marcia film "Man to Man," which depicted
Willard E. West A wf. to Hattie ning streak at three.
records revealed today. It was an group met at the home of Mary home of Martha Halquist. After
Periodically,
State Farm Mutual,
Jeanne
Buys.
Barbara
Kouw
prelunch
the
group
worked
on
their
Bouws at the piano. Members of one aspect of the Mental Health
Elshuis
Pt.
Lot
23
Sub.
Lot
1
Blk
all • time record for work in any
the biggest auto insurancecomAlthough the Invading Crestonsided at the business meeting.The memory books. Reported by Jane
the board and mothers of the girls problem by stressing the great ImA
City
of
Holland.
one year.
pany in the world, takes a statisites never led after the first quarportance of good psychiatric aids
Reno,
scribe.
group
earned
a
bead
in
Frontiers
During this period, the court forAndrew Scott Jr.
wf. to ter, the Dutch were forced to hang assisted in serving the potluck in mental hospitals.
tical look at the accident experisupper.
warded $23,018.65to the city and craft by startingbacteria colonies The Lo - Ho - Wo -,Wi Camp Fire ence of its own policyholders
William Weaver A wf. Lot 20 Blk on to protect their big first half
The need for better and more
in lemon jello. Reported by group met at the home of their
Square dancing was led by Mr.
$3,072 to the county.
now at the 4,000,000 mark — and 3 Hosmer A EaYl's Add. Coopers- lead to take the victory. It was
Barbara
Plewes,
scribe.
'
leader.
Mrs.
Donald
Ver
Hulst
on
and Mrs. Claude Ketchum and Mr. psychiatric aids brougnt on a disThere were 1,484 moving traffic
vllle.
ranks the passenger car drivers
pretty much a story of halves with
and Mrs. Joe Moran. Sid Woud- cussion of the mental health probcases with speeding leading the The Chesk-Cha-May Camp Fire Jan. 23. They discussed further according to their occupations.
Joseph Rezny A wf. to Wallace the Maroons taking the first, 28-14 stra assisted with arrangements.lems. It was agreed that there is
plans
for
a
social
family
night.
Girls
of
St.
Francis
met
Jan.
18
list with 860 cases. Next in line
Among the
occupational G. Chandler et al Lot 26 Rezny and Creston outscoring the Dutch,
Leaders or Horizon Club in- a need for more citizens to know
w*re stop street, 106; red light, 65, with Mary Ann F a b i a n o and They decided to make the invita- groups classified, proprietors and
34-24 In the last two periods.
Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
Patricia
Miller.
They
made
pomtions.
Two
new
games
were
playclude
the Mesdames Brian Athey, the facts of the problem and availand right of way, 66. There were
managers of wholesaleestablishCoach Bob Johnson put as strong Lester Douma, Clarence Vande ability of mental health facilities.
John E. Naber A wf. to Earl
poms for their ice skates with the ed. Sandra Broker treated the
50 drunk driving cases.
ments held onto first place.
Weener A wf. Pt. SW>4 SWK 26- a Creston club on the floor against Water. Earl Dltmer, Vcrn Klom- Each member could investigate the
. A total of 1,178 parking cases assistance of Mary Lepo. They an- group with spudnuts. Donna Ende,
The InsuranceCompany points 5-15 Twp. Holland.
the Maroons as the Dutch have
swered
roll
call
with
the
name
of
scribe.
parens. Chester Oonk, Cliff On- possibility of bringing more menwere processed.
out that the study of this survey
faced in their long series with the
Wallace
Reed
Bradley
A
wf.
Th& Wanhanka Camp Fire group
thank William Pluim, Lester Klaas- tal health information to respective
Other criminal cases totaled 213 a popular song. Reported by
is based solely on accident claim
Catherine Weidenhamer, scribe.
met at the home of their leader, losses related to premiums among The Stonehouse-CorporationLot Grand Rapids school. The squad is en, Vern Schlpper, Lester Schaap, communities such as asking proand civic cases totaled 367.
374 Diekema Homestead Add. Twp. packed with sharpshooters and is
Jot* Fabiano, Ed Brondyke,Tom gram chairmenof organized groups
Other trafficcases follow: failThe Tawanka Camp Fire group Mrs. Lound. After the business State Farm Mutual s own policy- Holland.
perhaps the strongest defensive McCormick and Mrs. Koop and the to arrange mental health programs.
ure to have car under control, 37; of HarringtonSchool met at the meeting they started making little holders.
Louise DeKleine to Clarence club the locals have met this sea- Misses Dorothy Manis, Herma Films, speakers or panel discusassured clear distance, 36; care- home of their leader, Mrs. Ten money boxes which will be placThe survey shows housewivesin Costing A wf. I/M 261. 262 Diekema son.
sions could be suggested to PTA’s,
Boeve, and Jane Scully.
less driving, 15; reckless driving, Brink. Lunch was served, then ed at the table for the pancake 28th place in the safe driving
Homestead Add. Twp. Holland.
The Hollanders were not up to
service clubs, church groups,
38; driving in wrong lane, 6; im- plans for the mothers tea were supper at Lakeview school Jan. 31. record, n spot which they have
Archie Gravelin Sr. A wf. to their ferm of recent weeks, but
form organizations,etc.
proper turn, 14; improper passing, discussed.Reported by Jane Reno, Sharon Nickel treated with candy maintained since 1953. Others inDuane Gravelin A wf. Pt. NEU turned in a great second quarter Bethel Group Hears Talk
The committeeelectedMrs. Robbars. Reported by scribe, Judy clude law enforcementofficials in
21; defective equipment, 24; leav- scribe.
33-8-13 Twp. Wright.
to virtually clinch the victory. Durert Horner of Holland as chairing scene of accident, 15; driving The Ha-Lu-Ha- wee Camp Fire
,
By Missionary to China
seventh place; farmers fifth place;
Ray Wesley Herrick A wf. to ing this eight minutes. Coach Art
man, thus receiving permanent orwhile licensesuspended, 17; no op- group met at Lincoln School Thurstheir hired help, 47th; those in the
Helen
Mary
Benjamin
Pt.
Lots
10, Tuls' club outscored the Bears,
ganizationalstatus. The group deThe
Women’s
Missionary
Society
erator’slicense, 46; permitting un- day, Jan. 26. The girls worked on
financial field, third position;
11 Blk 4 llope College Add. City 17-3 and appeared to have t h e of Bethel Reformed Church met cided that Allegan and Ottawa
licensed person to drive, 16; no their memory books and planned
teachers, sixth; students way of Holland.
situationwell in hand.
Wednesday evening. Mrs. H. members have separate meetings
licenseplate, 6: not wearing glass- future meetings. Reported by
down at 62nd place; commissioned
Harm
J. Knoll A wf. to Bert
Creston opened the contest by Rozendal. president, presided at in March but would meet jointly
es as required. 3; miscellaneous, Joanne Breuker, scribe.
military officers, 30th. but enlistG rotors A wf. Pt.
NWfrlVi playing a zone defense against the the business meeting. Reports April 12 in Holland. Fred Carroll
22
ed military personnel bringing up 19-5-15 Twp. Holland.
The Ot-ya-kwa Camp Fire group
Dutch. Christian managed to hit were made by Mrs. W. Van Vuren of Otsego will make plans for the
Other criminal cases follow: met Monday. Jan. 23. at the home
the rear in 64th place as passenger
Jake Deurwaarder
wf. to but three out of 15 in the first on the Council of Church Women Allegan meeUng in March and
drunk and disorderly,53; disorder- of their leader, Mrs. Van Oort. The Critically
car drivers.
William D. Baltz A wf. Lots 161, stanza from outcourt to hold only and by Mrs. H. Poppen on the Mrs. Horner will plan the Ottawa
ly, 20; liquor in car. 6; liquor to following officers were elected:
Editors, reporters and photo
minor, 12; liquor to drunk, 1; President, B a r b a r a.Rozeboom; GRAND HAVEN (Special)- fftjaphers followed a middle of the 162 East Highland Pari: Sub. No. a narrow 11-10 lead at the quarter Federation of Women’s Societies*. Meetings in Holland on March 8.
4 Grand Haven.
horn.
drinking on highway, 4; contributDevotionswere led by Mrs. E.
vice president, Ruth Eding; sec- Darlene Williams, eight - year - old road ixilicy. seemingly, in their
Erne Miedema A wf. to Ted
However, in the second stanza, Andrlnga. A trio, Mrs. K. Bernes,
ing to delinquency of minors. 6; retary, Karen Simonsen; treasurTwo Cars Collide
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Darwin own driving experience. A look at Miedema A wf. Lot 3 Ardmore
the Dutch gave a fine exhibitionof Miss Delores Kampen and Miss
insufficientfunds, 6; simple larCars driven by Lino Lopez. ,26.
er, Lonna Olsen; scribe. Jeanne Williams, route 1, Conklin, is in the current State Farm survey dis- Park Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
zone
cracking,
forcing
Coach
• ny, 15; assault and battery, 14;
Marjorie Weller, sang two num- of 29 South River Ave., and Adrian
Van Eyk. The rest of the time the criticalconditionin St. Mary's closes them in 26th place and lawMary McMillan Cake: et al to Johnson to pull out of the zone bers.
defrauding rooming house, 3;
group worked on their memory Hospital in Grand Rapids after yers have to work up a defense Kenneth DeWitt A wf. Lots 7, 8. after six minutes and the Dutch
.J Vanden Bosch, 16, route 2, Hamgrand larceny, 3; false pretenses,
Speaker of the evening was Mrs. ilton, collided Saturday on River
case
for
their
driving
with
the
evihooka. Reported by Lois Jean Van being struck by a car at 12:40
9,
10
South
Sheldon
Heights,
Grand
leading 23-14. Hitting well from E. Koeppe who told of her mission5; non-support, 8; embezzlement,
dence showing a slight drop from
Eyk, scribe.
Ave. about 40 feet south of the
p.m. Sundpy in front of her home
Haven.
outcourt, or passing the ball fast- ary experiences in China.
2; extortion.1.
50th to 52nd. Auto salesmen skidThe Tan -wa- kata Camp Fire near Conklin.
Ninth St. intersection. Lopez?
Mary
McMillan
Oakes
et
al
to
er
than
the
shifting
zone,
the
Dutch
Larceny from an auto, 3; larHostesses were Mrs. A. De was charged by city police with
ded from 32nd to a low 45th and
group held their meeting Jan. 23 in
Sheriff’sofficers said the child
Arnold Redeker A wf. Lots 10, A managed to get several easy shots Maat. Mrs. L. De Maat, Mrs.
ceny from a building.6; breaking
recklessdriving.His ca. was damJefferson School. Virginia Veeder had Crossed the highway to get veterinarians went from 22nd pt. 11 Oakes A Peters Sub. City
and entering in the nighttime,10;
from the foul lane. A tribute to G. Deters and Mrs. J. Drnek.
down
to
33rd.
Undertakers
“buraged to the extent of $150 and the
told them how to earn a bead. Saturday's mail and on her return
of
Grand
Haven.
rape, 4; sodomy, 1; gross indecenthe Dutch’s performance is lhat
other car about $200.
They also worked on one of their waited for a car to pa4s and ap- ied" their record 43-dcep after a
Augustus
F.
Edwards
A
wf.
to Creston never switched back to the
cy, 1; feloniousassault, 1; unlawNew Guinea matrons along the
requirements.
They
were
treated parently forgot to look in the op- previous dignified18th. lasurance Richard C. Foupht A wf. Pt. NEVi
fully driving away an auto, 6; conzone— the defense which had been Sepik river sometimes use lime
agents and brokers were listed at
Usual distance In pistol dueling
by Judy Van Liere. Reported by posite direction.
NWfrlVi 4-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake. bothering most of its opponents and ashes for makeup.
spiracy, 2; attemptedarmed rob49th.
is from 10 to 20 paces.
Jeanne
Frissel, scribe.
She ran into the path of the car
Rex
G.
Ames
A
wf.
to
Leon
bery, 1; forgery, 1; negligent
this
season.
With
Warren
Boer
asd
The Wa-ci-pi-wah-ca Camp Fire and fractured both legs and re- Rising substantiallyfrom their NienhouseA wf. Lots 20, 21,22 A
homicide, 1; indecent liberties, 2;
Dave Vander Hill leading the way,
own previous standings are docgroup met at the home of Barbara ceived internalinjuries and a posindecent exposure, 2; violationof
tors. barbers, and beauticians, pt. 23 Strong A Gilleland's Sub. Christian held a commanding28Spring Lake.
agriculture law, 6; picking tulips, Baker. The girls worked on their sible skull fracture.
14 halftime lead.
rural mail carriers and federal
honor, beads and memory books.
The driver, Carl Gross, 46, route and state officials.
Edward W. Camp and wf. to Christian managed to pile up a
3; malicious destruction, 4.
PURE
IS
They
also
discussed
how
they
were
1, Conklin, was not held.
Hessel William DeJong A wf. PL 17-point margin at one stage of the
During the year 309 new civil
to
earn
their
honor
beads.
The
Lot
6
Sec.
36-7-13
Twp.
Tallmadge.
cases were entered involving 125
third quarter before the Polar
ESSENTIAL
AT HOME AND AT
Martin De Jonge
wf. to Bears began to catch fire. Aljudgements. A total of 58 garnish- refreshments were served by Mrs.
Van Dyke and Mrs. Baker. The
ments were processed.
Howard J. Albers A wf. Lot 22 though the Dutch were able to
THE
De Jonge's Sub. No. 1 Twp. keep a safe distance, Creston beThe pattern of parking violations girls had cocoa and cookies. ReGtt • Water Well
The North Zeeland Home Econ- Holland.
and speeding cases by months, fol- ported by Mary Rich, scribe.
gan to steal the tempo of the tilt.
Carl Bird has returned from
InstallationCertificate
The O-ki-yan-pi-kataCamp Fire
omics Club met at the home of
lows. parking listed first and speedJohn P. Roe Is A wf. to Bessel It was still 39-27 at the end of the
Chicago and has been ill with pneugroup
o?
Longfellow
School
met
at
on Wall Data, Sail
Mrs.
Martin
Groenhof
and
the Vande Bunte A wf. Parcel in City third stanza.
ing second:
monia.
topic for discussionand study was of Holland.
canditiani,Water
January, 92 and 34: February, the home of their leader, Mrs.
Then in the fourth quarter, pacIrving
Pershing
is in Chicago to
148 and 49; March. 137 and 109; Eggers. The girls elected new of"Rug
Weaving."
A
demonstration
Grace
Schreur
to
Analysis for Purity,
ed
hy
sharpshooter
Bob
Woolney
attend the boat show.
April, 89 and 84; May, 53 and 74; ficers as follows: President, Pam
of rug weaving on a loom was Wyngarden A wf. I/)t 76 A pt 57, the Bears began to move. Creston
Hardness, Iran
Clarence Lynds has jeen ill with
June, 85 and 73; July, 50 and 72; Roser; treasurer, Susan
given and also instructionon how 58, 59 Highland Park Add. Twp.
hit seven out of 14 tries in the
pneumonia and is convalescing in
Content, Etc.
Thompsos;
scribe.
Karen
Barber.
August, 105 and 62; September, 81
to sew rags to make smooth rugs. Zeeland.
final period, with Woolney getting
the Fred Koning home.
YOUR HOSTS: ‘
and 90; October, 114 and 76; No- The girls woodburned and sandLunch was served by the hostess Howard Albers A wf. to four of them. Once again foul
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Slenk have
PAUL AND fDNA VAN RAALTI
vember, 85 and 94; December, 139 papered their memory book covand Mrs. Jack Lamer.
Bernard Albers A wf. LoLs 25, 26 shooting paid off in the closing
returned from Florida to their
ers. Kathy Eggers treated with
and 43.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Van Ommen Smidderks Sub. Twp Holland.
ACROSS PROM POSTOFPICI
stages as the locals hit on nine out
home
on
Spear
St.
candy bars. The next meeting was
are spending a month's vacation
John Kyle Worley A wf. to of their 13 points scored in the
Wednesday
evening guests of
ZEELAND
held at Pam Roser's house. The
in Florida and other points of in- Frederick
SchaeferJr. A wf. last period. The closest Creston
Co.
Mrs. Beatrice Finch were Miss
girls made felt collars with their
terest.
Pt. Gov. Lot 2 Sec. 7-8-16 Twp. got was 51-48 with eight seconds
CLOSID SUNDAYS
symbolgrams. Pam Roser treated. Gussie Till. Henry Till, Mrs.
Mrs. Harman Den Herder, who Spring Lake.
Pkoua 6-6536
On M-21
Admittedto Holland Hospital The following meeting was held at Elizabeth Martin and Mrs. Harry spent several weeks with her chil- Thelma C. Sweet to John C. remaining.
The locals hit 18 out of 30 from
Thursday were Mary Vander Leek, the home of Carole Speet. The Newnham.
dren, Dr. and Mrs. R. Kempkcrs Brandt. Pt. NWVi NEVi 31-7-13
the foul lane while Creston manSunday, Feb. 12, will be observ451 HarrisonAve.;
Den girls made a dish plant. Then Mrs.
in Colorado Springs, Colo., have Twp. Georgetown.
aged 12 out of 15 attempts. Dave
Herder, 59 West 19th St.; James Speet drove them to Resthaven and ed in the Methodist Church as race returned home.
Bos, who played a driving game
relations
Sunday,
and
the
week
Kleinheksel, route 5; Mrs. Mark they gave it to the residents. The
Raymond J. Lokers. principal
Scrappy says:
for the Maroons, was high scorer
McCarthy, route 4; Mrs. Howard group decided that their progres- Feb. 12 to 19 will be week of dedi- and directorof Adult Education at
cation.
with
14
points,
10
from
the
foul
Hoskins, 246 Howard Ave.; Mrs. sive dinner will be March 13.
Zeeland High School has anL/P supplies paper stock, iron and
lane, Vander Hill followed with 12.
Mr. and Mrs.
John Dreyer, 463 Gordon St.; Mrs. Carole Speet treated with pop. Resteel scrap, rag stock, etc. to the
Naughtin are enjoying an extend- nounced that already 16 persons
Reserve Cal Dykman also turned
Leon Faber,
Route, ported by Karen Barber, scribe.
have enrolled in the new leather
largest consumers.
ed
trip
through
the
S
o
u
t
h
e
n
in
a
fine
game
for
Christian.
Zeeland; Mrs. George B. Hilson,
On Jan. 25, the Tawasi Camp
carving course to be given in
Woolney paced Creston with 18.
209 West 15th St.; Mrs. Catherine Fire group met in the Scout room states.
Mrs. Lorraine Burgess spent the evening sessions, beginningnext 'The Kiwanis Queens met Tuer Christian next meets Zeeland In
Alworden. JGl'.aCentral Ave.; Mrs. at St. Francis school. They worked
Monday evening. Feb. 6 at 8 in
a Chix "home" game. Tuesday
Julius Faber, 176 West 20th St.- on symbols for their own Indian weekend in Saugatuck,the guest
always buying
materials
the shop departmentlocated in the day evening for their regular
night at the Civic Center.
John H. Kammeraad, 125 East 18th names. After playing some games, of Mrs. Beatrice Finch.
monthly
meeting
at
the
home
of
Junior High School building.Paul
Miss
Grace
L.
Burgess
of
Harbor
Box
score:
St; Peter Groencwoud, route 2.
they discussedrequirementsfor
Hooker of the shop department will Mrs. Fred Bulford.
Holland Chrintiaji(52)
DischargedThursday were Mrs. the birthday project. Marlene Springs and James Walz of SaugqMrs. Clare Walker introduced the
be the instructor.The course will
FG PT PF TPGordon Wolkers and baby, 967 Col- Rauch treated. Reported by tuck were married Jan. 26 in
speaker
for
the
evening.
Edwin
120 Rivar Ava.
Saugatuck CongregationalChurch run for 8 or 10 weeks and the Raphael, who talked to the group Klaver, f .............. 2
Holland,Mick
2
1
6
lege Ave.; Mrs. John Osgood and WilhelminaTervoort, scribe.
charge is only $2!50 as a registraby
the
Rev.
Horace
Maycroft.
Bos,
f
10
14
2
1
baby, Saugatuck; Mrs.
on
drapery
prints
and
fabrics.
The Ne- top-pew Camp Fire Girls
Eighty-fivestudents from Sauga- tion fee, plus the cost of the ma0
0
12
Assink, route 2; Mary Vander of Montello Park School met at the
Mrs. Bulford, president,conduct- Vander Hill, c .... 6
tuck School went by bus to attend terialsused. Tools for the work
Boer,
..... 2
6
1
10
Leek, 451 Harrison.
ed
the
business
meeting
and
a
home of Mrs. Clare Walker. Jan.
the circus in Grand Rapids last are available free, but they may report on the success of the recent Westenbroek, g .. 1
0
3
2
IN
23. The president. Janet Walker,
be purchased if any of those takweek.
0
0
1
2
Mothers' March on Polio was pre- Mulder, g
conductedthe meeting. Virginia
Divorce Granted
ing
the
course
wish
to
acquire
Feb. 6 to 12 is Boy Scout Week.
0
0
0
sented by Mrs. Walker. The Joldersma. c ...... 0
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- A White collectedthe dues. The sec- In the Saugatuck-Douglas area the tools for later work.
Dykman,
f
......... 2
2
6
1
Queens
also
voted
a
donation
to
retary's report was read by Dianne
Miss Sally Jane Boone, daugh'divorce decree was granted in Otenrollment is: Cub ScouLs, 33, Boy
the
polio drive.
Besko.
The
girls
answered
roll
call
tawa CircuitCourt Thursday afterScouts, 14 and Sea Scouts 16, total ter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Boone,
Totals 16
20
7
52
Election of officers was held, with
Colonial St., was listed on the
noon to George Sytsma of Blendon with names of mammals. We 63.
(rand Kapirii Creeton (48)
Mrs.
Elmer
Plaggcmars chosen
made
order
books
for
the
candy
honor
roll
of
the
first
term
at
township from Della May Sytsma.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bobsin of
Anderson,f . .. 1
0
5
2
Custody of the two minor children sale and held an electionof offic- Detroit have recently purchaseda Michigan State University, East president; Mrs. Donald Bell, vice Svechs.
.......
3
2
3
8
president;
Mrs.
Dan
Vander
Werf,
ers
and
duty
committees
for
the
Lansing.
To
receive
this
honor
the
was awarded to the father,who
home on Douglas lake shore and
0
4
2
secretary; Mrs. Rene Willis, trea- Paasche, c ......... 1
last
half
of
the
year.
They
are
as
has hid their custody.
plan on moving here for a per- student must maintain an average surer and Mrs. Bud Geertman, as- Woolney,g ...... 7
4
3
18
follows: Virginia White, president;
manent home. Mrs. Bobsin is the of B plus or 3.5 or better.A per- sistant secretary - treasurer.Mrs. Lannon.
.......
5
6
3
16
Tera O'Mera, vice president;Mary
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy fect mark would be 4.00.
2
Brunsink,
f
........
0
1
1
Clarence
Kammeraad
was
named
344 WEST 16TH
RHONE 6-6660
Jane Meyer, secretary; Dianne Webb of Spear St.
A meeting of the Home Econom0
0
Me
Cory,
g
.....
3
0
to the board. Mrs. Robert G.
Besko, treasurer;Janet Walker,
ics
Club
of.
this
oity
was
held
at
Mrs. Wally lijorklundwas hostassistant secretary - treasurer; ess to the Young Matrons Club for the home of Mrs. David De Bruyn Hall was welcomed as a guest at
••••••••••••••••••••••••
Totals 18
12
22
48
Diane G o o d y k e, preparation ; its January meeting. The February on Friday evening, with Mrs. Peter the meeting, and Mrs. Rene Willis
Marlene Sprick, phone calls; meeting will be at the home of Brill as co-hostess.The program was introduced as a new member.
Plans were also made for the
Darlene Eshenaur and Marlene Mrs. Donald Switzer.
featured the showing of colored
annual birthday dinner to be held
Snyder clean-up committee. Janet
slides
by
Mrs.
De
Bruyn
of
her
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Allen and
{
Before your present auto *
Walker furnished the treat. Report- children and Mr. and Mrs. Paul recent trip to Europe. The pic- in February.
Hostesses
for
the
social
hour
that
ed by Dianne, Besko.
[insurance policy expires
Peel and childrenwere Sunday din- tures were of scenes of France,
Ha enjoys a cool glass of
•
On Jan. 26. the Montello Park ner guests in the home of their Germany, Italy and Switzerland. followed the business meeting were John I^m's 786 was the high
score
shot
at
the
regular
meeting
Mrs.
Geertman
and
Mrs.
Howard
Tandas held a meeting at Sandy brother and family, the Robert
GROVE Milk right along with the •
of the Holland Archers WednesVan Egmond.
Santora’s house from 7 until 9. The Peels.
rest of the family. He likes its •
day night in Holland High gym.
Plans Made by Auxiliary
meeting was called to order by
Taking
second
honors
was
Marv
rich,
creamy smoothness,
•
Melanie Boynton, president.
Couple Hospitalized
For February Fish Fry
*" beke with a score of 780. This
Jeanne Sprick read the minutes Vote $200 Increase
feels secure buying
l
was the 15th week of indoor comAt a regular meeting of the A regular meeting of the Eagles After Car-Truck Crash
GROVE'S
TEMPERATURE-CON?
petition
this
season.
Beechwood School board Friday Auxiliary was held Friday with
Other archery scores: Bill VanThree persons were injured at
TROLLED MILK.
the January issue of
evening, members voted a $200 in- president Mrs. Ruth Driy presidnoon Sunday in a car * truck col- der Berg, 774; Bill Brown, 766;
crease
for
each
of
the
teachers
for
ing.
Plans
for
a
fish
fry
to
be
Header's Digest
1955-56 school year, as recommen- held on Feb. 10 were made by the lision at the intersectionof US-31 Gene Hiddinga, 754; Harvey Cleand Riley St. A, car driven by ments, 754; Norma Naber, 754;
Read how careful drivers
ded by the governor. This amount 26 members present.
(and Soda Bai)
Claude
Playter, 54, of Muskegon, John Mulder. 750; Paul Barkel
was
based
on
the
$9
per
member171 MICHIGAN AVL
Prizes in cards were won by
PHONE 2137
^have saved moqey on '
ship child received through spe- Mesdames Melvina R i 1 1 e rby, was going north on US-31 and was 750; Glenn Brower. 742; Warren
j auto insurance with
SL
John, 740; Chuck Rozema, 736
struck
by
a
car
driven
by
William
Roaaaaaoa—
—
—
aaaaaaaaaaaaaa
cial state aid for purpose of in- Bertha Driy, Hazel Ve 1 d heer,
and Jerr^ Kline, 714.
State Farm Mutual.
creasing salariesof teachers. The Clara Essebagger, Marie Slayer Meyer, 20. of route 3, Holland,
John Ross, 710; Rick Woltman,
going
east
on
Riley.
board emphasizedthat this increase and Jean Kuhlman.
was made possible by a special Refreshments were served by Playter received head locerations 700; Glad Jousma, 6%; Jack Westrate, 692; Lee York, 676; Bob
state aid payment which cannot be the month's committee, Mrs. Millie and his wife, Gertrude, 47, sufferassured in future years. Lloyd Sale, Mrs. Nellie Israels, Mrs. ed chest and leg injuries and were Schoon, 672; Joyce Barkel, 666;
Van Raalte is superintendent of Delia Wright and Mrs. Hazel taken to Hackley Hospital in Mus- Barb Rozema, 664; Webb DalWhether b#for# or aftor tho
kegon. The 1950 model car was a man. 660; Ed Jousma, 660, Bill
the school.
Veldheer.
Lokker, 650; Fred Ter Vree, 628;
total loss.
thoatre, or for a sandwich at
i
Meyer was treated for head cuts Milly Petroelje, 620 and Margo
Ben Von Lente, Agent
noon, onjoy our oonvonltnt
by a local physician.His 1949 model Vander Berg. 611.
177 COLLEGE AVE. PHONE 7133
Al Petroelje.604; Milt Dangrepickup truck received $250 damagely located Blsr Koldor for
mond, 594; Deane Mulder, 589;
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Sets

4
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—
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Service
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f
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Look at Dad!!

Archery Scores

|
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MAPLE GROVE DAIRY
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Open noon

until
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Meyer was ticketed for running
a stop street by investigatingOt- Jim Bouws, 574; Charles Myers,
562; Dick Hahn, 557; Andy Naber,
tawa County sheriff's deputies.
548; Sally Schoon, 537; Joey
W a beke, 492; Reka Brown, 388
Demands Examination
and Frank Van Duren, 336.
Laverne Casemier, 25, of 826
Shooting perfect flights were: J.
West 26th SL, was arraignedin Lam, 7; M. W&beke and B. Brown
Municipal Court Saturday on a 4 each; G. Hiddinga, 3; B. Vana charge of accosting a child for der Berg and J. Mulder, 2 each,
immoral purposes, and was releas- and H. Cements. P. Barkel G.
ed on $500 bond after demanding Brower, W. SL John, C. Rozema,
examination, which was set Feb. J. Kline, J. Wesfrate and M. Pet-

TRY OUR

es.

your favorite boor or win*.

Chester L. Baumann, Agent
135 E. 35th Sr. Phone- 6-8294

TAVERN

rtWMIMMM

Quality .S«ason«<l

Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.
Monra

il

AVI.

PHOICE

MM

14 at 2 p.m.

roelje, 1 each.

Delicious Pies

Fancy Cakes
Fresh Baked Bread
AND

BB

CONVINCED
/

DU MONO BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL

AVE.

PHONE 2677

m
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Engaged

Precipitation (or

*

Engaged

HoHand Freshmen

9, 195*

Talent Program Given

Fennville

CoopersviOeTops

At Van Raalte,Sch0ol PTA

Mrs. Luthia Watts fell on the ley

Many Arraigned

A talent program wa. featured
at a meeting of the Van Raalte Last
Saturday,
striking
her
head
on
Fifth
School Parent Teachers Association
steps. She was able to drive her
Tuesday evening at the school.
COOPERS VILLE (Special)
car home but later was taken ill
MUSKEGON HEIGHTS (Special)
George Minnema, president, gave
In Local
Coopers
ville High's Broncos used the opening prayer.
and a physician was called. She
—Holland High’s ninth grade team
To
.41
Paul
Lucas
played
a
piano
solo,
a
full-court
press
most
effectively
is recovering in her home from a
came back like a house-on-fircin
Many persons appeared before
in the third period here Friday "The Rustle of Spring.” The Men’s
the third quarter Friday afternoon
slight concussion.
Chorus of Fourth Reformed Church MunicipalJudge Cornelius vander
Moisture Content Is
and handed the Muskegon Heights
Mr. and Mrs. Semour Wuis spent night to overcome a first half Hud- under direction of Mrs. Julia
Meulen during the last few days, *
Lightest In Many Tears,
freshmen a 45-26 defeat.
most of last week visiting relatives sonville lead and go on to stop the Schaap and accompanied by Mtfs
Charles Raymond Farwell, of
at Hart and Muskegon.
Eagles, 62-55 in a Ken - New - Wa Marie Meinsma, sang several num- 206 West 14th St., who demanded
Coach Bill Noyd’s crew, down at
According to Records
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bale and league game.
bers. Their selectionsIncluded re- examination when he was ar-.’
halftime 19-15, came to life in the
Mr. and Mrs. Kirby Gooding were
ligious and secular numbers and raigned a week ago on a gross inPrecipitation during January
third quarter after a verbal halfThe victory left the Broncos in
hosts to 22 members of the past
spirituals.
decency charge, reappeared Friamounted to only 41 inch, the
time spanking and scored 26 points
matrons and Patrons club Mon- third place with a 4-4 mark and
Jim Vanfle Vusse played two day afternoon and waived exam-.
lowest for any month in Holland
while holding the losers to just 11,
day at a potluck supper at the dropped the Eagles to fourth with trumpet solos accompaniedby Paul ination. He was bound over to Cirfor several years. The figure was
Masonic dining room. During the a 3-4 conference record.
Lucas and Mrs. George Lumsden cuit Court to appear Feb. 8. Bond * f
including only one basket in the
businessmeeting election of offi1.76 inches under normal for
sang "Thine Alone" accompanied of $1,050 was not furnished. The
fourth quarter.
Hudsonville took the lead in the
cers were held. They are president,
by Mrs. Earl Van Den Bosch. Mrs. alleged offense occurred on or
The victory avenged a six-point
January, according to Weather
Mrs. Edward G. Foster; vice presi- fist quarter and held a 16-10 mar- Dwight Kellar sang "Ship - Ahoy" about Nov. 25 in Holland towndefeat received here earlier in the
Observar Charles Steketee at Hope
dent, Mrs. George Du Vail; secre- gin at the end of the period. The accompanied by Miss Marie Mein- ship.
season from the Tiger fresh. That
College.
tary - treasurer,Mrs. George Eagles increasedthe lead to 13 sma.
Paying traffic fines were Ed
loss was the lone Holland setback
According to Sentinel records
Sheard.
this season.
Refreshments were served by Hossink, of 361 West 17th St., interpoints in the second quarter and
Miss
Janice
Lou
Stool
Miss Marilyn Van Rhee
George Coomber and Norman led 33-20 at halftime.
Muskegon Heights led at the end
Mesdames Lewis Vande Bunte, fering with through traffic, $17;
available,there have been only
Mr. and Mrs. Ben J. Staal, 4153
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Rhee of
Kee who were patients at Allegan
of
the
first
quarter,
7M>
and
pushed
Then the Broncos put the full- Robert Beukema, Chester Hill and Calvin De Vries, 19, of 631 West
two occasions in the last 15 years 212 Maple St., Zeeland, announce
Lakeshore. Holland, have anthe lead to 19-15 at intermission. nouncer! the engagement of their Health Center last week, have court press in action and grabbed Gerald Huizen.
20th St., right of way, $22; Shirley
when precioitation was under that the engagement cf their daughter.
Holland racked up 14 points in daughter. Janice Lou. to Peter W. been discharged to their homes. enough loose balls to tally 24 points
Mack Schut, of 292% West 17th St.,
ficure One was in August, 1948. Marilyn, to Peter EWnga. son of
Mrs. Louis A. Johnson and Mrs. while the Eagles got only nine
the third quarter with Ted Walters Rottschafer,Jr., of Grand Rapids,
red light, $5; Lawrence R. Weber,
when rainfall amounted to only .38 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Elzinga of leading the way. The lanky center
Phillip Weisbach are both making and were ahead 44-42 at th# third
of 27 West 31st St., speeding. $12;
whose parents are Mn and Mrs.
inch and the other was in April. West 17th St.. Holland.
satisfactory recovery from very
slid into the basket area from his
Aubrey L. Kelley, Saugatuck, period's close.
Peter W. Rottschafer, Sr., ofN
1942, when it was only .39 inch.
serious operations in Chicago hoscorner post and was effectiveal- Grand Rapids. |
speeding,
'•
Coopersville continued similar
January's precipitationbrought
pitals. Mrs. Johnson’s operation tactics ip the fourth period to hang
most every time. Walters led HolDavid Vander Bie. of 792 South
7.8 inches of snow to Holland but
was on the circulatory system at up the victory.
land with 18 points.
Shore Dr., speeding, $17; Stuart
at no time was there more ..than
PresbyterianHospital and Mrs. De Pender paced the winners with
Ron Dorgelo turned in an outWesting, route 5, speeding, $15;
two inches on the ground. It also
Weisbach’soperation was on the 17 points and Roland Schut, the
standing game on the boards and
Howard Armstrong,of 663 Lugers,
brought freezing rain on Jan. 29
hip which she had a constant suf- Ken - New - Wa’s leading scorer,
Larry Vliem did a crack defenMUSKEGON (Special)
Hol- passing
intersection, $12; A
when precipitation amounted to
ferer for many months. She is at had 26. Wendell Borrink and Gail
sive job on Art Oliver, Heights'
at
land High's reserve team fell apart Arthur R. Visser, of 636 Graaf09 inch. Roads and particularly
St. Anne’s Hospital.
leading scorer. Oliver notched 10.
schap, speeding, $15; Loyal J. R.
Newell each had nine for the
walks were hazardous. Night log
Mrs. John McMahon and two Eagles and Holman notched 13 for in the second half here Friday night Morgan, of 2054 Lakeway. speedto lead the Tigers, but was far beHope College education departand lost to the Muskegon seconds, ing, $10; Jean Schrotenboer, route
sons, John Jr. and George of Chi- Coopersville.«
hit the city Jan. 2.
low his average. Floyd Cook folAverage temperature for the ment entertained elementarysup- lowed with nine.
cago
have
moved
to their summer
44-30.
.5, speeding. $15; Jeanette StegHolland Christian's Little
month was 26.8 degrees or .4 de- ervising teachers and student
Dorgelo was Holland's runnerup Maroons posted their 11th win of home on the Hutchins Lake road.
The loss was Holland'ssixth gerda, of 1351 Bay View, speeding.
gree above normal. Average tem- teachers, elementary principals with 10 points.Other local scorers
$12.
the season. Friday night on the The boys have enrolled in the 11th
against four wins.
perature in December was 27. _ deSuspended lines were listed for
and School Superintendent Walter were: Vliem. 2; Jim Van Putten, Civic Center court, as they down- and fifth grades. Mr. McMahon,
Muskegon took the lead from the Richard Rhoda, 19. of 563 College
grees or 2.2 degrees below normal
4; Jack Hulst, 4; Hub Harrington. ed the Grand Rapids Creston re- who is a principal in one of the
W.
Scott
at
a
tea
In
Durfee
Hall
January's maximum was 41 and
start and led the entire game. The Ave., unnecessarynoise, $8; Mar3; Jim Overbeek. 2 and Russ serves. 58-41. The Christian sec- Chicago High Schools, and another
Wednesday afternoon.
son, Ralph, will spend weekends
"••the miminum 7.
Prins, 2.
score at the end of the first period tin Stewart, of 88 West Eighth St..
onds
have
dropped
one
game
so
far
For
Average temperature was Jb.s, Prof. J. J. Ver Beck, directorof
The local freshmen now have a this season.
here.
.to operator's license, $10; Carl
was
13-8 and 22-17 at halftime.
comparedwith 26.5 in *1955, 26.4 in teacher training introduced the 26 5-1 season’srecord. The Dutch
Mrs. Ben Marfia and Charles
The Dutch notched only one bas- Van Dyke, 19, of 181 East 38th
Although
neither
club
could
find
U64, 30.1 in 1953 and 29.2 in 1952. student teachers and Prof. Garrett play Muskegon Catholic in the
Seven sub-committees have been ket in the third quarter and the St., speeding. $12; George Bouma,
Starring have undergone surgery
the hoop with any consistency in
Maximum was 41, compared with Vander Borgh and Mrs. Helen
the past week at the Allegan Health appointed for the 47-person Hol- Big Reds scored 10 and pushed the of 301 West 21st St., failure to con-4J
^i_n.eXt^Ve<^
5id®l
opening
stages,
the
Dutch
mov47 in 1955. 47 in 1954 . 58 in 1953 and Schoon of the college education de- afternoon and play at Godwin
land Area School Study committee margin to 32-19.
trol car, $17; Ada Heidema, of 908
ed out in front. 11-6 at the end of Center.
56 in 1352. Minimum was 7. com- partment. Superintendent Scott Heights next Friday at 4 p.m.
Mrs. Helen Burleigh of Sauga- which is studying a reorganization Holland retaliatedsomewhat in Woodbridge.speeding, $10; Christhe
first
quarter.
They
upped
their
pared with 2 in 1955, 4 in 1954, 7 m spoke briefly. Miss Margaret Van
margin a bit during the second tuck formerly of Fennvile and program for school districts in the fourth quarter and got 11 points, tina Ver Strate,of 1363 West 32nd
Vyven, elementaryschool coordin1953 and 8 in 1952.
Charles Smithof Allegan were mar- Holland area.
two less than the Muskegon unit. St., improperright turn; Katherine
stanza to take a 25-16 halftime lead.
Average maximum was 33.1. ator, welcomed the student group.
These sub - committees Were
ried at the rectory of St. Peters
Harold De Vries and Gary Gib- Scheerhorn,of 17 West 35th St.,
Play
was
a
bit
ragged
in
the
Principals attending were
compared with 32 in 1955 , 33.3 in
Catholic Church. T uglas, January appointed at the first meeting of bons each got six points for Hol- right of way. $12; Ronald Gebben,
third period, but the locals upped
in 1954, 35.4 in 1953 and 35.9 in Hermine Ihrman, Esther Kooyers.
17. They have gone to Florida to the entire committee Wednesday land and Dale Dams had five. Oth- 20. of 183 West 18th St., speeding.
their lead to 43-25 at the end of the
,
1952. Average minimum was 20.4. Harold Streeter, Carroll Norlin and
night. Members of five commit- er-Dutch scorers were: Larry Al- *15. Most suspendedfines involve
third. Creston whittled the margin | sP?rnd th® r®st
^,ntercomparedwith 20.9 in 1955, 19.4 in Russell Welch.
Mrs. Ruth Knoll, home econo- tees were listed in Thursday’s Sen- derink, 2; Jerry Gilbert. 3: Jim the four-week traffic school.
to 12 points before the Dutch again
Its
Polio
. 1954, 24.8 in 1953 and 22.5 in 1952. Assignments at Lincoln School
mics teacher, has been quite ill tinel. They are the school pro- Botsis, 2; Bob Stoel, 2; Clayt Rice,
Parking costs of $1 each were
pulled away.
Precipitationwas .41 inch, com- are Marilyn Kotlan with Fannie
gram
committee,census and pro- 4 and Bill Tornovish, 1.
paid by Geneva Renkema, of 106
Nine players broke into the srorpared with 2.01 inches in 1955, 2.28 Bultman, Jane Jarvis with Nancy
Holland area to date has coljected school enrollmentcommitCooke had 12 for the winners and West 13th St.; Verleta Dutel, Zeeinches in 1954, 1.49 inches in 1953 Antrim. Mary B u r g g r a f f with lected 522,286.26for polio, accordland; Ramona Piron, of 88 East
Meurer’gettin'g“ Mlmved
her. Mte Georgia Sheldon, senior tee, community study committee, Locke followed with nine.
and 2.36 inches in 1952. Precipita- Elizabeth Schouten,Marilyn ing to Ray N. Smith, chairman of
Eighth St.; Gordon Bouwens,Temry Altena with nine, Jim Kool with a Western Michigan Mlege is sup- finance committee and survey of
tion fell on 10 days, compared with Wh i t f o r d with El i z a b e th the Inter - Club polio committee
school buildings committee.
ple Bldg.; Randall Baar, Frater
eight, Bob Klingenbergwith see- P'i''n£ J,rs- Knoll,
15 in 1955, 15 in 1954, 17 in 1953 Vanderbush,James Kremer with which operates the campaign in
Personnel of the, other two comHouse; Orin Hall, route 1; Jim
en, Dan Bos with six. Cal Klaasen uMr' a"d •'' rs Andrew Andresen
and 17 in 1952. •
Elizabeth Protsman and Mari the area covering Holland city,
mittees and their aims follow:
! I-tcey. of 101 West 21st St.; Roy
Will
with five, Warren Otte with four. t>bserved'hel[ Sj'den wedding anSnowfall was 7.8 inches, com- Howard with Dorothy Studley.
Holland townshipand Park town- Jim Hulst and Paul Rillema with "wersary by holding open house at
Transportation— Harvey De
Strengholt.of 565 Lake Dr. ; Robert
pared with 36.2 in 1955. 38.1 in
Student teachers and cooperating ship.
Vree, Beechwood. chairman; HerTuleko, of 30 East 15th St.; Horace
one
each.
Annis
led
Creston
with
thelr
l'°ra«,on
route
3
Sllnda!' af'
1954. 10.5 in 1953 and 26.7 in 1952. teachers at Longfellow School are
This is $11.26 over the assigned
bert Vander Ploeg, Apple Ave
Troost. of 324% West 17th St.
ternoon and evening.
Collect
Greatest depth on the ground was Marjory Egger with Lois Work- quota of $22,265 for the area. eight.
Keith Pas. of 298 East 14th St.;
Natives of Denmark they were secretary; Nick Prins West
two inches, compared with 11 in man. Marjorie Newton and Ron Smith said money is still coming in
Jean Alverson. of 281 Garfield;
married in Chicago and came to View; Henry De Ridder, Noorde1955, 12 in 1954, 2 in 1953 and 8 in Vander Schaaf with Letitia Hower, and the drive will continue until
Holland schools will go all out J. A. Noble, route 1. Fennville;
Michiganin 1924 and bought their loos; Gordon Haverdink, Sunny
1952. Largest amount of snow in a Joan Van Wingeren with Caryl Feb. 15 because some persons are
present home in 1937 They have side. Survey of bus routes in all in a drive to collect good, clean William Nelson, of 52 Fast 18th
. 24-hour period was 1.4 inches, com- Ewart, Golden Greene with Jane late sending checks and turning in
three children.Mrs. John Jennings schools and transportation needs. clothing for needy youngstersdur- St. ; Ted Schreur, of 144 East 13th
pared with 6.2 inches in 1955, 8 Lampen, Shirley Hop with Grace funds.
Public information and commun- ing the week of March 19 through St.; Juan Ybarra. 4 River Ave.;
route 3; Bertha and Norman, both
inches in 1954, 3.4 inches in 1953 Dornan, Dorah Louise Braak with
The goal for Ottawa county is to
o. Kalamazoo;also four grand- ication— Walter W. Scott, Holland, 23, accordingto Supt. Walter W. Earl Nles, of 240 West 11th St.;
and 7.8 inches in 1952.
Isla Van Dyke, Karl Vanderlaan equal the sum raised last year Fulda
Wesley Kiel, of 137J East 15th St.;
chairman; W. A. Butler. Holland; Scott.
daughters.
with Marie Woldring.
which amounted to $59,244.07. Ken
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wuis and Henry Vander Plow, Maplewood; Holland’s efforts will be coordin- Otto Brandt, of 356 Gordon; Zigert'
The following will work in Folkertsmaof Zeeland and Merlin
David O. Van Eenenaam
family moved Monday to Grand George Lumsden, Holland; James ated with "Bundle Week in Michi- Rietveld, of 29 James St.; Alvin
WashingtonSchool: Virginia Terrill of Grand Haven are co- M skegon, a junior at Hope College I hapids. They have sold their home Hallan, Holland. Accurate infor- gan," which Dr. Clair Taylor, state Tucker, route 1: Norman Packard
Hartsema with Crystal Van chairmen for the Ottawa county was selected as f. e first Ameri- west of the village to Mr. and mation to newspaper, radio and superintendentof public instruc- of 286 East 13th St.; Richard
Anrooy, Christine Cloetingh with March of Dimes campaign.
can student to participate in the Mrs. Waldyre Roberts of New Rich- schools, plus preparation of a news tion recently announced will be Blystre, route 1. John W. Knoll,
Ramona Swank. Nancy Gaikema
summer work-scholarship plan of mond.
sheet showing progressof study. held to aid "Save the Children of 364 River Ave., paid $2 for
Feb.
to
with Minnie Bennett, Mary Jane
the Fulda Rubber Works in Fulda, Mrs. Richard Sisson has resignServing on the central planning Federation”in its 14th annual double parking.
Adams with Ixonora Zonnebelt Federal PTA Members
Germany. The announcement was ed as secretary at the office of committee are Dr. Hansford,co- clothing crusade.
made today by Prof. Edward Wbl- Consumers Power Company. Mrs. ordinator from
James Michigan and Holland have parti- Gerrit Hamberg, 62,
The seventh annual Holland and Diane Vicha with WUhelmine Have Potluck Sapper
ters, chairman of the selection Phillip Bale has assumed the po- Lugers, Harrington, chairman; cipated in previous Bundle Weeks
Home Show is scheduled Feb. 28 Haberland.
At Van Raalte .School Deane
Parent Teachers Association committee. Lawrence N. Lup, jun- sition.
Alvin J. Cook, Holland, co-chair- for the Federation. In the last two Of Hudsonville Dies
through March 3 at the Civic
Van
Lare, Gertrude Zonnebelt. Joy of Federal School had a potluck ior. from Union Lakes. Mich., was Miss Ann Caparton. daughter of man: James A. Hallan, Holland, years. Michigan school children
Center.
HUDSONVILLE (Special)
Vree, collected some 400,000 pounds of
R. A. Metzger, show manager, Sicard and Ruth Postma have as supper Wednesday evening at the selected as alternate from a total I Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Caparton, secretary; Harvey
Gerrit Hamberg. 62. manager of'
of six
route 3, and William Macicak son Beechwood; John Kaper, Hamil- used clothing.
said because the show is being student teachers Dorothy Weiss. school.
The clothing will be distributed the C and O Railway station at
David's outstanding scholastic of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Macicak ton; Wendell A. Miles, Holland;
Members of the school board
held in Civic Center for the first Charlotte Hammer, Lois Tornga
and
Florence
Parker.
in
this country and some will be Grandville, died unexpectedly
record
at
Hope
College
particularroute
2,
were
married
at
10
a.m.
served, includingMr. and Mrs.
Adrian Veele, Harlem.
time there will be about 50 percent
shipped
overseas to Europe and Saturday evening in Grand RapAssignments
at
Jefferson
school
ly
in
the
fields
of
chemistry
and
Saturday
at
St.
Peters
Catholic
Raymond
Kootstra,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
more booth space. Coupled with
are
student
teacher
Sammie
Pas,
Korea
for
free distribution or ids. He formerly was station manGerman
were
among
the
reasons
Church
at
Douglas.
The
Rev.
Fr.
Herman
Kragt.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
ample parking space, it is exstockpiledfor emergency pur- ager at Grand Haven and Hudsonfor the selection, according to Dr. William Hoogterp officiatedat the
pected to lure record • breaking with Buena Blom and Martha Nieboer and Mr. and Mrs, Carol
ville.
Bird; student teacher Barbara Norlin.
poses.
Paul G. Fried, committee member double ring ceremony in the precrowds.
Survivingare the wife. Anna:
Program feature was an illus- who was instrumental in obtain- sence of 150 guests,
In additionto the home building Brookstra^with Isla Schipper.
one son, Howard of Hudsonville
Thursday
afternoon
the
coling
the
scholarship
for
Hope
ColAttending
the
couple
were
the
trated
talk
by
Miss
Nell
Salm,
and home furnishing displays,
John Jipping Dies
and two stepchildren, Benjamin
there will be severalfood and farm lege entertained secondary teach- Hope College student. Miss Salm, lege. Dr. Fried also cited David's bridegroom’sbrother and sister, At
Clinic
Post and Mrs. Robert Rodenhouse,
ers
and
student
teachers
at
Durfee
record
in
participation
in
extra
Joseph
Macicak
Jr
. and Mrs. Edwho
was
Holland’s
Community
After
Long
Illness
equipment exhibits plus exhibits of
both of Grand Rapids: 12 grandHall.
curricular
activities
as
a
factor
ward
Lakepek,
both
of
Chicago.
A
Ambassador
to
Great
Britain
last
passenger and sports cars and
Fifty-three persons donated
John Jipping. 84, of Holland, children; his mother, Mrs. Jennie
summer, showed colored pictures entering into the decision.The reception was held in the evening
trucks.
blood at a regular donor clinic of route 5, died Friday afternoon fol- Hamberg of Holland; four sisters.
and described her impressions and committee felt, said Dr. Fried, at the American Legion hall,
Three Girb Honored
Mrs. Hattie Hoekstra of grand Rapthe Holland Community Blood lowing a long illness.
that
David
’ould
be
a
good,
capMr.
and
Mrs.
Macicak
are
residexperiences.
Mr. Jipping was born in Graaf- ids. Mrs.’ Sena Dykhouse of Hoi-,
able representativeof Hope College ing in an apartment of Mrs. Alice Bank Monday in Red Cross headOn Ninth Birthdays
schap, Feb. 20, 1871. He was a land, Mrs. Dena Dykhouse of Vasand the United
Earl. He is employed at Blood quarters at 6 East Eighth St.
Donors were Walter Van Asselt, member of the Graafschap Chris- sfr and Mrs. Ann Steketee of HolGwenda Otting,Pam Israels and Missionary Speaks
Dr. Fried expressed the hope Bros, of Allegan.
Albert Redder was a visitor at
Renzo J. Luth, C. S. Speicher, tian Reformed Church and land; two brothers, Dick of Hud; that this event will prepare the f Mrs. William Bush has sold the
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John Jinny Dick celebrated their birth- To Trinity Society
William Hekman , Jule DePuydt, served for several years on the sonvilleand Harry of Holland.
way
for
similar
opportunities
for
Cities
Service
station
to
the
comday
anniversaries
Tuesday
afterBoerigter in Hamilton Thursday.
Funeral services will be held
Mrs. Joseph Esther was speak- Hope students in th-- future. This pany, Thiesen - Clemens of St. L. J. Mannes, Mr. and Mrs. Dalt- consistory.
Good progress is being made noon at a party following their
Survivingare the wife. Grace; Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at Vander
with ‘the new home that is being Blue Bird meeting. Gwenda and er at a meeting of the Trinity is the first year a student from Joseph. William Dalton, route 3, Geiser, Mrs. Max Welton, Arthur
built by the John Brower family. Jinny were nine years old on Wed- Church Mission Society Thursday the United States has been in- had been ill the past few yeeks Hoedema, Miner Meind^rtsma; three sons, John, Henry and Don- Laan Funeral Home in Hudsonville
Dale E. Miller of Cedar Springs, ald, all of Holland; two daughters, with the Rev. E. Van Halsema of
It is replacing the one destroyed nesday and Pam was nine on Mon- afternoon at the church. Mrs. eluded in the Fulda program which of a heart ailment,
Henry
Holtrop, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Minnie Van Alsburg, of Grand Rapids officiating.The body
day.
by fire in December.
Esther, a missionary to the has been in operation for several Carl Walter Jr. and Mrs. William
Martin Timmer from Kalamazoo
The party was held at the home Philippines,emphasized .that the years. The program consists of a Woodall of Saugatuck were guests Andrew Vander Zwaag, Richard Holland and Mrs. Louis Heeres, of will be taken to Fremont for burial
Smith of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Dick Muskegon; 12 grandchildren and services at Maple Grove Cemevisited his brother, Albert Timmer of Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Dick, 154 people of the Philippines,whether summer's work in the chemistry has been appointed local manager,
tery at 4:30 p.m.
and family last week.
West 23rd St. Guests were mem- Christian or pagan, are a great department of the Fulda Plant. Mr. and Mrs. William Brayner, Ter Voort, Jack Barkel, Lyle 10 great grandchildren.
Mrs. Peter Wolters and Miss bers of the girls' third grade class praying people. She urged her au- The program is desirable in that route 2 were jailed to Chicago Walcott, Jack Young of Byron
Joyce of Harlem were entertained at Thomas Jefferson School. Two dience to pray more and give it offers the student a chance to Monday by the death of her mother Center, Jack J. Young, Jr., Marat the home of Mrs. Sarah Jean Teens who assist with the more so that "we could all be fel- earn a salary and get to know the Mrs. Mary Bilecki, 72. Mrs. Bilecki tha De Bruyn. Howard G. Vande
working conditionsof the laboring of honor at a birthday dinner Sun- Bunte. Cy Huyser, Donald G. MilHassevoort Tuesday evening.
Blue Bird group, Ann Powell and low workers with them ”
ler, Mrs. Wallace Van RegenCounty road repair men have Linda Salisbury, also were preMrs. John Hains presided at the people in a foreign country. day given by their parents, Mr.
The student will be paid a salary and Mrs. Carl Walter. Other guests morter.
been engaged in raising the level sent.
meeting. Mrs. Eldred Bos. who led
Wade Shook, Glenn Klopfenstcin,
of Polk St., by more than a foot
Games were played and prizes devotions,emphasized that Febru- sufficientto cover his expenses present were Mrs. Walter and son,
Kenneth Vander Zwaag, Russell
of sand and gravel, resulting in won by Gail Shinabarger and Ann ary is the month of birthdays of and allow him some time and Philip, Mr. Woodall and two chila smooth, hard-packedhighway. Vander lest. Supper was served. our forefathersand asked ‘‘Are we money to travel in Europe. Ar- dren, Miss Florence Sewers Mr. Brouwer, Walter Coster,Jr., Frank
Piersma, Mrs. William Orr,
Mr. and t Mrs. Dick Dirkse of The honored guests were present- as a nation as faithful to the Christ- rangements are being made and Mrs. Richard Jonathas.
Beeehwood ’ and Mr. and Mrs. ed Camp Fire outfits for their ian flag as we are to our American- t’ ough the German Academic Word has been received here of George Brinks, Anna De Weerd,
Exchange Service in Bonn. Ger- the death of Mrs. Lena Hunzikers M. Eugene Oosterhaven,Carl A.
Richard Dirkse of Zeeland were dolls.
flag?"
Buurma, John Van Rooyen, Benwife of Robert Hunziker, at Ontario,
Sunday evening visitors at the
Others present were Linda Special music was a vocal solo,
The college has booked passage Calif. The Hunzikerswere former jamin Conner, Jr., Tellman Senof Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer.
Speet, Linda Knoll, Miriam Lucas. "Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus.” by
ters, Joseph McIntosh. Pedro
The dime cards for polio have Susan Schuchard, Marilyn van Mrs. Jake Westerhoffaccompan- for David to leave this country on residents .of this community.
June 1 for Naples, Italy, from Mrs. Lola Jackson has been noti- Beltran,Roger D. Zuidema, Harold
all been turned in by the school Langevelde, April Putnam, Sandy ied by Mrs. M. Stegenga.
Blystra, Leonard Tubergen, Fa*
children of the township and the Wangen and Gail Wiswedel.
pr»dSer i5">w int
Mrs. Hains closed with prayer. there by train to Fulda. Germany, fied that Mrs. Eva Stillson of South cundo Gonzales, Jim Nienhuis,
His rptum passage is scheduled Haven, who was visiting at Los
results are gratifying. Last year
Hostesses were Mrs. H. Faber and
effcciwtfy*
Gerald
Hamstra,
Wallace
J. Kruitfor Sept.
|/ngeles, Calif, fell Jan. 13 and
$53 was collectedand this year
Mrs. A. Hoeksema.
hof,- Arthur Unruh, Don Vander
Karen Nyenhais Feted
fractured her hip. Mrs. Stillson
$79 has been turned In.
Hill, Glenn Eichenberger and
Mrs. Sarah Hassevoort and On 10th Birthday
Mrs. Esther
I frequentlyvisitedhere and is well
Chester Westrate.
Birthday Party Honors
known.
Mrs. Harvey Hassevoort, Gary
Physicians on duty were Dr.
and Mark drove to East Saugatuck
Karen Nyenhuis celebrated her Bonnie Lon HoHmeyer
On ‘Sowing the Seed’
Nelson Clark and Dr. Carl Cook.
recently to help Mrs. Alvin Mole- 10th birthday anniversarySaturbury set an all-time high record
sowing the seed." w,, the Macatawa Bay Yacht Club Nurses were Mrs. Beatrice Nead,
wiyk celebrate her birthday anni- day afternoon, Jan. 28. by enterjnthe Missouri Poultry Float
Bonnie Lou Hoffmeyer celebratMrs. Mary Brand, Gertrude Stekeversary. Other guests there were taining a group of her friendsat a ed her fifth birthday Anniversary theme of Mrs. Joseph Esther's talk Mentioned in R&Ce Y&niS
Improvement Project* averagtee and Mrs. Earle Vander Kolk.
Mrs. Marvin Hassevoort and Marla birthday party at her home, Mary Tuesday, Jan. 31, when she was at a meeting of the Missionary
ing 290 eggs per bird.
Nurses
aides were Mrs. Harold
from Holland Heights and Mrs. Ann St Zeeland.
guest of honor at a party given group of Third Reformed Church I The Macatawa Bay Yacht Club, Niles, Mrs. Joe Roerink, Mae
Elmer Hassevoortfrom Zeeland.
Games were played and prizes by her mother, Mrs. Bert Hoff- Wednesday a'fternoon in the church through Hugh Schaddelee’s 55-foot Whimer and Mrs. George Vander
be
awarded to Flora De Boer, Karen meyer, assisted by her aunt, Mrs. parlors. She dramatically illus- yawl Hillaria, received publicity Weide. Gray Ladies were Mrs.
trated
the
sowing
of
the
seed
of
this
week
in
the
Miami
(Fla.)
Middlecamp,
Mary
Gommers
and
Clarence Buurma. and grandMrs. Minnie Brower
27i 0fi
Donald Gebraad, Mrs. C.L. KirkLinda Drost Table decorations mother. Mrs. George Deur. The the gOopel, its developmentand Daily News and Miami Herald, patrick and Mrs. Marjorie Bell.
Succumbs at Age 56
were pink and white. The hostess, party was held at the Hoffmeyer fruitionand the reseedingof it- clippings received at The Sentinel In charge of the canteen were
self even in such difficult places from Chester Van Tongeren showMrs. Clarence Nyenhuis, presented home. 197 West 18th St.
Mrs. G. Den Uyl, Mrs. Edward
Mrs. Minnie Brower. 56, of 123 favors to the guests. Mrs. Julius The children watched the Mickey as prisons for criminals and Com- ed today. Mr. and Mr and Mrs.
^EppJ9
Nyland and Mrs. Douglas HarmWest 14th St, died Friday after- Meiste assisted the hostess.
Z.e,'afe0'’
Mouse television program while munists. Mrs. Esther, missionary Van Tongeren are vacationing in sen. Historians were Mrs. Howard
Of 27o‘[h>0
noon at her home followinga short
Guets were Mrs. George Jacob, .•uting supper, Including hot dogs to the Philippines,is -home on fur- Ft. LauderdaleFla.
Douwstra
and
. Elinore Ryan.
ogg,
illness. She was the widow of Sandra Bergsma, Linda Drost, and birthdaycake. Favors were lough.
The local club was mentionedin
Rochelle De Vnes served as
Philip Brower who died in Sep- Lillian Vanden Bosch, Linda Hos- given to each guest.
Devotions were conducted by both the stories concerlng the an- Junior Red Cross aide.
tember 1949. Mrs. Brower was a sink, Yvonne Buscher, Sheila Guests included Judy Corrado, Mrs. William Arendshorst and nual Miami • Nassau yacht face.
member of Pine Creek Christian Meeusen, Bonnie Biankestyn, Ruth Mary Beth Hoffmeyer, Mary Sue Mrs." Paul Van Eck, accompanied The Hilaria was the first yacht
Sli
DEALER
FOR DEKALB CHIX
f .
Reformed Church.'
Van- Den Brink, Ann Van Dorp, Deur, Linda Sloothaak. Jane Buur- by Mrs. Howard Kooik&r. sang across the starting line but stories Two Cars Damaged
She is survived by one daughter, Karen Middlecamp, Ethel Everts, ma. Billy Valkema, Chuckle two selections. The president,Mrs. here Friday indicated the Hilaria
Two cars were damaged when
Mrs. Lorain Ultee. of Buffalo, Mary Gommers, Flora De Boer Schaap, Karl and Kenneth Hoff- J. Van Zomeren, presided.Host- failed to place among the winners they colUded at 12:1!) p.m., Thurs* Marvin Overbook, Route 2, Holland
N.Y.; two grandchildren;four and Patty Nyenhuis.
esses Mrs. Cecil Huntley and Mrs. in the race.
day, at Lincoln Ave. and Uth St.
meyer.
brothers. Henry, Gerrit, Jacob and
A four - column picture with the Involved were cars driven by
George Huntley served tea.
Ward Koppol, Route 2, Zealand
Harry Boerman all of Holland;
Hilaria in the foregroundtopped I Earle Van Maurick,37, of 39 East
Halley’s comet was first seen
Of U.S. men over 60 years of
two sisters, Mrs. John Ten Brink age, about one in seven is in the by Sir Edmund Halley in 1682 and
Accidents involving motor- a lengthy Herald story writen by 13th St., and William De Vree, 60,
Claude Scholma, Route lv Allendale
of Holland and Mrs. Adrian hospitalsome time during any one he predicted its reappearancein cycles account for approximatelyLuther Evans, Herald sports writ- roouto 3. Damage to the two ve1 hides was set at $700, police said.
ol Grand Rapids.
1,000 deaths yearly in the United
year.
1758.
walks near her work at Saugatuck
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System Explained

Takes B Loop Lead
Overkamps

Market
After Slow Start;
HK'

C
Take Second Place

Baker’s Market pushed out in
front once again in B League RecHope College’s basketball team
reation basketball play, foHowing waltzed back into second place in
a win and an assist from Dutch the MIAA race here Saturday night
Novelty, and Overkamp’s Washer with an easy 96-53 win over Olivet
Parts and SteffensMarket re- College before 1,300 fans in Civic
mained knotted for the top spot in Center.
C league action following games The 43-pointvictory was the
Monday night in Civic Center.
most one-sidedrecorded by the
The B league market entry stopDutch this year end gave the winped Siam’s MobUgas, 37-27 to keep
ners a 5-2 conference mark. The
first place after Dutch Novelty had
loss buried the ''omets deeper in
bumped Wooden Shoe, previously
the MIAA cellar with an 0-8 rec-

tied for the lead, 4&-3G.
Ter Haar’s Clothing pushed up
into a tie for second with another
10-point win, 44-34 over B o r r’ s
^Bootery.
Overkamp’shad little trouble
with Kitchen Planning, 43-36 and
Steffens’turned in one of the season’s most lopsided wins, a 61-30
victory over the All Americans.
The West End Merchants took
over undisputed third place by
knocking off Scotts, Inc., 33-25.

In taking over first place in the
league, Baker’s, stimulated by
Dutch Novelty's upset win, got
started in the second quarter and
began to- pull away. The winners
outscored Siam’s 11-4 in the third
period for the big quarter. Ken
Van Wieren led the winners with 13
and Tom Vander Kuy followed with
12. Bud
had 10 for
Siam’s.
A 27-pointsecond half after being behind by two points at half,

B

ord.

Coach John Visser started the

game Saturdaywith

the zone.

This resulted in Olivet moving
into a deliberate control game,
moving into front court and then
passing the ball around until a
man broke through the zone.
Action was at a premium for
most of the first half, but Hope
put its fast break into motion,
switching to a man-to-man offense
and really broke wide open in the
second half.

Jun Buursma, Hope forward,
scored the first basket of the game
after almost three minutes of play
had elapsed. He got another basket one minute later.
Olivet, with Norm Schultz firing, slipped in a long shot seconds
later and then almost two minutes
elapsed before Hope scored again.
At the ten - minute mark, the
score favored Hope 12-5. Play continued at the slow pace for most
of the first half with. Hope keeping the upper hand, but not able
to pull away.
With- 4:51 remainingin the first
half, the Comets pulled to a 22-19
score. Hope retalliated and pushed
the mark to 30-24 at halftime.

Club

Zeeland

Parts,

,Stay Knotted in

to

The pipeline system of water
supply for Holland from liike Michigan will have more than fifty percent excess capacity over the present load of seven million gallons
At the meeting of the Mubeshper day. said Thomas B. Robinson, eraat Society of Second Reformed
engineer from Black and Vcatch Church this evening,Miss Della
consultingengineers of Kansas Bowman of Hamilton will review
City, Mo. Robinson addressed a "This Revolutionary Faith” by
meeting of the Century Club on Floyd Schacklock. This is the adult
"Water Problems in Our Country” study book used with the theme:
at Hope Church parish hall Mon- "The Christian Mission in a Revoday evening.
lutionaryWorld.” All the women of
Robinson said that a survey the Church are welcome to attend.
made of the present water system Mrs. Sam Baar and Mrs. Warren
in Holland shows that the well- Baar will be the Hostesses.

Dutch EnJ Fast
Steffens

1956

Holland's Water Supply

Market

Baker’s

HOLUNO

field in the area can not be an
The World Home Bible League,
adequate source of water supply made up of several churchesand
for the growing population. Water denominations of this vicinity, gathSchrotenboer, 19, son of Mr.
level of the well - field, he said, has ered at the First Reformed Church
and Mrs. Albert J. Schrotenalready receded since the survey for a chapter meeting Sunday afboer, route 6, Holland, recentwas made.
ternoon.
ly was graduated from the
The
pipelinesystem would have,
The Women’s World Day of
Military Police Training Cenhe said, two advantagesover the Prayer will be held Feb. 17 at 2
ter at Camp Gordon, Ga., acpresent system. It can handle more
cording to the Army Home
p.m. in Third Christian Reformed
Town News Center. He enter- than an adequatesupply of water Church.
for several years to come. Seced the Army last September
Last Thursday evening, after
ondly, the residentswill have softer
and received basic training at
water than they receive today.
choir rehearsal, the choir of SecFort Leonard Wood, Mo. he is
The pump stationat Lake Michi- ond Reformed Church presented,
a 1953 graduate of Holland
John Katte, now 80 years of age,
Christian High School.
gan, Robinson figured, will have
with a gift in celebration of over
an intake capacity of 40 million 50 years of choir service, most of
gallons per day.
which has been in this church.
People, he said always grumble
Members of the Ladies Aid of
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Huyser and about the pr i c e of utilities, Second Reformed Church will gathdaughter, Peggy, were Saturday but it is seldom realized that “wa- er Thursday afternoon for a patriovisitors with Mr. and Mrs. Bob ter is the best buy in the market." tic program and tea in charge of
Barnes and sons in Lowell.
While water rates will certainlyin- Group I. Mrs. Herman Hoeh of
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Huyser crease to cover improvements in Grand Rapids will present the profrom Kalamazoo were weekend supply, no person can drink more gram on “I Hear America Singvisitors with relatives here.
than three cents worth of water in ing.” Devotions will be led by Mrs.
Burrel Pennings, a senior stu- a whole week.
Bernard Vercklasenand Mrs. Jay
dent occupied the pulpit in the ReRobinson, who described the wa- Van Dorple will be in charge of
formed church last Sunday. For ter situation in the world in general the nursery.

ARMY PIT. DONALD

i

E.

Beaverdam

the evening service the guest soloist was Mrs. Don Boeskool from
South Blendon. She sang, “Only
Believe and Live.”
The Senior Christian Endeavor is
celebratingits 75th anniversary.In
honor of the occasion three of the
young people took part in the Sun-

ami in

this

country in

particular,

Holland High School Senior Ploy Business Staff
Performancesare scheduled next business manager; Joan Tellman,
week Monday through Thursday in newspaper;Delores Moomey, audthe high school auditorium.
itorium art chairman,and Verna
Business staff members pictured Grotenhuis, program composition.
above are seated, left to right, Standing,Ben Young, photograMary Ann Cumerford, publicity phy; Dave Polich, music; Terry
chairman; Cora Kaepemik, speak- Lindgren, business manager, and
ers; Ruth Van Dyke, assistant Bob Coding, radio and television.

Ten Holland High School seniors
are handling the "business end"
of the annual senior play, which
will be staged next week. The
class of ’56 is presenting "Time
Out for Ginger," well-known comedy by Ronald Alexander.

Hamilton

Winter Lull Settles

Mr. and Mrs. George Lampen

said that the sum total of water
were Saturday dinner guests of Dr.
in and around the earth, remains
and Mrs. Harry Vander Kamp at
3
the same, although its distribution
Kalamazoo.
in the atmosphereor the different
(The following comparison of
The Music Hour Club met last
geographicalregions may vary.
week Monday evening in the home life in India and the United States
Man is, however, constantlyreduc-!
in
of Mrs. John Brink, ur. The pro- at this time of the year wa* writing the quantity of beneficial water
gram in the life and work of Ferde ten by Robi ndra Chandra
day evening service. They were through pollution.
Grofe was in charge of Mrs. Floyd Chakravorti, Indian newspaper
BOYNE
CITY
Four
men
’ gave the Novelty the win over
Carol Hop, Vera Brower and Ron
Water
supply industry in the U. were injured, two requiring hos- Kaper and Mrs. Donald Rienstra. man, now a University of
stablemate Wooden Shoe.
Bekins. Miss Ruth Vander Molen
Mlchigan-Universlty Press Club of
Balford and Ron Bolhuis each had
made an announcementof the S., he said, is the largest of all pitalization. following a crash on Several recor Jings including Michigan Fo r e l g n Journalism
industries in tonnage of output. The highway M-75 south of here Satur- "Grand Canyon Suite” were heard
14-point efforts to pace D u tch
special need of funds for the comannual water output in tonnage is day night.
At the business session new officers Fellow, who has joined The
Novelty. John Stryker had 18 for
ing year, and a special offering
over
eight
times
more
than. .that of
for the year were elected as fol- Sentinel staff for a three • month
Police
Chief
Joe
Wolff
of
Boyne
Wooden Shoe.
will be taken next Sunday at both
all other industriescombined. City said a car driven west by lows : President, Mrs. George internship.—Editor)
Ter Haar’s Clothing jumped off
services..
About 70 percent of water supply William Nies, 25, of Holland, col- Lampen; vice president,Mrs. Bert
Hope started the second half
to an early lead and maintained
Mrs. Frank De Boer, Srs who has
What is one man’s poison may
systems in the country are publicly lided with one driven by Lawrence Brink; secretary,Mrs. Dale Maatwith a bang with guard Harold
it in coasting to the win over
been confined to her home the
owned, the rest is privatelyowned. Snyder, 31, a one-legged war vet- man; treasurer,Mrs. Donald Leh- be another man’s meat.
Borr’s Bootery. De Witt was th? Molenaar getting two buckets, two greater part of the winter is again
free shots and center Paul Benes
A .lumber of city officials and eran from Boyne City. Wolff said man; librarian, Della Bowman.
Winter for a Holland resident
big man for the winners with 13
able to attend church services.
The Fillmore Home Economics means restrictedactivity, but for
and Toppen and Zomer had 12 and adding a tipin and the Dutch were
Willard Driesenga will leave members of the Board of Public the Nies car turned across the road
on their way.
11 respectivelyfor the Bootery.
Wednesday for Detroit where he Works were presort to hear Rob- into the path of Snyder's car. The Club met last week at the home a resident of warmer countries,
Three minutes had elapsed and will be inductedinto the armed ingson's talk. Music was provided Nies car was turning into a rest- of Mrs. George Lampen. A social like India, it is the season of fesOverkamp’s led all the way in
the count stood at 41-28 and from
besting Kitchen Planning in C
forces. Mrs. Driesenga will stay by Mrs. Marion de Voider accom- aurant called the Rainbow Garden time with refreshments was injoy- tivities, conventions and picnics.
then
on it continued to skyrocket with her father Purlin Vereeke panied by Mrs. Harold Karsten.
and had just come from the Boyne ed. The Hamilton Club met releague action with six and sevenThe climate in countries like
as the Dutch enjoyed one of the and her brother, Lloyd.
Dr. Marion de Velder presided. Mountain ski resort and Snyder cently with Mrs. Henry Funckes. India approximatesthat in southpoint margins throughout P.
best floor averages of the season.
The Study Club met recently at
John Baron from Holland was a Randall C. Bosch, president of the was on his way to the resort to
Dykstra was high point man for
ern Florida or southern Arizona,
Hope struck 50 times and count- supper guest with Mr. and Mrs. BPW, introducedthe speaker.
pick up his wife who is cook there. the home of Mrs. Ralph Orr. Mrs. where it is hot, either dry or
the Parts with 12 and Vander Sluis
ered 25 in the second half for 50 Harry Bowman last Sunday. After
Wolff said he has issued no war- Orr led the discussion on Gra- muggy in Summer and delightfuland Jacobs each had 11. Holtgeerts
percent. This followed a dismal 12
rants and is continuing his inves- cious Dining including table set- ly cool in Winter. Temperature in
the serviceMr. Baron and Mr. and
led the Planners with nine followout of 46 for 26 percent in the
tings and manner of serving.
tigationof the accident.
Mrs. Bowman visited with Mr. Explorer Scouts Speak
ed by Kolean with eight.
most parts of India ranges from
opening half. The Dutch ended with and Mrs. Leslie Bekins and Ron.
John Grissen, Wallie Kempkers,
Nies is in Little Traverse HosTed Boeve and Bill Hinga com50 to 70 during winter and hovers
At Kiwanis Meeting
38 percent for the game.
John
Haakma
and
John
Kaper
atThe Men’s Brotherhoodmet at
pital at Petoskey with lacerations
' bined to single-handedlydefeat the
around 100 during summer.
tended the celery meeting at East
Whitey Riemersma, working out the chapel. Fifty colored slides
In keeping with Boy Scout Week, I of the head and chest, rib fractures
Miss Elaine Lampen
All Americans as the Steffens MarThe cool season begins in Sepof an offensive guard position for were shown describing the two explorer scouts. Arthur Ousting land dislocated hip. Irwin D. Lansing last Thursday.
ket crew kept the C league pace.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Albert Lampen of
Funeral services for Jasper Rig- tember and continues up to midBoeve carded 17 and Hinga added the first time, paced the second Reformed church Mission work and Bob Parks of explorer post Atman, 26. Holland, is ip the hosroute 5, Holland, announce the en»
February,
when
the
hot
cycle
sets
15 while the losers, paced by half early drive after Molenaar ambng the Dutch Immigrants in 2007, explained advantages<^f the pital with bruises. He was releas- terink were held Tuesday at the in. The six-month period between gagement of their daughter, Elaine,
Scouting program at a meeting of' ed Monday. Louis Brooks, 29, Reformed Church.
Matt Numikowski’s 11, had 30 took a rest. Riemersma swished Canada.
to James Neymeiyer,son of Mrs*
Rev. Van Heukelom had as his September and February is the
through
five
buckets
and
three
the Holland Kiwanis Club Monday Holland, and Snyder were given
Mrs.
Peter
D.
Huyser
and
Mrs.
points. A 22-point second quarter
Louis Neymeiyer of Marne.
busiest
and
the
most
delightful
Sunday sermon topics "Jonah Runfree tosses in the 10-minute interim Gerald Huyser are confined to night. President Andrew Dalman
first aid and released.
effort was the big Steffens push.
ning from God", and "The Word of part of the year.
With the league third spot at that saw Hope push to a 65-35 lead. their homes with virus infection. presided.
First, you have the harvesting
Salvation."
Maynard
Stafford, sixth best
The Mission Society which was
Fred Clemens, district sales
stake, the West End Merchants
The Junior C. E. group enjoyed a season, which means dance and
scorer in the MIAA, had his best postponed from last Wednesday manager of Capital Airlines,pre- Graveside Rites Held
shot to an early lead and kept it
movie. The Senior C. E. group en- song and community festivities in
shooting effort also right after the afternoon will be held this week sented a film on the new Britishthroughout. John Kruid paced the
For Schrotenboer Baby
joyed
a playlet, "What is C. E.?" village areas. The first full moon
half, sinking 10 points.
made turbo - prop engine which
Wednesday afternoon.
winners with 10 points and Lee
The local troop 33 of Boy Scouts a ter the harvesting season, when
Benes led Hope with 22 points,
The Ladies Aid will meet Thurs- is rapidlybecoming standard equip
ZEELAND (Special)
Gravemade 13 for Scotts,nine of them
spacing nine field goals through- day afternoon in the chapel. Host- ment for all planes on that airline. side services were held at 3 p.m. and the newly - organizedCub grains are stored in granaries, is
from the foul line.
celebrated by Hindus, who conTwo weeks of action remains in out the game. He added four free esses are Mrs. Leslie Bekins and He was introduced by Ray Roth. Monday for Susan Jean Schroten- Scouts with their leaders and sponsors attended the Sunday evening stitute the majority in India, as a
shots. Stafford had 17 for the Mrs. Reuben Bohl.
Attention
was
called
to
the
travel
boer,
infant
daughter
of
Mr.
and
the B and C leagues. A tournaWilliam Ponstein submitted to lecture Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. in Mrs. Gene Schrotenlx>erof 62 West church service in a group, also in festivity in honor of the goddesses
ment in each league will’ begin Comets.
of plenty and prosperity.
Visser gave every member of his surgery in Zeeland Hospital last Hope Memorial Chapel with Julian Northside Dr., Battle Creek.’ The uniform.
Feb. 27.
Alvin
Rankins,
son
of
Mr.
and
nine-man squad a heavy workout Saturday.
Shortly afterward comes one of
Gromer showing a film on “The baby was born Saturdayand died
in the contest, substitutingfreely
Sunday afternoonat Community Mrs. Henry Rankins, was Mar- the most popular festivals among
The Unity Christian School will Fabulous Gulf Coast."
B League Standing*
ried to Marjorie Renollet of Wichi- Hindus called Diwali, or the fesall the way. The Hope coach sent meet Thursday evening at 8 p.m.
Members of the Kiwanis Boys’ Hospital Battle Creek.
ta, Kansas. Alvin is in service and tival of lights,when houses all over
Bob Ritsema into one of the for- in Hudsonville. Mrs. B a s t i a n Club were reminded that Civic CenI
Surviving besides the parents are
Baker’s Market ........ 6
ward spots from time to time and Kruithof of the Beverly Reformed ter will be open for their use the grandparents,Mr. and Mrs. stationedat Wichita.
the country are lightedup during
Wooden Shoe ........... 5
the 6’4" lad looked good along with church will give a book review. Thursday, Feb. 9, from 6:30 to 9 Ben Schrotenboerand Mrs. John
the night and fireworks brighten
Ter Haar’s Clothing... 5
Riemersma at his guard spot.
up the nights.
p.m.
All women are invited.
M. De Jonge, all of Zeeland.
Dutch Novelty .......... 4
Also pleasing was the work of
Gordon Hungerink from Omaha,
This is also the season for poliSiam’s Mobilgas ....... 3
the Dutch reserves.*Bob Thomson, Neb., spent Sunday with Mr. and
tical and social conventionsall
Borr’s Bootery ......... 1
Detroit freshman,scored 10 points Mrs. Wesley Hungerink and famr the country. Professional
C League Standings
from his forward post and did a ily and Mr. and Mrs. Herman
and politicalgroups time their
fine job of passing off on fast Berens and children.
conventions with this period.
Overkamp’s Washer .... 6
breaks. Mert Vander Lind, stocky
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowma.i
Auditoriums in big cities are bookSteffens Market ........ 6
sophomore guard, came through and daughter, Laurie, were SunWest End Merchants ... 5
A new flying program for college ed in advance or tents go up in
with three baskets and five foul day evening visitors with Mr. and
Scotts, Inc .............. 4
undergraduates has been announc- villagesto accommodate delegates
Miss Marilyn Dokter
shots and Dave Woodcock, who Mrs. Howard Hulsema and chilKitchen Planning ....... 3
ed by the Marine Corps, according to political or social conventions. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dokter,
should work into a rugged board dren in Overisel.
Winter is also the season for one
All Americans .......... 0
to an officialMarine Corps news re11 East 28th St., announcethe enman, countered with seven points Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Knap are
of the most popular games in
lease.
g..gement of their daughter
and picked several rebounds, the parents of a son born to them
The program will be called the India, cricket,which is a British Marilyn, to Henry Telgenhof, son
throwing his 200 pounds around on Sunday, Feb. 5 in Zeeland
Platoon Leaders Class (Aviation). import. Cricket season opens of the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Is with authority under the basket. Hospital.
Main featureswill be that members around mid-October and continues Telgenhof of Drcnthe.
Dwayne Teusink, Holland sophoChris De Jonge left Sunday for
belong to it at the same time they until mid-January. It is a leisuremore, was the last of the nine Excelsior Springs, Mo., to receive
attend college. Flight training as ly team-game, unlike anything
Dutch players to score, but quick- treatments at the McCleary Hosan officerwill be guaranteedim- known in this country, and is Sara Dixon Honored
ly displayed fine driving power in pital and clinic there. Mr. and
mediately upon graduationfrom played throughout the day or days. At Surprise Party
potting three layups and a long Mrs. Nelson De Jonge, who have
college.There will be no training The cricket field, during big
John Hannett,Albion forward, shot in the closing minutes.
been living in their trailer home
games, takes on a picnic atmosduring the college year.
Mrs. Fern Dixon entertained al
This was Hope’s highest scoring will stay with Mrs. De Jonge In
continues to lead the MIAA scoring
College - time training will con- phere; with spectators sitting in a surprise party Saturday eveninj
total
made
in
the
conference
this
race, official league statistics rethe absence of Mr. De Jonge.
sist of , six - week indoctrinationgalleriesaround a sun - drenched at her home, 188 West 13th St,
year.
leased today showed.
sessions during two summer vaca- oval playground and white -dad in honor of her daughter, Sara,
Olivet ended the contest with 18
Hannett ha. 67 field goals and 30
tions from school, held at the players "bowling” or “batting". who celebrated her 15th birthday
foul tosses for 164 points to put baskets in 64 attempts for 28 perMarine Corps Schools, Quantico, Since the game usually starts at anniversary.
him 15 points ahead of Adrian’s cent The Comets had eight for 28
19 a.m. and does not end until 5
Va.
Ice skating and games were enLeon Harper with 149 points on 64 in the first half and 10 for 36 in
Upon completion of the training p.m., spectators bring their lunch- joyed with prizes going to Linda
Admitted
to
Holland
Hospital
field goals and 21 free throws. the final half.
and coincidentwith graduation boxes to have a picnic during lunch Souter, Vivian Badillo, ClariceVac
Monday were Egbert Beekman, 65
However, Hannett has played eight Box score
from college, members will be com- and tea-breaks.
River
Ave.;
Albert
Schuiteman.
Langen and Barbara Renick.
Hope (96)
games and Harper seven.
missioned as second lieutenantsin
As the cricket season closes,
FO FT PF TP 253 West 15th St.; Paul Boeve, 37
Tom Newhof of Calvin is third
Other guests invited were Karen
the Marine Corps Reserve and be so does Spring - like Winter, and
3
6 East 33rd St.; John Vanden Heu0
with 144 points while George Car- Buursma, f .....
Grotler, Eileen John, Sue Warner,
designed as student aviators.
Summer with hot winds and mon3
3
15 vel, 7 West 17th ^t.; Mrs Eugene
ter of Alma follows with 136 Riemersma, f .. 6
Mary Jane Gonzales, Melva Rows
Information concerning the new soon with rain-ladenclouds follow.
5
22 Hiddinga, 628 Pinecrest Dr.; Den4
points and Kalamazoo’sGary Benes, c ........ 9
Rachel Arenas, Junia Dalman,
program
may
be
obtained
from
4
10 nis Troost, riute 4; Mrs. Gerald
4
Morrison is fifth with 133 points. Molenaar, g .... .3
Pauline Bauman, Sandy KolenbranCapt.
W.E.
Shea,
USMC,
1863
Mon6 Vanderbeek,12 South Fourth St.
2
1
Paul Benes, Hope College cen- Ritsema, g ...... 2
der, Maryann Fabiano, Carla Gar
t
roe,
NW,
Grand
Rapids,
telephone
4
2
10 Grand Haven; Mrs. Kenneth Peck,
ter is sixth with 129 points and Thomson, f ..... 4
brecht, Barbara Walvoord and .the
RI 23629, or from Marine Corps
2
9 274 Rose Ave.; Norma Jalving,233
1
Maynard Staffordof Olivet seventh Teusink, f ..... 4
guest of honor. Mrs. Dixon was
Headquarters,
Washington
25,
D.C
3
5
2
with 127.
Vander Lind, g
11 East 11th St.; Mrs. Ramon Befassisted by Mrs. Paul Fallis and
7 Iran, 50 East Seventh St.
1
Calvin’s Tony Diekema is next Woodcock, g ... 3
1
Mrs. Richard Brown.
Discharged Monday were John
on the list with 124 tallies while
Group Announces
Totals...37 22 25
96 H. Kammeraad,125 East 18th St.;
John Woods of Hillsdale is ninth
Jury Finds Man Guilty
Two February Meets
Brian Slager, 3445 Butternut Dr.;
with 112.
Olivet (58)
Despite inclement weather and
2
3
10 Mrs. Stephen C. Scott, 143 East 25th
The league top foul shooter with Bemoudy, f ..... 4
February meeting of the Ottawa bad roads, voters turned out in In Bad Check Charge
7
3
17 St.; Mrs. Leroy Naber, 185H Lake32, Don Vroon of Calvin is 10th Stafford,f ...... 5
Association for Retarded Children large numbers Monday night in
wood
Blvd.;
Dennis
Troost,
route
scorer with 102 points.
3
5
5
Whitcomb, c ... 1
GRAND HAVEN (SpeclaUwill be held at Van Raalte School Pine Creek school and voted by a
0
0
Whitey Riemersma of Hope has Peavyhouse,g .. 1
2 4; Mrs. Kenneth Peck, 274 Rose
huge
majority to bond the district After deliberating20 minutes, a
Thursday
at
7:45
p.m.
Speaker
5
9 Ave.
96 points in seven games while Schultz,g ...... 4
1
Circuit Court jury Monday found
will be Miss Marcia Zwier, psy- for $98,000 to build a four-room adHoepital births include a daugh0
Roa Xude of Alma and Jim Kbk Troech, g ...... 1
3
5
Eldon Lee Avanta, 29, Alton, 111.,
dition
and
liquidate
the
present
chologist
at
Pine
Rest
in
Cutlerof Calvin are right behind with Leckie, g ....... 1
0
3 ter, Louise Faith, bom Mori&ay to
1
guilty of "utteringand publishing”
bond
issues.
ville. Miss Zwier will also show a
95. Lee Jones of Hillsdale is 14th Burton, f ...... . 1
0
2 Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Slikkers, 159
1
On proposal No. 1 (bonding the a check, and he will return for
film describingthe program at
East 35th St; a daughter, Terri
wiih 89 points. dispositionMarch 9 at 10 a.m.
fit
district),
the vote was 148 in favor
Pine Rest.
17 17
Benes and Riemersma have
’’ Totals...18
53 Lee, bom Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
The charge against Aganta made
On Feb. 13, Dr. Samuel Kirk and 6 against.
Robert Jacobusse, 319 So. Fifth St.,
RECEIVE EAGLE AWARDS — Eight Chippewa District Boy Scouts
played seven games and all the
On proposal No. 2 (raising the by state police involveda $45 check
from the University of Dllnois InGrand Haven; a son, Brian Jay,
others have played eight
were awarded Eagle badges, scouting's highest honor, at the
stitute for Research on Exception- millage), the vote was 150 in favor dated Aug. 21, 1954, drawn on the
Chdrge Dismissed
bom Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
court of honor Monday night in Harrington school. Two sets of
Coopersvllle State Bank made out
al Children,will-speak on "Com- and 3 against.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Van Faasen, 183 Elm Lane; a son
the youths are brothers. Recipients lined up here are front row,
The propositioncalls for Increas to Avanta and signed by Casey
munity Planning for the Mentally
Only Thee Arrests
An order was signed in Ottawa bora Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
ing the tax rate 18 mills on equal- De Meester,now
Retarded."
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-- CircuitCourt Monday dismissing a Herman Ten Harmsel, 516 West Richard and Arthur Dirkse, both of Troop 30; second row, Dean
Avanta was returned to
ized valuation for a period up to
The
meeting
will
be
held
at
the
State police Monday reported only charge of non - support against 21st St; a daughter, AFejandra,
and David Maris, both of Troop 10; third row, Dean Heyboer,
KalatnazooYWCA, located on 16 years, providing an addition to last July
three arrests in the three counties Stanley William Roelofs, 28, form- bom today to Mr. and Mrs. FacunTroop 33 and Robert Kingshott, Troop 30 and fourth row Dennis
South Rose St. Dr. Kirk’s program the/ present school, improvingthe the Terr#
the Grand Haven post covers— erly of Rockford. Reasons for dis- do Gonzales, 16 South River Ave,
Smeenge, Troop 10 and Martin Van Dyke, Jr., Troop 30. Badges
is made possible by the Michigan school grounds and redeeming all did not
Ottawa, Muskegon and Oceana missal are that the complaining
were awarded by Herman Brandmiller, executive of the Grand
Research Project for the Severely outstanding school bonds of the trial.
—since the new speed law went witness, his wife, June, has reLake Superior, longest of the
Mentally
Feb. 15, 1950 bond issue. t
Valley
(Penna-Sosphoto)
into effect Friday.
Great Lakes, it 350 miles in length.
sumed living with her husband.
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In Overtime;

Fred S. Burd gave members of
the Holland Exchange Club a comprehensive picture of the needs of
Holland City Hospital and the services it will be able to give this
community when the new addition
is complete at a meeting of the
club Monday night. The new wing
is scheduled to be finished by the
end of this year and then three or
four more months will be needed
to remodel the present structure,
he said. The hospital will have a
total of 128 beds when finished.

i

The win boosted the Dutch to
i 9-4 mark for the season while
Zeeland now has an 8-3 season

Burd

Keep

;

Holland Christian's cage
quad fought off & desperate
Seeland High rally in the closing
ninutes on the Civic Center court
Hiesday night to edge the Chix,
»7-5L Another capacity crowd of
1,700 plus, watched the Maroons
top the Zeelanders for the second

ume

Dutch Stop Albion

—

With th« ice on Lake Macotowa the best
it has been in several years, the ice shanties are plentiful.
Shanties are scattered all over the lake with clusters of them in
the Pine Creek bay and Big Bayou. The ice is around 12 inches
thick in most places. Shanties made their first appearance this
season at about Christmas, which local anglers report is unusually
early. The fishinghasn't been the best this year but has improved
ICE BEST THIS YEAR

the last couple of weeks. Large catches of speckled bass have
been reportedand perch are biting more in the Bayou and is
also better now in the Pine Creek Bay area. Quite a number of
fishermen are driving their automobilesright to the door of
their shanties. This is the first time in quite a spell "regular
roads" lead from the shanties to the car.
(Penna-Sasphoto)

The new services to be added
will include a pneumatic tube
system connecting all parts of the
building as well as the trayveyer
service which will get food from

Second

John Terry Brown

hi

Ml A

A

ALBION (Special) - Hope C|llege’s cagers' saw a "tremendous
team effort” pay off here Tuesday night as the Dutch edged Albion College, 80-77 in an overtime
game to ke4p second place in the
MIAA race.
The Dutch now have a 6-2 conference record while the Britons ,
have a 3-6 mark.
Whitey Riemersma,senior forward, sank a jump shot and added
a foul toss with 45 seconds to play
in the overtime to put Hope out
in front 78-77 and Bob Ritsema,
playing his best game of the season at guard, came through with
a tipin in the final five seconds
to give the Dutch a three point

C h r i s t i a n’ s hard fought win
kitchen to patients while hot.
peas highlighted by the 32 point
coring exhibition by HoUand’s fine
There will be a paging system for
all personnel and a checking-in
renter, Dave Vander Hill Unquessystem for the doctors. Oxygen
tionably one of the finest prep cenvictory.
will be piped to nearly all rooms.
ters in this area, the lanky pivotCoach John Visser referred to
Physical therapy for patients will
man is believed to have set a new
ALLEGAN (Special)
“Indus- the win as a “tremendous team
be an added service. There will
ichool scoring record, according to
be a lounge on each floor for try’s Interestin Farm Prosperity” effort”since the Dutch worked toichool officials.
gether on every play as a unit and
Admitted to H o 1 a n d Hospital
patientsand visitors and a “quiet”
Vander Hill hit an amazing 13
will be the title of an address by
Visser
was especially pleased the
room
for
conferences
between
twt of 18 tries at the hoop throughTuesday were Simon Wuis, Fennfamily and doctor and family and John Terry Brown, chairman of way his team held its composure
DUt the contest,mostly on his one
Lilac
ville; Silva Forenza, 155 Burke
the board of directors of the J.I. throughout.
pastor.
handed jump shot from the foul
Ave.; Matthew Kemme, 35 East
Twice in the game, with time‘s
Three major operating rooms Case Company, Racine, Wise, at a
area. He scored 14 markers in the
Holland
Christian's reserve
Considerable progress has been
20th St.; Raymond Bosworth,16}a squad, backed by a 45 - point sec- will be on the first floor as well public meeting planned for March the essence, Hope fought off would
first half and 18 more in the secbe Albion scoring chances and reEast 10th St.; Mrs. John Van ond half, notched their 12th win as the recoveryroom and sterile 15 in the Griswold Auditorium.
Dnd. To top it off he was the reported on developmentof lilac
The meeting, which wiU be held taliated with good results.
supply
room.
The
maternity
will
game’s outstanding rebounder,in Lane on M-21 between Grand
of
the
season
Tuesday
night
on
the
Raalte, 225 West Ninth St.; Mrs.
Following Riemersma’s overtime
be removed to the new part and at 8 p.m., is being sponsored by
addition to knocking down several Rapids and Holland, it was learnRichard Bonge, 243 West 21st St.; Civic Center court by whipping the will be completely seperated from the Allegan County Farm Bureau. foul toss, the Britons brought the
Zeeland seconds, 68-37. It was Zeewould be Chix shots.
today.
Philip Weyenberg,1575 South Shore
ball up the floor and attempted
Christian almost played a edAlready
land’s second loss, both coming at the rest. It will also include a Brown’s appearence here was ar1,000 lilac bushes and
for 40 seconds to get a shot but
ranged
by
Charles
Sligh,
of
Grand
“fathers’
room.”
The
southern
Dr.;
Terry
Klinge,
292
Elm
Ave.
repeat of last week’s Grand Rapids
the hands of Christian,compared to
500 other ornamental trees have
sectionof the third floor will be re- Rapids and Holland,past presi- were unsuccessful as the Dutch
Creston tilt, as they built up a
nine wins.
Discharged
Tuesday
were
Dennis
been planted by the MichiganState
dent of the National Association defense formed pn unbreakable
lizeable halftime margin, only to
Scoring 27 points on setup basket- served for children.
Troost, route 4; Mrs. Kenneth
Highway departmentwhich has
Emergency rooms will be on the of Manufacturers,who will ac- web. When a shot was taken, Hope
iee it slip away in the final two
ball in the third quarter, the Litlaunched a program to plant 1,000
Peck, 274 Rose Ave.; Mrs. Kirby
grabbed the rebound and set up
quarters. However against the
tle Maroons built up an insur- ground floor as will locker rooms, company the speaker.
lilac bushes and 500 trees every
De
Feyter and baby, 1875 Lake- mountable margin. The Dutch hit medical records, gift and snack Brown, the son of a Pickaway, the play that resulted In RitseZeelanders as well the Dutch
April and October until available
Ohio, farm family, became asso- ma’s basket.
wood Blvd.; Dick Smit, route 2, on 11 out of IS tries from the bar, x-ray and laboratories.
came through in the pressure-packplanting space is exhausted. The
During the regulation gams, alciated with the J.I. Case company
Four
new
members
were
receivHamilton;
Paul
Erwin
Boeve,
37
ed finale to snatch the win.
floor in the third period.
program is working from Jenison
East 33rd St.; Florella Bounds,
Coach Mel Bouma’s Zeeland outZeeland took a 6-0 lead in the ed into the club by Exchangite in 1948. He rose from the post of so, with the contestbeing see-saw,
toward Holland.
New Richmond; Mrs. John Dreyer, first minute and a half before the Burnett Ely. They are Carroll I vice-presidentin charge of manu- Hope managed to tie the score 73fit turned in a better performance
Meanwhile, the committee is
463 Gordon; Mrs. Howard Terry, Dutch began to operate against the Norlin, Harold Streeter, August De factoring, to executive-vice-presi-all with about one minute to go.
than in the first meeting between
Dr. Jay E. Folkert
promoting further cooperationby
208 Va West 14th St.; Norma Jalving, Zeeland zone defense. Christian led Jong and Bert Bos. Preceeding the dent, then president and on April This time again, Albion moved the
the two chibs. Characterizedby
contacting garden clubs, service
233 East 11th St.; Mrs. Gerald 10-8 at the quarter and by halftime talk, Explorer Scout Bob Parkes 28, 1955, was elected chairman of ball in the Hope forecourt and
their tremendous scrap, particularclubs, other organizations and inworked the ball around but was unVanderbeek, 125 Fourth, Grand had upped their margin to 23-14. spoke on the values gained from the board.
ly in the second half, the Chix
dividuals to supply additional
He was also active on the boards successful in pushing through a
Haven; Mrs. John Ortman and Christian really rolled in the third Scouting.
were a good ball club against the
plantings at wholesale cost
President John Van Dyke, Jr., of directors of the Sivyer Steel two - pointer. Followingthis debaby, 2766 Beeline; Mrs. Vincent to take a 50-27 lead going into
Maroons.
The five-man Lilac Lane council
Duffy and baby, 297 West 11th the final quarter. Reserves flooded thanked Arnold Hertel and his Co., Lyon Metal Products, Inc., fense, Paul Benes, Hope’s 6’10” i
In the shooting departmentboth
is composed of
H.
St; Mrs. Laurena Brouwer, route the floor for both squads in the committees for the large sum of National Associationof Manu- center made a bucket but the
clubs were on, but each was cauVander Laan, Hudsonville, chair5; Mrs. Edgar Balkey and ,baby, final period as the Dutch outscored money earned at Holland’sfirst factures,the WisconsinTelephone horn blew before the tipin was
tious in the amount of shots taken.
man; Ivan Zwyghuizen, Grandauto show. Tliis money has been Co. and the Wisconsin Manufac- through the hoop.
146 ‘East 25th St.; Mrs. George the Chix, 18-10.
Ihe Hollanders connected on 23 out
ville; George Van Koevering,
The game had 1,300 Albion fans
Dr. Jay E. Folkert of the mathe- Helgeson, Baker's Trailer Court,
of 49, for a 47 per cent averageJim Kool led the locals with 21, placed in the Goodfellows Founda- turers Association.
Zeeland; William H. Vande matics departmentwill direct the Ottawa Beach Rd.; Mrs. George
tion fund. Mr. Burd was introducon their feet most of the time in
thanks to Vander Hill Zeeland alfollowed by Cal Klaasen with 16,
Water, Holland, and Fred H. Hope College summer school which Koleon, 267 Rose Ave.
Kresge gymnasium, as the lead
io took 49 shots, hitting on 20 for
Dan Bos with nine, Jim Meurer ed by Bill Brower, a member of
Baker, Grand Rapids, secretary. will open June 18 and close July
changed hands 10 times. The bigHospital births include a daugh- and Jerry Altena with six each, the Exchange Club and chairman
almost a 40 per cent average.
gest lead any team got in the game
At one stage in the third quar- Serving on the advisory board are 27, Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, college ter, Dfebra Shawn, born Tuesday Paul Johnson with four, Jim Hulst, of the Hospital Board.
Aurey Strohpaul, B. G. Brown, president, announced today.
was taken by Albion right at the
to Mr. and Mrs.WilliamBorgman, Bob Klingenbergand Arlyn Lantter, the Maroons had built an 18
start of the second half when the
point margin before the Chix be- Willard Baird, W. A. Butler and
Jr.,
route
4;
a
son,
Gerald
Lee,
ing with two apiece.
Dr. Folkert, who has been a
Britons jumped to a 50-44 margin.
gan their drive which came with- A. G Kuipers.
Zeeland was led by Max De
member of the Hope College staff bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. J.
Plantings other than those proBy Willis S. Boss, 4-H Club
Hope started with a zone defense
in three points of overtaking the
since 1946, is a native of Overisel. Kamps, 165 North 129th Ave.; a Jonge with 14, followed by Wayne
Agent
and alternated it with a man-toDutch. But once again, the poised vided by the highway department He was graduated from Hope Col- son, James Marvin, bom Tuesday Tanis with six, Merle Berens with
William Spencer from Coopers- man throughout the game. Albion,
Dutch took over, to build an eight will be identified by a rustic sign lege in 1939, and received his M. to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bakker, five, Ronald Van Haitsma with
ville was winner of the state con- led by John Hannett, the MIAA’s
point lead and then coast in the approximately 12 by 20 inches atop A. degree from Universityof Michi- 91 East 35th St; a son bom today four, Junior De Jonge, Dave Baron,
a five-foot pole bearing the legend,
test. His award, a trip to Kansas scoring leader, Bill Collison and
final minute.
gan in 1940. He did graduate work to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Ebeis, Dave Van Peursem and Dave Den
City, Mo., will take place Feb. 8 sub - guard Frank Johnson, began
Zeeland started out with a zone “This Planting Sponsoredby...
route
3;
a
son
bom
today
to
Mr.
Ouden with two each.
at the University of Chicago and
ALLEGAN (Special) - Lack jf through 13.
Promoters of the Ulae Lane
to hit from out and was able to grt
defense against the locals, but the
Michigan State University an re- and Mrs. Julius Holt, 543 South
immagination on the part of Alproject
feel
that
it
will
be
an
adBill has had a poultry project eight out of 12 shots in the early
Maroons had little troublein piercceived his Ph. D in mathematics Shore Dr.; a son, Thomas Judson,
legan’s founding fathers when t for seven years and has been stages.
ing it to move out to a nine point ditionalattractionfor the tourists from MSU last August.
bom today to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald ilfn. Kiefer Hostess
came to naming city streets is active
who
come
to
Holland
every
May
the “Chicken of Hannett made seven of his 13
lead early In the first period. By
Folkert said courses will be of- Fortney, 697 Maple Ave.
At Chapter Meeting
causing the present city govern- Tomorrow”contest as well as the baskets, most of them jump shots
the end of the stanza, the Dutch for Tulip Time, and consequently fered in English, Bible, history or
The Eta Gamma Chapter of Beta ment no end of trouble and con- “West Michigan 4-H Turkey Show. and drivinglayups, in the first half
will provide color and landscaping
led 17-10.
political science, mathematics, eduSigma
Phi held a cultural meet- fusion.
for
beautifying
Michigan
highways.
In 1954, he placed first in the State and Johnson added three buckets
The losers fell further behind in
cation and perhaps a foreign laning at the home of Mrs. William
City Manager P. H. Beauvaisre- 4-H Poultry Judging Contest. Bill and Collison five goals. Hannett
the second period, as the Dutch
guage. All courses will be taught
Judy Ensing, daughter of Mr. Kiefer Monday evening. Mrs. cently called attentionof the city has done an outstanding job in ended the contest with 34 points
began to work the ball around the
by members of the Hope faculty.
and Mrs. Vernon Ensing, has again Howard Poll presided at the bus- council to the fact that the city poultry as well as many other pro- for top honors.
zone to Vander Hill who scored
A year’s credit in language will
Hope, with Benes and co - capbeen placed in a brace for her iness meeting. It was decided the has two Sherman streets, two jects in which he has taken an
with ease. Finally with the count
require an eight-week session runnominating committeethis year North streetsand three streets re- active part.
tains Harold Molenaar and Riemhip for another four months.
29-16 and two minutes left, the
ning from June 11 to Aug. 3, Dr.
Congratulations,Bill Spencer, on ersma, leading, stuck right with the
Mrs. Gerrit Polher, Carol and would be composed of the execu- ferred to as “Park”— Park Drive,
Chix switched to a man to man deFolkert said.
Park Court and Park Ave.
your award trip.
Britons as the trio all made five
Debra Jean, were visitorsat the tive committee.
fense. Christian
one
Speaker at World Day of Prayer,
Schedulesand specific offerings
Mrs. John Du Mez conductedJie
One Sherman street lies west of
baskets in the first half. Albion
more basket to lead 31-16 at half- Friday, Feb. 17, at Hope Reformed are now in the making and will be home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
pledge. The cultural
Oakwood cemetery. The other is on
The summer meeting for certain held a 45-44 halftime lead.
time.
Church, will be Miss Mildred announced later. However, infor- Van Ess.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Aukeman “Giving and Receiving Friend- Depot Hill, between Main and leaders was held at Bostwick 'Hie Britons shot ahead to the
Christian'soffense bogged down Drescher,assistant to the secremation may be obtained from Dean
badly in the third quarter, as the tary of the Grand Rapids YWCA William Vander Lugt or Dr. and family retomed home from a ship” was conducted by M r s. Charles streets.One North Street Lake today. A group of Michi- six - point margin right after the
now offense-mindedZeelanders be- and former missionaryto India.
trip to Whitinsville,Mass., where James Hertal and Mrs. John Du runs from Blood Brothers Ma- gan State University Extension second half tipoff but Benes* and
Folkert.
gan to step up the pace. Midway She will speak on the topic “One
they visited her father, Peter De Mez. They discussed parts of Dale chine Company east to Main street, staff members will train local guard Bob Ritsema again found
Carnegie’sbook “How to Win the other is located on the west leaders in livestock, home improve- the range and when the smoke
in the third period, due to some Flock, One Shepherd.’’
Boer.
Friends and Influence P e o p 1 e,” side in the Rossell addition.
ment, gardeningand safety.
had cleared the locals were ahead
fine drivingby Art Klamt and Jim
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
M
y
k
e
r
After graduatingfrom Western New Prestatie Hais
the Fulbright Scholarship Beauvais said the duplication Leaders attending from Ottawa by five points with eight minutes
Kaat, the Chix had pulled to a 36have sold part of their farm, 20
Michigan College, Miss Drescher
plan. Participating in the discus- was especiallyconfusing when pre- County were Mrs. Leslie Timmer- to go.
26 deficit By the end of the quar served as a school principal.Fol- Explained to League
acres with bnikling, to Mr. and
sion were Mrs. Louis Brunner and paring reports from the state high- man, Nunica; Mrs. Roland Reed
With Visser choosing to give
ter, the Dutch still led 41-30.
Mrs.
De
Vries
of
Grand
Rapids.
lowing this she went as a missionOperation of the new Prestatie Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Veltema Mrs. Frank Bronson.
way department. The council plans Coopersville; Henry Modderman three- of his first stringers a rest,
Zeeland continuedto pepper
ary to India where she organized
Special guests for the evening to take up the problem at an early Lament, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Vred the Britions caught up again and
away in the final period and pull- the Mecosa Bagh Normal School Huis (Achievement House), school have purchased 60 acres of the
eveld. Jamestown; Mrs. Ward went ahead by three points with
ed up to a 49-46 count with two in Nagpur, did village work in for mentallyhandicappedchildren Myker farm, known as the Jake were Mrs. Ed Barber and Mrs. meeting.
which will open in Holland next Krueze farm.
Marty Barth. Mrs. Robert
Keppel, Zeeland and Mrs. Russel three minutes to go.
minutes left Then however, as the
Monday, was explained to memTurschman
was
accepted
as
a
new
Lowing, Conklin.
The starting Hope five worked
Chix put more pressure on the
Henry Elders of Hudsonville and
bers of Junior Welfare
member. She is a transfer from Alva Ash Succumbs
the final three minutes of the game
Maroon guards, the locals fed
Corneal Nedevelt of Jamestown reevening by Edwin lently called on Leonard Van Ess. the Fort Wayne Chapter.
Most clubs are well on the way and the overtime.
Vander Hill with ease, who iced
In Holland Hospital
Raphael, president of the board.
Refreshments were served by
in their winter projects.In visitBenes, who was Hope’s scoring
the victorywith three straightlayCorneal Hoppen and Ezra Prince
The group met in the Woman’s are confined to their homes with the hostess. Also attending were Alva (Fagan) Ash. 70. of 63 ing some of them in the past leader with 26 points, was the hero
ups.
Literary club house.
the Mesdames Charles Armstrong, Main St., Dpuglas died early month, I have found some ex of the regulationplay. Behind three
At the foul lane, the Dutch hit
illness.
Raphael explained the school seton 11 out o(18 while the Zeelanders
Ushers for church services this Frank Bronson, Louis Brunner, Friday in Holland Hospital follow- ceptional good quality in articles points, Benes hit on two hook shots
Du Mez, ing a short illness. Death was due being made.
up under the recently-e1 e c t e d month are Rudolf De Vree, Marvin Del Diederich,
and two foul tosses while Albion
connected on 11 for 23. Following
Achievement Days are arrang- got two foul throws to knot the
board and told of the work now in
Hogue, to complications. He was born
Vander Hill with 32 was ChristGeurink, William Velthouse and James Hertal,
William Kiefer, Hugh Overholt,
progressto ready the school in Sherwin Venema.
ian’s Dave Bos with 13. Zeeland
Montmorency, Mich., in 1885 ed for by the districts. They are count at 73-all as the game ended.
time for opening Monday. The
Hannett and Molenaar matched
which has been getting balanced
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Ensing Howard Poll, Ozzie Raith, Bob Van and lived in the Douglas vicinity as follows: March 26-27, Coopershouse at 88 East 13th St has been went to Portlandlast Saturday to Dyke, Alvin Van Dyke and Miss for the past 65 years. Until his ville High School; March 28-29, jump shots to start the overtime
scoring all season, got more of
Gerda Boeve.
acquired for the school and paintthe same, with Kaat getting 14,
retirement 10 years ago, he was Holland Civic Center; April 2-3. and Collison then shoved the Bricall on her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ing, furnishing and equipping are
Klamt, 12 and Carl Wissink, 11.
employed by the State Highway Hudsonville High School. Judging tons ahead by two with a push shot.
Vanden Berg. Mrs. Vanden Berg
will be done on neatness, finish, Then Riemersma went to work.
fast progressing, he said.
Christian next travels to meet
Department.
is seriously ill.
Mrs. Paul Jones, another memVisser was again pleased with
the potent Allegan outfit cn
Surviving are one daughter, workmanship and materials used.
Mrs. Melvin Merritt and son,
Friday.
ber of the board, was introduced, Gerritt Wayne, visited Mrs. Jacob
Mrs. Ruth Bloom of Comstock; All exhibits will be judged and the work of his reserves, Dwayne
along with Mrs. Raphael.
Box score:
two sons, Edward of Galesburg the best ones will be asked to re- Teusink,Mert Vander Lind aril
Van Dooselaarof Hudsonville last
Junior League members spent Thursday.
The February family night and and Charles of Douglas; eight turn for the County Achievement Bob Thomson and Ritsema’s board
Holland Christian (57)
Days which are to be held on work came In for mention.
FG FT PF TP
the evening working on Easter
Mrs. Ralph Brinks is at present potluck supper will be held at the grandchildren and one great
April 19-20 at the Holland Civic
Box score:
Waver, f ....... 2
baskets, decorated eggs, Easter
1
1
5
making her home with her child- MethodistChurch, Feb. 14, start- grandchild;one brother, Charles Center.
Bos, f .......... 5
bonnets and other items for the dren, Mr. and Mrs. Jack De Boe ing at 6:30 p.m.
Hope (80)
3
1
13
Ash of Douglas and one sister,
Vander Hill, c . 13
annuaj Kiddie Karnival, scheduled of Holland. Her address is 93 East A baby boy was bom to Mr. Mrs. William Zuber of Holland.
FG FT PF TP
6
3
32
Boer, g ......... 3
Buursma, f ..
0
4
0
March 24.
and
Mrs.
John
Osgood
at Holland
6
3
2
32nd St., Holland.
Riemersma, f ... 7
Westenbroek, g . 0
Hospital Sunday.
1
4
1
2 15
1
Miss Mildred Drescher
Benes, c .....
Mulder, g ...... 0
0
0
0
Teachers from Saugatuck School
6
4
26
The Mothers Club will hold its Ritsema, g ..
Dykman, f ...... 0
Hope-lves Install
0
0
12
1
0 the Central Provinces and general Hamilton Man Honored
will attend the Allegan County
1
regular monthly meeting next
Tuls, g
....... 0
Molenaar,g ... 7
0
3
0
17
1
0 missionary work in Bombay. DurTeachers
Instituteat Allegan Feb.
Dick
Van
Raalte
shot
a
^OO
out
At Birthday Dinner
Monday evening, Feb. 13 at the
Jfficers at Meeting
10.
0
1
6
of 216 to lead the week’s Junior school. It will be a potluck Val- Thomason, f .
ing furloughs she did graduate
Totals...23 11 15 57
0
0
1
HAMILTON (Special) - E. A. Hope - Ives held a regular meet- Mrs. E. H. House visited the Archery shooting in Holland High entine’s party for the members Vander Lind, g . o
work at the University of Michi
Teusink, g ..
Zeeland (51)
0
1
2
gan, where she received her M.A. Dangremond of Hamilton was guest ing Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in Robert Allen family In Cleveland Gym. Bob Wenzel was runnerup and their husbands.
Wissink, f ...... 4
3
2
11 in education. She served in India of honor at a surprise dinner, giv- the Delphi Room of VoorheesHall. last week and became acquainted with 198.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Nienhuis
Wiersma, f .... 2
0
Totals ... 35 10
3
4 for 27 years.
13
80
Other scorers were: Jerry Van and children were recent visitors
en by his children,in honor of his After the business session the group with her new grandson,Kenneth
Vande Bunte, c 1
Albion (7?)
0
1
2
Alien.
Wieren,
193;
David
De
Visser,
192;
80th
birthday
Friday
evening.
The
went to the home of Mrs. Chester
Returning to the JJ.S. in 1947,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Kaat, g ........ 5
Hannett, f ..
8
4
2
2
34
14 Miss Drescher worked among affair was held at the Red Brick Oonk for a practice session.
Ward Martin is being dismissed Russ Harmsen, 182; Jerry Manley Kuite.
Wamt, g ......
Vivlamore, f ... 5
2
2
0
1 32 foreign students in the Midwest to Tavern in Plainwell,and the guest
12
At the annual electionof officers from the Holland Hospital this Woldring, 182; Daryl Wabeke, 180;
Mrs. Jake Jacobsen,Mrs. Sena
Loom an, c ....
3
1
3
17
3
3 assist them in adjusting to Ameri- of honor was presented a radio by and installation last week Mrs. Pat
. ,
Robert Vanden llrink, 175; Redder and Mrs. Sarah Hassevoort Collison,c ..
Bos, g .........
1
2
0
2
4
5 can life and education. She also the group.
Rhem was named president; Mrs, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Edgcomb and Bernard Evink, 173; Tim Toyne, were among the guests from this Wilton, g ...
Beyer, g .......
0
0
0
2
0 served as acting secretary of mis2
Mr. and Mrs. Dangremond are Audrey Vander Yacht, vice presi- son Bud visited friends in 179; Jerry De Jonge, 170; Ron area to attend the ihower given Banovic, g ..
2
0
8
Reeves, 168; Doug Hartgerink, for Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kamphuis Johnson, g .
sionary personnel for the Foreign the parents of 11 children, including dent; Mrs. Wanda Hop, se’ere- Buchanan last week;
Totals...20 11 14 51
Conference of North America,now two sets of twins, 31 grandchil- ary, and Mrs. Jean Marks, treas- The Max Campbell family have 168; Ken Hoek, 166; Lonny Ten from West Olive who lost their
Totals ... 31 15
9
77
Broeke, 164 and Ted Wierda, 162. home and its entire contents by
a division of the National Council dren and three great grandchild urer. Retiring president Mrs. Bar- moved to Detroit.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Shields
visited
Allen
De
‘^pnge,
162;
Phil
dren.
bara
Cook
conducted
the
impresof
Churches
of
Christ
in
the
U.S.A.
Play Presented for
fire recently.The shower was givThis work included the counseling, Present at the dinner besides the sive ceremony. These officers are their parents, the Tom Giffords, Bronkhunt, 160K Danny Williams, en by the womens organizations Birthday Party Given
Mission Guild Members
158; Roger Beukema, 154; Bruce of Harlem Reformed Church.
recruiting,screening and training honored guest and Mrs. Dangre- on the board of directors,as well recently.
of nearly 1,000 new missionaries mond were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest as Mrs. Mae Hammersma, refresh- Mr. and Mrs. Ray Anderson are Vander Ploeg, 150; Dave Helder,
The polio drive has come to a For Rita Inderhitzen
A play was the program feature sent abroad yearly by member Kronberg of Sturgis, Mr. and Mrs. ment chairman.
taking a two weeks vacation. After 150; Doug Carnevade, 148; Chuck successful close and the chairman
at a meeting of Central Park ReA birthday party was given SatAllen Dangremondof Blaine, Jack |A report on the successful pro- visiting their daughter Jeanne in De Witt, 146; Jarvis Ter Haar, 146; reports that a total of 8832.18 has
boards.
formed Church Mission Guild Tuesurday
afternoonfor Rita Inderand
Arlene
Dangremond
of
Allethe
East,
they
expect
to
go
to
Billy
Ten
Cate,
136;'
Walter
jects
completed
during
the
past
Miss Drescher served as a field
been collected,a gain of 862 over
day evening at the church.
bitzen, who celebrated her ninth
Grigsby, 129; Edwin Bos, 127; last year.
worker of the Woman’s Division of gan, Dr. and Mrs. Chester Dan- year was given. These included a Florida.
The play, entitled "The Commitbirthday anniversary. The /party
Mrs. Hilton Brown is a patient Rich^nl Essenburg, 127 and Jim
Christian Service of the Methodist gremond of Kalamazoo, Mr. and lecture on the Winnebago Indian
Mr. and Mrs. Jack N i e b o e r
tee Will Meet,” was presented by
was given at her home, 349 West
Church in 1951 and was assistant Mrs. Milton Dangremond, Mr. Reservation by Etta Teusink; pot- in Douglas Hospital where she Thomas, 125.
drove
to
Battle
Creek
Saturday
women of the Mary Guild of MonLarry Dorgelo, 121; Leon Kragt, where they were entertainedat toe 22nd St, by her mother, Mrs. Leo
counselor to overseas students at and Mrs. Raymond Dangremond luck supper; a Christmasprogram underwent surgery Tuesday.
tello Park Christian Reformed
and Donald Slighter, all of Hol- for the residentsof Resthaven; anc
Feb. 24 will be Hobby Day at 120; Judy Ter Vree, 113; Susy home of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Inderbitzen,and her sister Linda.
Ann Arbor.
Church.
Gifts were presented to the guest
Si verson, 111; Jim Petroelje,109;
land; Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dan- a discussion of “Marriage and Saugatuck Womans Club.
Knoll
Devotions were conducted by
of honor. Games were played and
gremond and Gordon Dangre- MarriageRelations” by Rev. Abra
Mrs. Jean Devine, Mrs. Joseph Paul
Wyke, 108; Paul
Mrs. Harold Cox and Mrs. Ralph Visits Holland
each guest receiveda prise. A
mond, all at Hamilton.
Devine and Mrs. Hannah Dempster Nienhuls, 105; Joan Ter Haar, 104;
ham Rynbrandt
Manning. Music was providedby
Pieter Praetorius, manager of
two-course lunch was served.
Unable to attend were Mrs. DonDuring the coming semesterthe were guests of Mrs. John Barron Dennis Allen, 95; Walter Van Track, Car Collide
Mrs. Jack Zwiera, who played two the Chicago office of the Nether- ald Slighter,Mr. and Mrs. Donald group will participate in the All- Sunday evening and enjoyed the Oosterhout, 85; Jerry Dombos, 85;
A truck-car crash on M-21 near Guests includedJanice Voogd,
accordion selections "It Is No lands Industrial Institute,
Dangremond of California, Mr. and College Sing, several guest speak- color television.
Jack Elenbaas, 85; Irvin De 112th St Tuesday at 10:45 a.m. re- Patty Williams, Elaine Folkert,
Secret” and “The Love of God.” came to Holland Tuesday, confer- Mrs. Leonard Dangremond of Roy- ers, and concludewith a family
A1 Berg is still ill at Douglas Weerd, 80; Ronald Simer, 76; sulted in, minor damage to the ve- Sharon Kail, Jenny Dick, Nancy
Members of the refreshment com- red with Willard C. Wichers about al
_________
Oak and Mr. _______
and Mrs. Merton picnic at the end of the season Hospital.
Greg Green, 73; Roger Woltma, hicles. Ottawa County deputies Mannes, Anna Kortman, Brenda
mittee were the Mesdames Herm- various American lirms interested Dangremond of Port Huron.
68; Benny Jansen, 47 and Jim De identified the drivers as James G. Melton, Lois Ten Have, Alda
Meetings are held the first and
an Nickel Henry Lemson. Jack La- in establishing operations in
and third Tuesday each month
Since 1910, more than 24,500,000 Pree, 45. Bill Elenbaas,38; GaU Westenberg, 56, Grand Rapids and Grants, Marcia Tregloan, Ella Jo
Mar, Melvin Madderom, Leon San- Netherlands. He left for Chicago Candied grasshoppers are eaten Wives of Hope students are invited boys and leaden have been mem- Van Raalte, 23; Bruce Joldersma, Austin S. Weaver, 21, route 1, Bailey and Karen and Pamela Lubdy and Kenneth Macbinsky.
ber!. * .
»
I in certain placet ^ the Orient.
'to attend.
attd Bob Allen, 9.
1 ben of the Boy Scouts of America. 20
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